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t~CURLY-TOP RESISTANCE IN SUGAR BEETS"" AND TESTS OF TIlt' RESISTANT

VARIETY U. S.No. 1 
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"
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INTRODUCTION 2 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF CURLY TOP 

Curly top of sugar beets (Beta 'IYI11garis L.) was first recognized us
a disease of major economic importance in 1899, in California. Since
that time frequent and often very destructive outbreaks have occurred in practically all the sugar-beet areas west o{ the RockyMountains, except a few districts in the fog belt along the Pacificcoast. Its occurrence in serious amounts east of the ContinentalDivide has apparently been restricted to certain sections in theSouthwest, such as Ne\v 11exico, western Texas, and southemColorado. The beet areas in northern Colorado east of the Rocky Mountains, as weH as those in Nebraska, Kansas, Wyoming, and SouthDakota, have been free from the disease or have sho\Vll only sporadic 
I These contrll:utions were made by F. A. .Abegg, associate geneticist; "!J. E. Cormany, associate agronomist; H . .A. Elcock, assistant pathologist; Wesley Keller, agent; C. 0. Lowe, assistant agronomist;F. V. Owen, geneticist; D. A. Pack, associateagronomist (resigned. Nov. '30,1929); Charles Price. associateagronomist; and .A.. W. Skuderna, principal agronomist. RssponsiblUty for the various contributions isIndicated. in the IleSpeetive sections. The agronomic tests in California. Idaho, and New Mexico werecarried on under the general supervision of A. W. Skuderna. Acknowledgment is made to O. H. Coons,principal pathologist. for assistanoe in the preparation of the manuscript•• Contributed by Eubanks Oarsnar. 
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incidence ,not serious in amount. In the regions where it occp;rs as 
epidemics curly top is the most destructive of all beet diseases. In 
several of the important agricultural districts west of the Rocky 
Mountains. this ~seas~ is the:,plincipal fac~or ~ting th.e beet crop. 
Curly topIS- a '....ll1lS disease. The causal Vll1lS 15 transIIlltted by the 

t beet leaf hopper, Eutettix tenellus (Baker). The geographic distribu
tion of the disease is therefore the same as that of the insect vector. 

Investigators l:;:ave emphasized direct financial losses due to cudy 
top. Adequate recognition. should be given also to the effect on 
western agriculture of the abandonment of the sugar-beet crop in 
large areas. The sugar beet is generally recognized as an ~l.portant 
and valuable crop in the agricultural system for these regions, not 
alone because it is an intensively cultivated cash crop, but because 
through its valuable by-products, namely, beet pulp, beet tops, and 
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FIGURE 1.-Average yields of sugar beets in tons per acre for 1905-1930 in the King City district of 


California and in southern Idaho. Tha serious decreases In yields were caused by curly-top injury 


beet molasses, it fosters the dairying and stock-feeding industries. 
Control of the curly-top disease will contribute greatly to a stabiliza
tion of sugar-beet growing in large areas where it is now continually 
menaced, and will thus have far-reaching effects upon the general 
farm situation in the West. If curly-top control is assured, it will be 
possible for the beet-sugar industry to return to districts previously 
abandoned because of curly top; and it will bring about, as economic 
conditions warrant, oxpansion into regions heretofore avoided be
cause of the curly-top hazard. 

Figure 1 shows the average yields of sugar beets in tons per acre 
for a series of years in two representative western areas where curly
top outbreaks have occurred, namely, Kin~ City, Calif., and southern 
Idaho. This chart indicates the decrease ill yields in years of serious 
outbreaks and the potential I>roduction if this dise!l~e factor is over
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come. In the Oalifornia district, for €;xample, in the years 1909, 

1912, 1915,and 1917, which were relatively free from curly top, the 


-.!,;av~rage yields were 15.6, 11.5, 13.0, and 11.3 tons per acre, respec
!Fti,,:ely, in contrast with the disastrous curly-top years 1914 and 1919, 
wheri'f the yields were 1.0 and 1.4 tons,:per acre, respectively. Simi.;. 
larly, in southern Idaho, such years as 1923, 1925, 1927, am1. 1929, 
l'eletively free irrom curly top, and with average. yields of 12.9, 12.1, 
14.9, and 12.4 tons per acre, respectively, may be contrasted with 
the years 1924 and 1926, in which serious curly top occurred and in 
which the yields were 5.5 and 6.0 tons per acre, respectively. ,It 
must be remembered that even in the years classed as "relatiViely 
free from curly top" the disease caused an economically significant 
degree of crop reduction. 

METHODS OF CONTROL 

CONTROL OF THE BEET LEAF HOPPER 

", When it was sho\V"D. that the beet leaf hopper is probably the sole 

natural agency of transmission of the curly-top virus, the control of 

the insect. was suggested as a means of preventing or mitigating 

curly-top damage. Extended entomological research has been con

ducted in the effort te. effect control of the insect. Attacks on the 

leaf hoppers with insecticides and mechanical,means have, in the 

past, been conducted mainly in sugar;;;b~l."t ilelds. Such methods, 

however, have not proved very effective in reducing curly-top damage. 


The problem has also been approached, in reeent years, from the 

standpoint of insect ecology, \vith the result that intensive research 

has developed a body of knowledge on the factors influencing the 

size of leaf-hopper populations in the fall, their survival through the 

winter, the spring increases, nnd the miccrration period (6).3 From 

such data and from past records of beet production it is possible to 

predict the probable populations in the spring and the period of 

migration, in certain areas intensively studied. Such predictions 

have been valuable in making it possible to avoid planting beets in 

years of heavy leaf-hopper influx. 


Related to this phase of control is the study of the plants that 

harbor the insect in the natural breeding grounds. The beet leaf 

hopper has been found to be strongly influenced by introduced weeds 

now established on the abandoned farms and in desert areas sur

rounding those now cultivat.;Go; this flora determines in large measure 

the distribution and size of populations of the insect. Reduction of 

the weeds in which the beet leaf hopper multiplies and which are 

otherv.1se objectionable is a procedure obviously commendable aside 

from its bearing on curly-top control. The possibility of developing 

beneficial practices through an ecological study of the weed hosts of 

the insect was pointed out "by Oarter (6). A study of the plant 

successions in these natural breeding grounds by Piemeisel (12) 

has indicated the possibility of replacing the introduced plants with 

the natural vegetation, which is less favorable for the leaf-hopper 

populations. 


I ltallc numbers 1nparcntheses refer to Literature Cited. p. 68. 
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CULTURAL PRACTICES 

" In addition to the general measures, ."mch involve large areas and 
are necessa,rily slow and gradual in their influence, various cultural 
practices are definitely applicable to curly-top control. 

Of tnese cultural practices the most important is timing the plant
illg of the beets so' as to get the crop adyanced as far as possible 
before the spring influx of the beet leaf hopper. In California, Idaho 
and Utah such procedure has resulted ill great benefit. Associated 
.vith this mefi:sureare other desirable agronomic practices, such as 
the effective use of irrigation water and the application of necessary 
fertilizers. In general, it has been found that fields in which the 
size and ,vigor of the plants have been increased by early planting 
,and excellent cultural practices have suffered less damage than fields 
in 'which the plants were very young or in an unthrifty condition at 
the time of the leaf-hopper influx. 

All the meaSUl'es mentioned, however, are to be regul'ded as pal
liative rather than as affording a completely satisfactory control. 
Nevertheless, for the present a.t least, it is urgpnt that all helpful 
practices be continued because of their contribution to the lessening 
of the injury from' the curly-top disease. 

USE OF RESISTANT VARIETIES 
i 

The use of resistant varieties for the control of plant diseases has 
long been recognized as a very desirable measure and the one to be 
preferred where sanitation or modified cultural practices fail to give 
adequate relief. In the case of curly top this method of control 
appears to have been the first one considered. The progress here
tofore made in the development of .resistant varieties may be briefly 
reviewed. 

Townsend (14) began selecting sugar beets for resistance to curly 
top in 1902. His eff<;lrts were handicapped because the relationship 
of the beet leaf hopper- to the disease had not then been demonstrated 
and therefore no way of insuring e":posure of t.he plants to the disease 
was known. In one trial, howevcr, in 1907, hE: reports evidence of 
an appreciable degree of resistance in the progeny of plants selected 
for resistance, as compared 'With 25 other vfirieties. The work along 
this line was interrupted, and no further progress was reported. 

Carsner (6') reported selection effort.s that were begun in 1918 and 
continued through the season of 1925. Primary emphasis wa:.;, placed 
on securing beets resistant to the disease in the hope that, if such 
plants were found or developed, the required quality as to sugar con
tent could, if necessary, be later secored by breeding. Strains vary
ing from a moderate to fl, very high degree of resistance were obtained, 
and the fact was demonstrated that resistance to curly top is a her
itable cha.racter. The extremely resistant strains proved to be very 
low in sugar content. No furt.her data have heen presented, but in 
the report of the Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry (13, p. 18) 
issued December 3, H129, the following statement appears: "Exten
sive tests demonstrated that some varieties of beets sufficiently resist
ant to give good yields in spite of curly top are also satisfactory 
from the stllndpoLnt of sugar content." 

Esau(8) report,ed work on selection and breeding for curly-top 
resistance that had been carried on continuously from 1919 ~o 1929. 

',' 
~' 

' 



CURLY-TOP RESISTANCE IN SUGAR BEETS 5 
A strain derived from a resista:p.t mother beet isolated in a cloth cage
in 1920 was subjected to repetted tests for resistance, and attempts
were made to improve it and pmify it by repeated reselection. The
fact was conclusively demons~rated that this strain was highly rei:list
ant and that this character was inherited. The strain was not found
satisfactory for commercial use, but its value for breeding purposes
was recognized. It was hybridized with another highly resistant
strain (obtained from Carsner) and also with a strain (obtained from
Pack) which was of ~h sugar quality but not highly resistant. The
results indicated possIbilities of progreSG through breeding. Mass
selection studies also demonstrated the possibility of developing by
this method v>.trieties sufIicientl,v resistant to afford very substantial
increases in yield over susceptible commercial brands. The sugar
percentages in these varieties 'were practically the same as that of
the commercial variety used for comparison. Their total sugar
content was of C0111:'se much greater. .
Coons, Stewart, and Elcock (7) reported progress in work on the
selection of resistant sugar beets and the use of such individuals either
to develop inbred lines or to produce seed by being planted in groups.
Progenies obtained by the latter method (mass selection) produced
more than three times the yield of the commercial variety under
curly..wp conditions, but were regarded as not yet sufficiently resistant
for c'0mmercial use under severe conditions. These investigators
also reported results obtained from numerous European' collections
of the wild beet (Beta maritima L.). Individuals of B. maritima
were found which were so nearly immune to curly top as to make it
very difficult to detect symptoms on them and which were also
acceptable as t.o percentage of sucrose. 
 These highly resistantindividuals were crossed with high-grade nonresistant commercialbeets, and the hybrid material was tested. In one test the hybridyielded approximately eight times as much as the commercial brand
used as a check. 


DEVELOPMENT OF RESISTANT VARIETY U. S. NO. 14 
This report on curly-top resistance in su&,ar beets as a controlmeasure represents a continuation and expanSIOn of the effort beguni:u 1918. .As previously noted, the results up to 1926 have alreadybeen published. In the present report evidence is presented of animportant advance in the development of a commercially desiritblevariety resistant to curly top CU. S. No. I}; but a veryresistant varietyof as hi~h quality a'> is desirable has not yet bee~ obtained, ~houg?-further Improvement may be e:ll."})ected from contInued effort In this IIdirection. From 1926 to 1929 the work waf! carried on through thecooperation of the contributors of this section. In 1929 the staff ofinvestigators was enlarged and reorganized. Most of the additionalworkers have contributed parts of this report. The various phasesof the resistance project are being continued by the several groupsof workers. Selection and breeding for further improvement arebeing pushed by the geneticists; the agronomists are conducting thecritical evaluation of the resistant varieties .and studying the factors 

• Contributed by Eubanks Oarsner and Dean A. Pack. 
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involved in growing the seed; and the pathologists and the chemists 
ar~, stu~ying the nature of resis~ance in the sl}gar be~ts. . Progress is 
~emg rii.9:de also on an. analysIs of the basIC physIOlogICal factors 
mvolved ill seed production. 

The U. S. No. 1. variety 5 is not the only resistant material that has 
iJ>een selected'and studied in the course of the present investigation. 
Sev~ral lines selected from stmms that were combined to produce 

"the present variety appear to be equal or superior tb it. The variety 
discussed herein was developed by a combination of the most promis
ing strains available in 1928. It was thus produced as quickly as 
possible in order to meet promptly the emergency in the industry 
,due to curly top and in the hope that it would afford a measureof 
,)~ontrol while resistant varieties superior to it were being developed. 
Because this is the first res~stant variety to be re!eased by the United 
States Department of Agncult.ure for commerCIal use ill the curly
top areas, it has been designated ItU. S ,No. 1." 

The selections combined to produce the U. S. No.1 variety were 
obtained mainly from a field' of resistant strains grown at Twin 
Falls, Idaho, in 1928.6 This location was chosen in order that the 
plants might be naturally exposed to curly-top infection. The chief 
purpose of the planting was to obtain from the available seed the, 
greatest possible number of plants for extensive and critical reselec
tion. Accordingly, men were employed to plant the seed by hand 
j.n order to spread it farther than would have been possible by the 
use of the beet drill. A total area of slightly over 5 acres was used 
for the planting. As a, measure of the degree of curly-top exposure, 
eif5ht 4-row plots running the full length of the field were drilled in 
With a commercial brand of seed. The degree of disease ~xposure 
obtained is indicated by the fact that the average yield from the test 
plots of the commercial brand was slightly less than 12 tons per acre 
as compared with a commercial yield rrom the same field in the 
preceding year of 25 tons per acre. 

Included in this 1928 planting at Twin Falls were all the resistant 
strains and hybrids then available. Some of these, while extremely 
resl£.tant, were too low in sugar content to be commercially satis
factory. They were included for selection purposes in connectiol'" 
with the continuing breeding program, but none of the roots selected" 
from these stirains WI),S included in the seed-beet field of 1929, where 
the initial lot of seed of the U. S. No. 1 variety was grown. The 
history and description of the strains used to produce the U. S. No.1 
variety are given later. 

The selections of resistant strains at Twin Falls were made at har
vest time, October, 1928.7 Plants were chosen first which were of 
satisfactory root shape and which on the basis of root size and foliage 
reaction appeared most resistant. The ,roots thus select~d in the 
field were taken to the laboratory and individually tested by means of 

•The term"nriety" is used In conformance wlt,l'l common usage In sugar,beet publications and indicates 
In this paper a complex combination of sugar'be,lt types chosen on the basis of curly·top resl~tance and 
commercIal r,ualities. '.'It does not imply the distInct morphological un!(ormlty which characterizes taxa
norolc or horticultural varieties. ' 

e Albert M. Murphy, Scientific Aide, Division of Sugar Plant Investigations, assisted with tho field 
WOl k at Twin Falls; , 

! Thanks are due Wnlter Carter, at that time senior ento!I1ologist, Division of Truck Crop Insects 
Bureau,of Entomology, for assistance In the fall and winter operations. 



CURLY-TOP RESISTANCE IN SUGAR BEETS 7 
the !:hfractometer. Of the 9,051 roots tested, 5,811 were retained,those reading lowest in percentage of dfr substance being rejected. c-i.>Of the roots saved, those which gave the higher refractometer readings, ""were analyzed by means of the pOilariscope; approximately 400 beetswere thus selected for further breeding work. 

STRAIN 5001 
Of. the selected roots entering into the planting that :produced theU. S.' No. 1 var~ety, the largest 101; ~vas obtained from the straindesignated in th~ field notes as 5001. This strain was derived from anextensive ll1assselection made from severely affected. fields in Idaho
and Utah dming the curly-top epidemic of 1926. Approximately
1,500 individuals were selected on the basis of resistance and root
shape, and these were planted in large grQUps for seed production in
1927. Strain 500l constituted approximately one-fourth of theresistant strains planted at Twin Falls in 1928. It WAS thus possibleto ma.ke exte~l:livef selections from this strain. 

WASHINGTON STRAIN 
The next largest component of the U. S. No.1 variety was the
selection termecl in the writers' notes " the Washington strain."
This strain was derived trom a relatively large primary mass selection
made from commercial fields in the Yakima Valley, Wash., in 1923,
by employees of the Utah-Idaho Sugar 00. under the direction of the
company's district manager, J. W. Timpson. Under the f:l.ame
auspices, seed was grown f.rom the selected roots at Toppenish, Wash.,
in 1924: A test of the progeny of this primary selection, as conducted
at Riverside, Oalif., in 1925, has been previously reported (5). The
selections from the Riverside plots reported on here, 37 roots, were
planted jn a group in November, 1925. Six of the thirty-seven
plants produced seed in 1926.

In connection with tests of other strains at Riverside in 1927,&
resistance tests were made on seed from the si.~ mother beets V(at
bloomed in 1926. The seed was planted in single-row plots 50 l~etlong, alternating with check plots of a commercial brand. For oneof the Washington selections there was only one plot; for four of
them there was enough seed for duplicate plantings; and for one there
were three replications. Th~ beets were inoculated by caging two
viruliferous beet leaf hoppers on each plant soon after thinning. 
 Atharvest the Washington selections gave average yields rangin~ from
69 to 102 pounds per plot, the averv,ge for the 12 plots bemg 81
pounds per plot. The average yield from 75 commercial check plots
was 39 pounds per plot. As calculated on an acre basis, the Wash
ington selections yi.elded 17.6 tons per acre; the commercial brands,
8.5 tons per acre. In the Washington plots practically no plants
died after thinning, whereas 23 per cent of the commercial plants
died. Curly top undoubtedly was the main factor responsible for
this result. No sugar determinations were made of the commercial
brand used as a check, and of the resistant strains only those roots
were analyzed which had been selected for resistance. Since the 


I Acknowledgment Is due Chules:'F. Lackey, assistant pathologist, Division oC Sugar Plant Investlga.
tlons, Cor assistance with the experimental work at Riverside, CalIf. 
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roots were selected mainly on the basis of size, their su~ar content 
may have been somewhat lower than that of the beets ill the plots 
as a whole would have run. Approximately one-third, or 213, of 
the Washington beets were analyzed. The six lots averaged from 
13.9 to 17.0 per cent sucrose, the general average being 15.1 percent. 
The plants of the Washington strain in these and subsequent tests 
had, predominantly dark-green foliage. This characteristic is useful 
in identifying the strain. . 

The group of old mother beets selected in 1925 was maintained in 
the same place for seed production a second year. A suffi~ient 
number of plants survived the second year to make it possible to 
obtain seed from 14 separate mother beets in 1927, including some 
that hn.d produced seed in 1926. These lots of seed were included in 
the 1928 planting at Twin Falls, Idaho. Three random agronomic 
samples from the Washington stmin at harvest, 22 roots in all, gave 
n,n average weight of 2.04 pounds per b(let and an average sucrose 
percentage of 17.1 per beet. Three cOllfparable samples from the 
commercial cheeks, 21 roots in all, gave averages of 1.5 pounds in 
weight and 16.9 per cent of sucrose per beet. 

905a2 STRAIN 

Another stra.in used in producing the U. S. No.1 variety was the 
inbred line 905a2. This strain was derived from u mother beet 
selected by Eubanks Cm·sner and C. F. Stahl, entomologist, Division 
of Truck Crop Insects, Bureau of Entomology, from a severely e}.llosed 
field of the Spreckels Sugar Co. at King City, Calif., in September, 
1922. Progenies from this selection and from group plantings of 
subsequent reselections were tested for resistance at Riverside. In 
these tests, in addition to exposure by natural infestation, viruliferous 
beet leaf hoppers were caged on each plant. During one severe 
season of curly top (1926) small tests were made by natural exposure 
at Twin Falls, Idaho, and at Salt Lake City, Utah. This strain 
(9050.2) consistently showed a higher sugar content than had previ-! 
ously been found in resistant beets, averaging about 16.5 per eent,' 
and maintained its resistn.nce to curly top despite loss of vigor from 
inbreeding. The strain poss~sses genetic factors that produce in 
many of its individuals a red stripe in the center of the upper side nf 
the petiole. This character appears frequently in the U. S. No.1 
variety and is useful in identifying the latter. The 905a2 strain 
shows also an inherent tendency to bolt, that is, to develop seed 
stalks the first season, somewhat more readily than most commercial 
brands of sugar beets. 

905a2 HYBRIDS 

Next in order of importance among the strains combined in Hre 
U. S. No.1 variety were several first-generation hybridR betw{~n: 
9050.2 and other strains. The three principal hybrids resulted from 
crosses between 905u2 and three lines selected for high sugar quality 
without regard to curly-top resistance. The hybrids were 905a.2 X 
6A7, 905a2X6-4-6, and 905u,2X202. Two other hybrids, namely, 
905a2 X 7489-24lf'nd 90511.2 X 6193-24, were included in comparatively 
small numbers. The strains 7489-24 and 6Hl3-24 were derived by 
reselection from strains first selected in nortb.ern Colorado by W. w. 
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Tracy, jr., Iormerly of the DivisIon of Sugar Plant Investigations.Subsequent tests at Riverside and elsewhere had shown that thesestrains were somewhat resistant to curly top 

OTHER STRAINS INCLUDED 
Three other strains were combined in>i;he U. S. No. 1 varietYiThese were 6677-24, 3929, and the one designated as De Rekowski.The De Rekowski strain was originnJIy obtained by a small-scale massselection (17 beets) made by officials of the Amalgamated Sugar Co.at Twin Falls, Idaho, in the autumn of 1924. The roots were sent t~Charle~ W. de Rekl,'JVski at Detroit, Mich. Some of the seed produced 'there from tb.\::se beets was sent bv De Rekowski to the Riverside station. By rlmning this strain through another generation alimited amount of seed was available for inclusion in the 1928 plantingat Twin Falls. Strain 3929 resulted from inbreeding the progeny ofone mother beet out of 112 beets selected for resistance at Twin Fallsin the autumn of 1924. Strain 6677-24 was developed by W. W.Tracy, jr., at Fort Collins, Colo., and was later found to be somewhat 
I 5001
2 5001
3 5001

WASHINGTON DE ReKOWSKI 50015 5001
Ii WASHINGTON
7 50 () I
8 WASHINGTON
:9 5001

WASHINGTONI ,,  5001

12 WASHINGTON

t. .1929 WASHINGTON

5001

WASHINGTON -7<I!l9X.9a5A2I 9 05 A 2
IS 5001

16 905 A 2 905 A 2 X 6 - " - 6
50 () I'8 9 () 5 A 2 X 6A 7 905A 2 X 202 9 5A2X6A79905A2)(64-6 6677 * 619.1X 905 A 2 *6677 *WASHIM:;7OI1*.II:7SA2X 7489 

FIGURE 2.-Dlagrnm oC mother-beet planting in block A of seed-beet field at 'l'win Falls, Idaho, in 1929,
from which tho original seed of the U. S. No.1 variety was obtained.
row approximately 500 feet long. 
Ench horizontal line represents aRows marked' were plantod with tbe roots from Riverside 

resistant to curly top. This strain was not included in the 1928planting at Twin Falls, but it was planted that same year under moredrastic curly-top eA-posure at Castleford, Idaho. A small number ofselected roots from that planting wereincluded in the 1929 seed fieldwhich produced the seed of the U. S. No.1 variety.
As shown in the chart (fig. 2), four small lots of roots grown atRiverside, Calif., during the winter of 1928-29, were also included int.he seed field at Twin Falls. The relative proportion of the variousstrains combining to produce the D_ S. No.1 variety and their distribution in the seed-beet field ure indicated on this chart. Slightlymore than 4,500 mother beets were included in the plot. Ofthese, about 2,500 were of the strain 5001; about 1,200 were of theWashington strain; and the other strains were represented in smallerproportions.
The seed from this group planting at Twin Falls, in 1929, constitutedthe original seed supply of the U. S. No.1 variety. With seed Of thisoriginal lot agronomic evaluation tests were conducted on a comparatively limited scale in three localities in 1930. The results ofthese tests are reported in other sections of this bulletin. 
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An augmented supply of' seed of the U. S. No. 1 variety was pro
duced in 1930 by the overwintering-m-the-field method of seed grow

ing developed by the United 
States Department. of Agriculture 
(11). The production of this seed 
was carried out by H. A. Elcock 
and J. C. Overpeck, at State Col
lege, N. Mex.; by Charles Price, at 
Beaumont, Calif.; andbyF. V. Owen 
and D. A. Pack, at St. George, 
Utah. The increased amount of 
seed of the variety made possible 
extensive agronomic evaluation 
tests in 1931. Critical tests were 
conducted'in controlled agronomic 
plots, and plots known as grower• test plantings were planted in the 
fields of farmers. The localities 
chosen' for these tests were dis
tributed throughout the curly-top 
areas in Idaho, Utah, Colorado, 
California, and New Mexico. This 
distribution afforded a wide range 
of soil and of climatic and cultural 

FIGURE 3.-Location of test plantings of the U. s. conditions, as well as of de~ees 
No.1 variety, in 1931, in Idaho, Utah, Colorado, of ;J!-ease exposure. The distn'-
California, nnd New Mexico UlJ:j 

bution of the places where the test
ing was ('onducted is shown in Figure 3. The detailed results of 
these tests are reported in the following sections of this bulletin.9 

EVALUATION 1'ESTS OF RESISTANT VARIETY U. S. NO.1 
TESTS IN IDAHO 10 

In Idaho agronomic tests were made to determine the performance 
of the U. S. No.1 variety of sugar beets as compared with that of the 
commercial brands commonly used in the Idaho area. The tests were 
of three types: (1) Intensive agronomic tests on small plots replicated 
many times; (2) grower-test plantings, made under ordinary field 
conditions; and 3) comparative studies of the rate of development 
of the resistant and susceptible plants. 

INTENSIVE AGRONOMIC TESTS 

TESTS AT CASTLEFORD 

In 1930 intensive agronomic tei:lts of the U. S. No.1 variety were 
begun on the experimental farm at Oastleford. In these tests the 
original seed stock obtained from selected mothers (p, 5-9) was used. 
The tests were continued at Oastleford in 1931 with the first multi
plication of the original seed (p. 9). 

The eA1lerimental farm at Oastleford was selected 11 for the intensive 
agronomic work because of the long history of sugar-beet failures in 
this district. The farm chosen had not produced a profitable crop of 

vDetails as to materinls and methods, where these were Identical In several consecutive sections, have not 
bOOn repented. 

10 Contributed by C. E. Cormany and C. C. Lowe. 
II The experimental work In the Castleford and Twin Falls area was carried on In cooperation with the 

AmaIgumated Sugar Co., which provided land and other facilities for these experiments. 
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sugar beets d1L...mg recent years, and sugar-beet growing had been 
$oat entirely abandoned by the farmers in the Castleford area as 
being too hazardous because of the curly~top menace. In 1930 and 
1931 conditions in the Castleford district fully conformed. to past 

• experience.. Nearly maximum curly~top exposure was obtained in 
1930; in 1931 curly top, while not doing maximum damage, seriously 
affected the beet crop. 

In 1930 the U. S. No.1 variety was planted on the e:h-perimental 
fann in six plots, each four rows wide and 90 feet long, alternating 
with similar plots of a commercial brand (Pioneer),l2 These plots 
were part of a large series planted with different varieties and strains 
in systematic replications. As has been noted, 1930 was one of the 
most severe curly~top years experienced in Idaho; the Castleford 
district, being close to the breeding areas of the insect, was particularly 
affected. The plots of resistant sugar beets were conspicuous in the 
latter part of the season as islands of dark-green growing plants 

.FIGURE 4.-Curh··top·resiStance tests in agronomic plots at CastieCord. Idaho. At the left in the foreground
(plot H03) nrefour rows oC the U. S. No.1 vn;-iety. Adjacent to this on the right (plot Ii04) nre four rows 
of the commerical brand (Pioneer) which are continuous through the field. The photograph shows also 
replicated plots oC the U. S. No.1 variety and those oC three other r~sistant strains being te.'ited. Photo
graphed. September 19, 1930 

(fig. 4.) surrounded by plots of dwarfed yellowish-green plants of 
the commercial brand. Although there was evidence of practically 
100 per cent infection in the plots of the U. S. No.1 variety and the 
disease had killed or rendered worthless a certain percentage of the 
plants, those which remained showed definite curly-top resistance. 

The somewhat unfavorable soil conditions in the. experimental 
field and the late planting undoubtedly affected yields and sucrose 
percentages of both the resistant variety under test and the com
mercial brand used. as a check; these conditions, on the other hand, 
provided as severe a cu.rly-top test as could be desired. 

The results here given as averages (Table 1) ware overwhelmingly 
in favor of the resistant variety CU. S. No.1) in yields of beets and of 
sugar per acre, and demonstrated the curly-top resistance of the 
variety as a. whole. It is e.vident, however, that the variety doe.s not 
consist of uniformly reacting individuals but of individuals of various 
degrees of resistance. The average sucrose percentage and coefficient 

JI. Produced by the KleinwaDzleben Zucker!abrik:, K1einw8Dzleben, Germany •. 

J 

.
' 
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of purity, obtained in the comparative analyses, were likewise in favor 
of the U. S. No.1 variety. 

TABLE 1.-Comparison of the U'. S. No.1 variety with a commercial brand (P~'oneer), 
planted Apnl 22, 1930, at Castleford, Idaho 

[Data represent averages from 6 plots, each 90 f~et long and 1 rows wide] 

Sugar per acre 
Coeill· 

Variety YiealcdreIJ(lr Sucrose cient of 
apparent

purity 

----------------1---------------
Pounds Per cent Pounds Pounds 

U. s. No. L_________________________________________ 10,930 13.53 88.78 1,479 1,313
Commerical (Pioneer)_______________________________ 1,939 11.55 83.38 224 187

------!---/----I---Difference___________"_________________________ 8.991 1.98 5.40 1,255 1,126Odds of significance , __________________________ '1.572:1 '2,499:1 , 158:1. '1,240:1 '1,188:1 

1 Gross sugar per ncre=yield per acre (in pounds) X sucrose percentage. 
2 Indicated-available sugar per acre=yield per ncre (in pouilds) X proportional-value coefficient. 

100 
(Proportional-value coeillcient=sucrose percentage X coefficient of apparent purity). 

- 100 
, Determined by Stndent's Method (1. 2); odds of 30 : 1 are considered significant. 
, Odds of significance in favor of the U. S. No. 1 variety. 

In obtaining these data, each plot was harvested and one lO-beet 
sample was taken at mndom for determining sucrose and purity. 
The determination of the coefficient of apparent purity was made m 
the stan.dar1 manner (4), and the sucr<;lse per~ep.ta~e was computed 
by multlplyrng the amount of sucrose ill the JUlce oy 0.95, to allow 
for an assumed marc of 5 per cent. 
- In 1931 a test was conducted at Oastlefordfor the purpose of com
paring the three seed increases of the original U. S. No. 1 selection 
with two standard commercial brands. The seed of the U. S. No.1 
variety was produced at Beaumont, Oalif. (A); St. George, Utah (B); 
Las Oruces, N. Mex. (0); the seed of the commercial brands used, 
namely, Old Type (D)13 and Pioneer (E)/3 was ordinary commercial 
seed. The plots were arranged in a Latin square so that the com
parative data on yield, sucrose percentage, coefficient of apparent 
purity, and sugar per acre might be subjected to statistical analysis (9). 

On April 11, 23 pounds of seed per acre was planted in plots, each 
Hs.s of an acre in harvestable area and consisting of eight rows 22 
inches apart, replicated five times in restricted random arrangement. 
The inner SL,{ rows of each plot were harvested October 19 on a nor-' 
mally competitive-beet basis,14 and the data were computed on the 
basis of a lOo1er cent stand of beets. Determinations of sucrose 
percentage an of the coefficient of apparent purity were made on 
t.hree 20-beet samples of normally competitive beets from each plot. 
Sucrose was determined by the Sachs-Le Docte cold-water-digestion 
method. The coefficient of apparent purity Was determined from the
Brix reading of the expressed juice and the saccharimeter reading of 
sucrose in the clarified, undiluted juice by means of Schmitz's tables 
(4). The data (Table 2) have been analyzfld according to acceIJted 

13 Produced by the Klelnwanzleben ZUckerfabrlk, Klelnwanzleben, (li .'many.
I' By u.normallycompetitlve beet" is meant a heet which has grow~ surrounded on all four sides by 

peets at approximately the right distance to conrorm to the requirements of the test. Tho value for weight
per beet has been computed from the data from the competitive-beet samples, and this value multiplied 
by the appropriate number of beets per acre has given the value for. yield in terms of 100 per cent stand for 
beets under the conditions of tho experiment. . . . 
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statistica:l methods, and the val~e;!)f z has been used as a convenient
measure of the significance of the test for the attribute measured.
In all cases in which the value of z equaled or exceeded either the 5
per cent o~ the 1 per cent point as given in Fisher's tables (9), the
standard errors Of the means have been computed in order to
determine the difference required for significance. 

TABLE 2.-Comparison of three increases of the U. S~ No.1 variety with two
commercial brands, planted April 11, 1931, at Castleford, Idaho

[D(lt(l reptesent averages df five plots, eacb ~'G.G of an acre in area and-consisting of the six inner 22-lncb
rows of tbe original plot] 

I Sugar production 3 

Yield 
Coell
cient Per plot Per acre

Variety Sn ofap..crose 1 parent
pnrity" Indi- Indi-

Per plot Pcr acre cated catedGross Grossavail.. avail
able able 

U,S. No.1 increase from- Pounds Tons PercentBeaumont, Calif_______ 350.78 
Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds

St. George, Utah_______ 16.943 19.16 92.62 67.16 62.21 6,488 6,009337_ 48 16.300 19.24 92. 26 54.92 59.91 6,271 5,787Las Cruces, N. 1\1cx___ 3';3.92 18.060 IS: 56 92.62 69.40 63.97 6,675 6,179Averago______________ 354.00
-----------.----- 17.101 18.99 .2.50 67.16 62.03 6,478 5,991


Commercial: ---

Old Type______________ 190.38Pioneer________________ 9.195 18.62 91. 70135.45 32.~7 3,424 3,137204.18 9.862 19.10 92.06 39.16 36.13 3,783 3,490Average______________ 197.28 

----- 9.528 18.86 91.88 37.30 34.30 3,603 3,313
Differeuce___________ 156.78 7.573 .13 .62 29.S6 27.73 2,875 2,6iS

Z 4________________________ = = ~ -- 1.6956 1.6956 (.)Standard error_________ 1. 7ill 1.7975 1.7711 1.797535.22 1.701 -------- -------- 0.2449 5.6781Standard error of mean_ 15.752 .761 603.7 547.8

Standard error ofdiffer- -------- -------- 2.7929 2.5394 270 245
enoo_______________ 


Difference required 
22.273 1.076 -------- -------- 3.9492 3.5907 382 346


for signlflcance_____ 
 44. 55 2.152 ----- .... -~ -_ ..... ---- 7.8984 7.1814 j'54 692 
J

1 Determined on tbree 2O-beet samples of norillally competitive beets per plot.
I Determined by direct reading of the Brh of the expressed juice and direct polariscopic determination
of sucrose in tbe clarified, undiluted juice.

3 Obtained by averaging o( individual plot values; h·,:'lce it differs slightly from product of fbe means
given in this table. 

l z=one-half tbe diff~rence between the natural logarithms of tbe variances for variety and error.
5 per cent point for z=0.5907; I per. cent point=O.84 13. ' 

The

, Difference found was not significant by z test.
, Variance assignable to error was greater tban variance assl:::nable to effect of variety. 


There were no significant differences in yield among the three seedincreases of the U. S. No. 1 variety nor between the two commercialbrands used for comparison. Each of the U. S. No.1 seed increases,however, showed a much larger yield per plot than did either of thecommercial brands, and there was a si~nificant difference bet,,'een theaverage yield of the U. S. No.1 lots and the average yield of thecommercial brands.
In sucrose percentage the results were not significant according tothe z test. For the coefficient of apparent purity no significantdifferences were obtained, as the variance due to error was greaterthan that due to the effect of variety.
In sugar production :qo significant differences were found amongthe three U. S. No.1 seed lots nor between the two commercial brands.In both gross. and indicated-available sugar., however, th~ average qf" 
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the U. S~ No. 1 lots. was. ~igni:ficantly greater than the average of the 
commercial brands.. 

The test as. .a. whole indicates. that there were no significant differ
ences. among the thr.ee seed increases. of the U. S. No.1 variety and 
thate!tch of these .showed marked superiority to the two commercial 
brands. used for' comparison. 

. Counts of plants. affected with "obvious 15 curly top" (Table 3) 
,show no large differences. among the three seed increases of the 
U. S. No.1 variety, regardles.s of whether the readings were made 
early Qrlate in the .season. On each of the dates. when readings. were 
made,except the first date, the average percentage of obvious. curly. 
top for each of the three U. S. No.1 lots. was. strikingly lower than 
that of either of the commercial brands. This. is entirely cons.is.tent 
with. theres.ults given later for the grower-tes.t plantings. and the 
comparative-development studies. 

TABLE 3.-Percentage 1 of plants showing obvious curly top in each of three seed 
increases of the U. S. No.1 variety as compared with that in two commercial brands, 
planted April. 11, 1931, at Castleford, Idaho 

Percentage 01 plauts showing obvious curly top on-
Variety 

June 20 July 1 July 14 July 31 Aug. 11 Aug. 28 

------------1------------------
U. S.Beaumont. Calif No.1 increase Irom-______________________ 3.0 8.5 24.2 41. 0 04.0 45.8St. George, Utah______________________ 2.2 11.1 24.8 45.4 56.2 44.4Las Cruces. N. Mex__________________ 2.2 11.6 24.6 38.6 58.0 37.8 
Commercial:Old Type_____________________________ 

Pioneer_______________________________ 8.4 25.4 56.2 87.4 93.2 98.2 
3.0 22.0 51.8 84.4 92.8 99.2 

1 Counts were made on all the beets in the center two rows 01 each plot; each reading Is an average 01 5 
plots. 

TEST AT TWIN FALLS 

A companion tes.t to the one conducted at Cas.tleford-an area where 
severe outbreaks. of curly top prevail-was undertaken at Twin Falls.
an area in which curly-top outbreaks are not usually s.o s.evere-in 
order to compare the behavior of the three increas.es. of the U. S. No.1 
variety with that of the two commercial brands. us.ed as checks. The 
planting plan used at Cas.tleford was followed. 

Twenty-three. pounds of seed per acre was. planted April 16 in plots, 
each one two-hundred-and-fourth of an acre in harvestable area and 
cons.is.ting of four rows., 20 inches apart, replicated five times. in re
stricted random arrangement. The two ,;entet rows of each plot were 
harves.ted November 6 on a normally competitive-beet basis., and the 
data Were computed on the basis. of .a 100 per cent stand. Deter
minations of sucrose percentage and coefficient of apparent purity 
were made on three 20-heet s.amplesof normally competitive beets. 
from each plot, in the manner previously described. 

The data presented in Table 4 s.how that in yield per plot the results 
are not signilicant according to the z tes.t. There were no large differ

}'ences in yiel<l between the U. S. No. 1 variety and the two commercial 
br(l,nds used as checks. Likewise there were no large differences in 

II The term "obvious curly top" signifies that degree 01 curly-top reaction by which the disease can be 
det&)ted in.a rapid exanllnatlon 01 the follage as a Whole and which does not requlre a close examination of 
the inner leaves. The conception of what conStitutes obvious curly top might vary with different worlror.s. 
but as all these counts were,made by one person (Lowe) the records are clOsely comparable. ' 

http:increas.es
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yield among the three lots of the U. S. No.1 variety, nor were theconunercial brands appreciably different from each. other. In sucrosepercentage the results are not significant according to the ..~ test. -_rASide from the lower sucrose percentage for the St. George seed increase" which must be considered', according to the z test, as a chanceocvurrep.ce, the average sucrose percentage of the three lots of theU. S. No.1 variety was 18.29, as compared with 18.47 for the commercialbrands, bQth values being commercially acceptable. 
TABLE 4.-Comparison of the U. S. No. .1 variety with two commercial brands,
planted April 16,1931, at Twin Falls, Idaho 

[Data represent averages from five plots, each 720. of an acre In area and consisting of the two inner :2().inch, rows of the original plot] 

I Sugar production I
Yield 

Coe1fi- Per plot Per acro
Variety Sucrose clent of

apparent
purity Indi- Indl-

Per plot Per acre Gross cated- Gross cated
availabl: avail

able 

U. S. No. 1 increase from- PounM TonslJeaumont, Cali!.________ Per cent Pound8 FounM Pound. PounM186.36 19.009 18.42 83.58 34.35 28.i3 7,007E',t. George, Utah_________ 5,861205.30 20.941 17.82 83.44Las Cruces, N. Me"_____ 36.56 30.55 7,458 6,232202.22 20.626 18.62 83.24 37.54 31.23 7,658 6,371Commercial:Old Type_______________

Pioneer_________________ 191.24 19.506 18.44 83.38 35.22 29.37 7,185 5,991
z 2 _ ______________________ • 178.94 18.252 18.50 83.66 33•.05 27.65 6,742 5,641'.0807 '.0807 '.0575 «) '.1889 '.1725 '.1889 '.1725'. 

1 Obtained by averaging individual plot values; hence differing slightly from product of the means
, 

given In this table.
, z=one-half the difference between the natural logarithms oi-the variances for variety and error. The 5
per cent point for %=0.5907; 1 per cent point for %=0.8443.
, Difference found was not SIgnificant by % test.
<Variance assignable to error was greater than variance assignable to effect of variety. 


For the coefficient of apparent purity, no reliable differences wereobtained, inasmuch as the variance due to error was greater than thatdue to effect of variety.
In pounds of sugar per acre, the differences, according to the z test,are not significant. On comparing the three seed lots of the U. S.No.1 variety among themselves, no appreciably large difference wasfound. In gross and indicated-available sugar an appreciably largedifference was fmInd between the Las Cruces seed Increase of theU. S. No.1 variety and the Pioneer commercial brand. Althoughthisdiiference exceeds the amount required for significance, it must,according to the z test, be considered a chance occurrence. 'Counts made of olants affected with obvious curly t-op(\table 5)show that for the period during which the observations were'made thepercentage of affected plants was relatively small. In each case thenumber of plants affected was less in the U. S. No.1 variety than inthe commercial brands used as check!'>.
This test as t'twhole indicates that under relativel, light outbreaksof curly top the U. S. No.1 variety approached in YIelds and in otherattributes the two standard commercial brands with which it wascompared. 
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TAlILE 5.-Percentage 1 of plantsshou/ing obvious curly top in each of!he three seed 
increases of the U. S. No_ 1 variely as compared with two commercial brands, 
planted April 16, 1931, at Twin Falls, Idaho 

Percentage of plants showing obvious 
curly top on-

Variety 

____________________I_Jun_e_29_ July 131 July 28 Aug. 15 

'0. S. No.1 inCrease Crom-
Beaumont, Calif_______________________________________ 3.0 9.2 13.0 21. 6 
St_ George, Utah________________________________________ 2.2 8.6 16.6 :M. 4 
Las Cruces, N. Mex______________________________________ 2.0 10.2 16.8 26.4 

Comroercia1; . 
5.9 25.8 50.4 70.0 ... g}:lee~~:::==========:~=:::~==:::=~::=::===:=:::~~=:==== .. 7.6 22.2 45..0 62.6 

I .Counts were made on all tbe beets in the center 2 rows of eacb plot; each reading is an average of 5 plots 

. GROWER-TESTPr:.irlTINGS 

In 1931 grower-test plantings were made throughout the affected 
sugar-beet areas of Tdahc. The season was characterized by a serious 
outbreak of. curly top. The amount of dama~e resulting from curly 
top each season from 1927 to 1931, inclusive, IS shown in Table 6, in 
which comparative data are given on acreages and average yields 
in the Jerome, Twin Falls, and Burley-Paul areas. These data 
indicate that the tests of 1930, descriPed in the preceding section, 
were conducted under conditions that probably represent a maximum 
of curly-top exposure for the Idaho beet-growing district and that 
those of 1931 were made under conditions of a moderately severe 
curly-top epidemic. Although the influx of beet leaf hoppers began 
at approximately the same date in 1931 as in 1930 and continued 
over a considerable period,I6 the number of insects was apparently 
smaller. 

TABLE 6.-Acreages and average yields for the Twin Falls, Jerome, and Burley-Paul, 
. Jaalio, .areas from 1927 to 1931 

Number oC acres Average lield per acre based on-

Thinned Harvested Acres barvested Acres thinned 
Year 

Je
rome 

Twin 
Falls 

Bur
ley-
Paul 

Jerome Twin 
Falls 

Burley-
Paul 

Je
rome 

Twin 
Falls 

Bur-
Jey-
Paul 

Je
rome 

Twin 
Falls 

Bur
ley-
Paul 

Tom Tom Tom ,rom Tom Tom
1927"__ 1,986 4,966 3,945 1,479.51 4, 887.12 3,533 11.95 16.35 14.46 8.90 15.44 12. 95 
1928 b___ <206 c 152 <1,633 61.81 110.66 I, G44. 5 4.63 8.39 11.46 1.39 6.11 10.841929"___ 2,009 7,001 4,849 .1,251.58 6,307.85 4,795.5 9.92 12. 00 12. 6!! 6.18 11. 70 12. 54 
1930 ' ___ l,lil 3,764 6,822 7bl !i6 2,221. 24 6,329 7.13 8. iO 9.69 4. 76 5. 14 8.00
1931 b___ 317.4 1,125.4 3,198 270.50 1,061.50 2,958 8.92 i.13 9.35 i.61 6.72 8.65 

I 

" Curly top not serious. 
• Curly top scrious . 
• The drop in acreage in 1928 was dueprimorily to the effect oftbe forecast by theBureau of Entomology

tbat tbe numbers of leaf boppers in tbe breeding grounds indicated decidedly unfavorable proslX'Cts for 
the beet crop. 

·IG P. N. ,\nnand. entomologist in charge of the sugar-beet. insect field laboratory at Twin Falls, has 
furnisbed tbe following statement: •• The Infiux began on May 24, the same date as In 1930, and continued 
~over R period of five weeks. Tbe flIgbt was smaller than In 1930 as indicated by the numbers of Icaf hoppers 
per beet and by numbers intercepted by flIgbt traps." 

http:1,061.50
http:6,307.85
http:1,479.51
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In the grower-test plantings of 1931, a special effort was made to
select localities where different degrees of curly-top exposure might
beex-pected. 
 Nineteen plantings were made in the sugar-beet areafrom Filer,on the west, to McCammon, on the east, as follows: Twofields at Filer, 2 at Twin Falls, 3 at Jerome, 2 at Kimberley, 2 atHansen, 2 at Murtaugh, .and 1 each at Burley, Paul, Rupert, Aberdeen, Fort Hall, and }'1cCammon.17 The planting at Fort Hall andone of those at Jerollle were lost shortly after they were made, so thatthis report concerns itself with 17 plantings, as listed in Table 7.In order to test the performance of the U. S. No.1 variety underaverage farm conditions, an extensive series of plantings was made ofthe first multiplication of tbe seed used in the 1930 tests. Representative farms were chosen where, in the opinion of factory mana~ers 

i' 

and agriculturists 18 consulted, the crop would receive proper handling.These farms were so distributed as to give a representative crosssecti~n of the whole beet acreage in Idaho, where curly top is regularlya senous factor. The plan used was to plant the seed of the U. S.No. 1 variety and that of a commercial. brand in alternate strips 16rows wide. The number of such strips varied from two to four sets forea.ch field, depending on the size of the field and the supply of the seed.In every case, I;ts nearly as could be judged at planting time, thesestrips were so locat.ed that neither the U. S. No.1 nor its commercialcheck was unfavorably placed; all the plantings were made under the
supervision of the writers, and the boundaries of the plots were carefully staked and recorded to prevent errors when the plots were har
vested. The areas involved in these comparisons were approximat.ely1 acre for the U. S. No.1 variety and a similar area for the commercial
che."k. During the growing season, inspection trillS were made at
inte1'vals of two weeks to observe closely the differences in these 17
gro~er-test plantings in regard to growth, degree of curly-top infesta
tion,~nd progressive development of the U. S. No.1 variety and the
commercial brand. By doing this, it was possible to insure identicaltreatment of the comparison strips in regard to timeliness of thinning,
uniform irriga,tion, and ether cultural operations.

At the time of planting it was noticed that the seed balls of theU. S. No. 1 variety were, on an average, larger than the seed ballsof the commercial brand. This difference in size necessitated theadjustment of the drill to insure that approximately the same weightof 'both lots of seed was used in the comparison strips. vVhen viewedalong the row, the seedlings of the U. S. No. 1 variety appearedslightly darker than the seedlin~s of the commercial brands. Closeexamination showed that the foliage of the U. S. No.1 variety was .adarker green than that of the commercial brands and that a fairlyhigh percentage of the U. S. No.1 plants had red coloration in thepetioles. 

11 Acknowledgmcnt Is made of the helpful cooperntion gi\"cn by: tho following farmers in whose fields thetestswere conducted: Mnrtin :'1eier Ilnd H. F. McKny, oC Twin Falls; W. H. Newman and S. D. Perrine,oC Kimberley; J. Mason nnd V. Naylor, of Hnnsen; J. Priest Ilnd J. Snckett, oC Flier; R. O. May, ofRupert;D. B. Hardin, oC Pnul; J. H. BodilY,.of Burley; D. F. Turner nnd Francis Johnson, of Murtaugh; E. J.Netz, W. H. Stoddard, and 1\1. Belch, oCJcrome: W.B. Christensen, oCMcCammon; O. Beeker, of Aberdeen; and S. A. Dunn, oC Fort HIl1I. Acknowledgment is also due the Amalgamated .sugar Co. and theUtah·Idaho Sugar Co. Cor ad\"ice nnd nsslstllnce in securing the test fields in their rcspecti\"o opemtihgdistricts.
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In the various grower-test plantings no consistent differences in 
relative stand or size were noted, prior to thinning, between the 
U. S. No.1 plots and the adjoining plots planted with the commercial 
brand. After thinning, the plants in the comparison strips continued 
growth with()ut noticeable differences in stand or size until after the 
.leaf-hopper attack began. In most cases the beet leaf hoppers 
appeared in the fields during the latter part of May,and curly-top 
symptoms became evident the fi..."St week in June, little damage 
appearing until after June 20. At that time the beet fields (located 
under the Twin Falls irrigation system) began to show rather pro
nounced curly-top damage in the commercial strips and only slight 
damage in the adjacent strips planted with the U. S. No.1 variety. 
The progressive development of the disease I::: shown in Table 7, In 

which the field records for obvious curly t.op are arranged according to 
districts. These detailed records are based upon readings obtained 
from a large number of rows selected at random. Each reading given 
is an average basea upon at least 10 sets of 100 consecutive beet plants 
in each comparis()n strip. The table shows also the obvious curly 
top occurrm)g in ]lortions of the rows selected at random. In all the 
grower-test plantings the counts were taken at intervals of approx
imately two weeks throughout the season, beginning .June 17 to 26, 
and show that curly top became severe before the clos~ 9f August. 
At the close-.of the season all but 1 of the commercial pl,?ts,in the 17 
test fields snowed nearly 100 per cent obvious curly top, the exception 
(field 16) showing 50 per cent. The U. S. No.1 variety, on the other 
hand, had shown in many cases a tendency apparently to recover 
from the disease; in 14 of the fields the obvious curly top ranged from 
37 to 72 per cent, and 3 of the fields (16, 5, and 9) showed only 19, 27, 
and 24 per cent of curly top, respectively. A detailed account of these 
results is given in Table 7. 

TABLE 7.-Percentage 1 of plants showing obvious curly top in the grower-te8t plant
ings of the U. S. No.1 variety and commercial brands in Idaho in 1931 

[Data represent averages of a minimum of 10 counts of 100 beets for each planting) 

Pert'cntage of plants~bowing obvious curly top on

oct. 10 

Area and 10' Fieid Variety Icality No. Aug.
JWIC July July Ang. Aug. 31 to Sept. Sept. Foliage
17-26 2-8 11-24 3-7 17-22 Sept. 14-18 25 Foli~ se·mildy4 verelyaf· af·fected fected 

Twin Falls 
1U'Il8: 


30
t--- {U. s. No. L __ 7 16 18 24 54 39 35 37 7 
Twin Falls___ Commerclal__ 17 55 61 82 100 100 95 96 42 54 

2. ___ {U. s. No. L __ 12 13 28 30 66 63 63 61 39 21 
CommerciaL.. 27 48 57 80 97 100 95 98 26 72 

{U. s. No. L __ 9 19 28 42 72 60 61 72 57 15 
Commerclal.__ 20 65 86 98 )00 100 )00 72Kimberley___ 97 25r--- {U. S. No. 1____ 19 21 42 i4 59 634____ 57 ------ ----_ .. -------Commerclal.__ 51 69 91 100 100 100 100 -_.. _-- ------- ------

1 Tbe rows in which the counts were made were selected at random for each comparison·strip planting. 
I Xn the grower·test plantings the following r.ommerciai brands were used: Fields 1, 2, 6, and 13, Old 

Type; field 16, Pioneer, both brands of the Zuckcrfllbrlk Kleinwanzleben; in fields 7, 8, 11, 12t and 1.5, seed 
from tbe same firm was used, but the particular brand was not available from factorr recoras; fields 3, 5, 
and 10, Elite (Schreiber'" Son)i fields 4, 14, and li, Elite (C. Braune); field 9, F. F. (E. Frederiksen). 

i, 

Ii 
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TABLE 7.-Percentage of plants showing obvious curly top in the grower-test plant_
ings of the U. S. No.1 variety and commercial brands in Idaho in 11}Sl-Con. 


Percentage oC plants showing ohvlous curly top on

oct. 10
Area and 10' Field

callty No. Variety Aug.
June July July _\ug. Aug. 31 to s~pt. Sept. Foliage Foliage17-2tJ 2-8 17-24 3--7 17-22 Sept. 14-18 25 mildly Be

4 aC- verfly 
Cected Ctl~~

----- ---1-----,1----------------------Twin Falls
area-Con. 


5 (g. S. No. L__ 7 11 30 39
Hansen______ ---- ,Comm2reiaL__ 27 
69 53 6'3 2tJ 21 644 82 97 100 100 100 98 53 47{6 {

U. s. No. L__ 8 9 22 27 60 48 1;2 39 28 10---- CommerciaL_ 24 39 71 92 100 100 97 98 42 56- {U. s. No. L___ 5 5'Filer____"____ ,---- Commereial_ 27 
7 20 46 38 31 40 32 825 39 77 89 94 88 96 39 57t8 {

U. s. No. L__ 3 13 28 46 76 60 54 33--- CommereiaL__ 17 33 i4 00 
22 11

100 100 100 99 48 51

Burley area: fU. s. No. L___ 3 7 10
Rupert______ 9____ lCommereiaL_ II 13 21 27 23 25 19

36 56 91 100 00 94 59 36P ul 10 {U. s. No. L___ 
28 5 

3 13 31 30 42 50 52 47a --------- '.-- CommerciaL_'! 38 9 


Burl Y 
11 {U. s. No. 1.___ 1______ 11 21 31 54 51. 39 49 


i 2tJ 60 83 96 100 100 96 61 35
e ------- --- CommerclaL_I______ 21 33 1646 70 '100 100J 92 97 30 66I2 fU. S. No. L_ 12 19 36 50 57 (,2 64 51 37 14Murtaugh___ --lCommereiaL_ ~ 59 84 100 100 100 100 99 18
{13 i{U, S. No. L___, 11 20 40 54 ,51 

81

54 49 31 18---I' CommerclaL_ 2tJ 43 6'3 93 100 100 100 Il8 23 75

Jerome area: {N 22 40 66 00 48 59 38 21J lJIL- go!me~ci~_-:'= ~ 44erome_______ l' M 80 100 100 93 96 29

IiI___ Commercial__ 14 35 58 54 56 59 40 19


{U. s. No. L__ 2 4 67 
3 10 34 79 100 100 89 89 35


,Eastern area: 1{U. S. No. L___ 0 3 
54 


7 12 14 22 24 19 14Mccammon_I 16___ CommerciaL, 0 7 19 27 46 59 61 50 27 23
5 


Abe dee 1- !fU. s. No. L ___\4 17 32 53
r n----l'---lCommerciBL- 9 29 
42 151 42 38 27 116'3 85 !l2 100 93 94 50 44 


A\'erage 6.4
I{u. S. No. L__ 11.9 23:2 34. 6 -54, 4149. 8148. 6 43.8 31.6 12. 2-- ------ commerciaL_) 19.2 36. 5 59.9 82. 0 94. 8 97.2 93.793.3 37.8 55.5 

In taking the last count of beets affee;ted with obvious curly topjust before harv,,:st, the effects of the disease on the foliage were classified as either m.ild or severe. The commercial brands used as checksusually showed a greater proportion of severe cases than mild ones.In the U. S. No.1 variety, however, tIle mild type of disease constituted nearly three-fourths of the obvious curly top. In the commercial brands the percentages of severe curly top ranged from 23 to 81,whereas in the resistant variety the l'ange was 5 to 21 per cent.The data in Table 7 show that in all the fields but one t.he diseasein the commercial beets had practically reached the maximum ofincidence by the last of August and that throughout the season theU. S. No.1 variety showed a marbid degree of resistance to curly-topinfection. In view of the severity of the disease in these areas, it isobvious that the season afforded for nearly all fields a fairly severetest of the U. S. No.1 variety.. (Fig. 5.)
The harvest results of the 1'7 grower-test plantings are given. inTable 8. The methods used in securing the data were as follows:From each strip constituting apart of the grower-test planting,twenty 20-beet samples of normally competitive beets were selectedat random~ These beets were put in moisture-proof sacks and takento the laboratory, where they were washed, weighed, and analyzed. 
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Determinations of sucrose percentage and of the coefficient.. of appar
ent purity were made sepm'ately for each 20-beet sample of normally 
competitive beets in theinanner previously described. . 

FIGURE 5.-Grower·test planting on the Newman farm, at Klmherley, neor Twin Falls. Idaho, showing 
the U. S.No. 1 variety at thc rIght and 0 commercial brond (Schreiber & Son's Elite) at the left. Planted 
March 11, 1931; photographed July 26, 1931 

TABLE S.-Results of grower-test plantings of the U. S. No.1 variety and commercial 
brands 1:n Idaho in 1931 

Coefficient of ap-Yield per acrc I Sucrose parent purity 

Field I'lantingArea and locality No. date 	 Com-U.S. DitTer· U.S. Com- DitTer- U.S. Com- Dlfferrucr- mer- merNo.1 ence No.1 ence 2 No.1 ence 2"cial cial cial 

-
Twin Falls area: Tons Tons Tons Perct. Perct. Perct. 

Twin Falls ______ 2____ Mar. 2.1 17.006 13.038 4.81lS 18.35 18.38 -0.03 94.9B 95.69 -0. it{1---- Apr. 27 21. 424 14.094 6. no 16.84 16.89 -.05 92.22 91. 4B .74(3____
Kimberley____ ._ 4____ 	 Mar. 11 12.741 7.282 5.4.19 18. 58 17.00 .1lS 92. 13 00.69 1.44 

Mar. 20 10.002 0.527 3.535 16. 30 \16. 41 -.11 97.69 95.26 2. 43 
Apr. 4 B.1I5 4.25i 3.85B IB.18 lB. 11 .07 93.32 91.87 1.45ansen_c________ n lHar. 23 8.209 5.749 2. 460 18.42 18.37 .05 04.41 93.57 .84 

i .. ___ Apr. 3 17.828 14.244 3.584 19.20 19.20 0 93.85 94.16 -.31r-"HFiIer.___________ 8 •__do____ 12. 071 5.697 il.3io1 19.06 18. 23 .83 04.18 90.90 3.28 

Durie}' area: Rupert._______ .._ 9. __ Apr. 4 18.814 14.208 4.600 16.98 17.52 -.54 94.17 95.00 -1.4310___PauL••• __ ._. ___ • 	 Apr. 10 24.417 Ii. 410 7.007 10.19 10.97 -.78 94. !lO 05.00 -.10Durley__________ ___ do____11.._ 11.728 7. :131 4.397 17.83 Ii. 75 .08 90.35 00.69 -.34 
Murtaugh_______ (12--- Apr. 4 11.627 0.766 4.801 19.19 18.3·1 .85 94.96 03.U 1.85

13___ _"'pr. 3 10.941 8.331 2. 610 18.84 18.49 .35 96.25 95.92 .33 
Jerome area: 

Jerome___•______ 	 l'o-far. 30 10. OIlS 11.7:1I 4.937 17.84 17.48 .36 93.97 94.21 -.24e4..15_~_ Allr. 8 14.361 11.015 3.346 18.04 18.37 -.33 04.71 94.12 .59 
Eastern aren: 10___McCammon___ •. Apr. 28 II. 385 9.085 2. 300 18.37 18.8.1 -.46 9210 00.77 1.33

A berdeen_ .. ___ •• 17.. __ A]lr. 21 H.027 6.707 8.220 18.16 17.65 .51 90.13 88.80 1.24 

A verugo _______ r----I------------;:0014.307 U.051 '4.656 18.02 17.93 94.14 93.41 '.73 

I Yield values were obtained from normally competitive beets and were computed on the hasls of II 100 
per cent stend. 

I When the commercial exceeds V. S. No. I, a minus sign is used. 
I Odds 0009 to 1 that dltTerence as grent as shown was nof, due to chaDt-e alone (fl. 
, Odds less than 30 to 1 thnt difference as great as shown was not due to chance alone. 
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TABLE 8.~Results of grower-test plantings of t,he U. S. No. 1 variety and commercial 
" brand.~ in Idaho in 1931-Continued 

Sugar per acret, J. 
Area and locali' t"',r ,.$10 Planting Indicated available 

• ,No. dato 1---;----__.---- 1-__--,-__-.___ 

U. S. Commer· DitIeri U. S. Commer· DitIer-
No.!. cial cnce No.1 cial ence 

."..------------------------------.-.~ 

T\rin Falls area; Pounds Pou7lds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
PlII,i'to;a'Twin FaIls _____________ 2____ 6.5i2 4,793 1, ii9 6,242 4,586p.--- Mar. 23 

Apr. 27 7,216 4, \IM 2,252 (i,654 4,541 2,113
Kimberley_____________ e---- Mar. II ~,735 2, f><J7 2,128 4,362 2364 1,99S4____ Mal". 20 3,280 2,142, 1,138 3,204 2;041 1,163I5____ Apr. 4 2,951 1,542 1,409 2, 749 1,417 1,332IIanseil'_~_ .c--------'- 16____ Mar. 23 3,024 2,112 912 2,85.1 1,917 ' 87S 
Filer_________.-----____ r--.- Apr. 3 6,846 5,470 1,376 0,425 5,15( 1,2748____ ___do____ 4,1102 2,077 2,525 4,334 1,888 2,446

B urJey area: Rupert____• ___________ 9___ Apr. 4 6,38!1 4.979 1.410 6,017 4,759 1,258Paul. ______ •__________• 10___ Apr. 10 7,906 5. nOll I,OIli it 503 5,614 1,889Burley_________________ ___do ____11.__ 4,182 2,603 1,5i9 4,030 2,510 1,514
Murtaugh _____________ e2 Apr. 4 4,462 2,482 1,980 4,238 2,311 1,927

13___ "\pr. 3 4,123 3,073 1,050 3,068 2,948 1,020
Jerome area: 

.-- n~-·- lIIar. 30 5,947 4,101 1,846 5,589 3,864 1,725Jerome______________ Apr. 8 182 4,0-17 1,135 4,908 3,80~ 1, 0IJ9Eastern area: ' ,D___ 5J 

lIJcCamruon ___________ 16___ Apr. 28 4,183 3,·122 761 3,853 3,100 747Aberdeen____________.. 17___ Apr. 21 5,422 2.368 3,054 4,886 2, 105 2, 781 
Average..____________ ..____ H _________ 15,110 13,452 • 1, 667 14,813 13,235 • 1, 5iS 

• Odds 9999 to 1 that difference as great as shown was not due to chance aloce (2). , 
• Obtained by averaging the sugar-per-acre values computed for the individual fields; hence It ditTers 

slightly from the product of the means given in this table. 

The results from the 17 fields show that the U. S. No.1 variety 
outyielded the commercial brand in every case. The difference in 
favor of the U. S. No.1 variety was 2.3 tons per acre in the field (16) 
showing the lowest difference, which was the field where obvious curly 
top occurred in the lowest percentage, .The average gain for all 17 
fields was 4.66 tons per acre, a significant difference. The individual 
gains, as calculated by this method, ranged from 2.3 tons to 8.2 tons 
per acre. In seven fields the commercial brand showed the higher 
average sucrose percentage per beet, and in nine fields the U. S. No.1 
variety was the higher. In no case did the difference exceed 0.85, 
which was too small to be significant. Six fields showed a higher 
average coefficient of appan:nt purity per sample for the commercial 
beets, and 11 fields showed a higher average purity for the U. S. No.1 
val'iety. In no case did the difference exceed 3.28, and the average 
difference (0.73) was too small to be significant. In the colculated 
yield of su~ar (pounds per acre) the U. S. No.1 variety exceeded the 
commercial brand in every case. The difference in favor of the 
U. S. No.1 variety was 761 pOlmds of gros" sugar and 747 pounds of 
indicated-available sugar in the field (16) showing the lowest differ
ence, which, as noted previously, was the field where the obvious 
curly top was the lowest. The average difference in favor of the 
U. S. No.1 variety in all 17 fields was 1,667 pounds of gross su~ar per 
acre and 1,578 pounds of indicated-available sugar. The indIvidual 
differences ranged from 761 to 3,054 pounds of gross sugar per acre, 
and from 747 to 2,781 pounds of indicated-available sugar per acre. 

It must be borne in mind that these yields in tons of beets and 
pounds of sugar produced are based on the average individual root 
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weight for the contrasted types, resistant and nonresistant, and have 
been computed uniformly on a 100-per-cent-stand basis. Actual 
yields per acre were less, sQice stands were not perfect, but this 
consideration does not affect the relations shown by the differences, 
except, perhaps, to handicap the resistant va.riety. 

The comparisons as made show the essential differences in weight 
a.lld quality that ~.ay exist among beets ~owin~ under uniform condi
tIOns of competltIOn. In such a conslderatIOn of the data, the 
influence of the stand factor as it might affed yield per I1cre is elimi
nated. The fact that the stand relations are eliminated influences the 
results obtainable by this method in those cases where some factor 
affects the stand in the check and test~d plots differElntly. The 
curly-top disease, for insta.nce, may and often does decrease the stand 
in the check more than it does that of a resistant variety. Obviously a 
decrease in stand due to the disease must be recognized as a part of the 
damage, and when this consideration is left out of the evaluation the 
resistant variety is to that extent handicapped. There are, however, 
certain practical advantages in the method. Extensive samples 
from the comparison strips may be taken in advance of the regular 
narvest, thereby affording a precise comparison as to sucrose per
centage and coefficient of apparent purity and also some m.easure of 
yields, whereas it is often impossible to get satisfl1ctory records of 
quality and yields at the time a whole field is harvested. It seems 
that under curly-top conditions a fairly representative value for 
actual yield pe:r acre may be arrived at by applying the harvest-stand 
count to the data obtained from the normally competitive-beet 
samples. 

In five of these tests the actual yields produced on measured areas 
planted to the two contrasted beet types were obtained as a check on 
the method employed. (Table 9.) The table gives the actual yields 
obtained from the resistant and nonresistant beets under the condi
tions of the particular field. These are compared with the yields 
computed from the individual beet weight as determined from the 
normally competitive-beet samples, assuming the stand to be 100 
per cent. 

TABLE 9.-Yield computed on basis of 100 per cent stand (if normally competitille 
beets as compared wtth actual yieids from grower-test plantings in Idaho in 1931 

Yield per ncre on basis of 100 per
Actunl yield per ncre cent stand of nonnnlly com· 

petitive beets
FieldLocnllty No. 

U.S. ICom- U.S. Com-Difierence DifferenceNo.1 merelnl No.1 mercinl 

Pound~ Pound6 Pounds Per cenl Pounds Pound. Pounds Per cmtJl.IcCnmmon___________________ 10 15,964 B,I50 7, B14 95.9 22, 771 IB,I71 4,000 25.3Rupert. _______________________ 9 30,300 20,200 10,100 50.0 37,62IJ 28,410 9,213 32.4J erome________________________ 
14 23,400 13,582 9,B24 72. 3 33,336 23,463 9,873 42.1Kimberley_____________________ 3 14,673 0,342 9,331 174.7 25,4B2 14,564 10,91B 75.0Twin Fnlls___ •________________ 2 28,396 14,223 14,173 99.6 42, 849 29,389 13,460 46.8

Average_. _______________ ..----- 22,MB 12,299 10,249 83.3 32, 413 22,801 9,612 ·12. 2 

It will be noted that with the exception from the McCammon field, 
in which, irresp'ective of curly top, considerable stand variation 
occurred, the dIfferences between the U, S. No, 1 variety and the 

..:...' 
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commercial brand used as check, detennined by the two methods, areOf approximately the same magnitude.

From the actual yield data in Table 9 the superiority of the U. s.No.1 variety over the commerciaLbrand used as a check appears evenmore striking than is shown in Table 8. This was partly due to thedifference in the actual stands. In e~ery case the resistant typeshowed a high percentage of gain over the commercial brand. Thispercentage 0:( ~~ i~ higher than that fo~d when the root weightsof the average mdiVldual of each type growmg under nonnal competition conditions were used as the bl':sis of comparison. In yield ofbeets, however, the difference between the U. S. No.1 variety and thecommercial brand as determined by the two methods was approximately the surne. .Although theor€~ically it might be expected thatstand differences would be reflected in the yields and that usuallythere is considerable compensating for missing beets in the row, it isnot certain that these factors operate under curly-top conditions.It seems likely that basing judgment as to varietal performance onan adequate number of nonnally competitive beets was reliable andprobably more conservative than judgment based on actual yieldswhich may be biased by extraneous influences on stand. The conclusions warranted from the two methods of determining yield are(1) that the average root size of sugar beets from the U. S. No.1seed, under such conditions as e~"';sted in this test, was greater than theroot size of the beets grown from commercial seed, and (2) that agiven area planted with U. S. No.1 seed was shown to outyield asimilar area planted with commercial seed. 
COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMEN'l' STUDIES 

A. study of the rate of development of the beet plant was undertaken at Twin Falls on both the U. S. No.1 variety and a commercial brand (Rabbethge & Giesecke Old Type). On A.pril 17 theseed stocks were planted, 28 pounds to the acre, in rows 20 inchesapart, in two adjoining 40-row blocks. The blocks were approximately 270 feet long, and were separated by 3-foot alleyways intothree !)O-foot sections. Every other row was used for sampling, thusinsuring a I-row buffer between each sampling area. The samplingswere made at weekly intervals from June 17 to October 7. (Table 10.)The readings for percentage of obvious curly top paralleled thoseobtained in the grower-test plantings. (Table 7.) The U. S. No.1variety showed uniformly less obvious curly top than the commercialbrand. In growth of foliage the U. S. No.1 variety showed auniformly greater development from late June until harvest, the difference being greater at time of harvest than during the earliet stagesof growth. The root wei~ht of the commercial brand, however,increased more rapidly durmg the early part of the growing seasonibut this advantage was lost about mid August, when the root weightof the U. S. No.1 variety approximately equaled that of the commercial brand. During September there was a marked· tendency onthe part of the U. S. No.1 variety to show a greater relative growthrate than the commercial brand, an advantage it maintained up tothe time of harvest. As calculated from the data of October 7 (25ounces for the U. S. No.1 root weight and 18.86 ounces for the rootweight of the commercial brand), the yields were 20.42 tons and 
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15.40 tons per acre, respectively, a difference of 5 tons in favor of 
the U. S. No.1, which approximates closely the average difference 
(4.6 tons) as calculated for the grower-test plantings. In sucrose 
percentage there was a marked tendency for the commercial brand 
to show an advantage, although at harvest the differences became 
less pronounced. The quality of beets produced from the resistant 
variety (16.56 per cent sucrose as compared with 17.06 per cent from 
the commercial brand) was acceptable. 

TA13LE 10.-Comparative development of the U. S. No. 1 varie/,y and a commercial 
brand (Rabbethge &; Giesecke Old Type) used at Twin Falls, Jdaho, 1931 

Percentaga 01 plantsA"erage weight oC Ayerage weight oC Average sucrose showing ohvious bp.ets loliage curly top 
Sampling date 

U. S. Commer· U. S. Commer· U. S. Commer· U. S. Commer· 
No.1 rim No.1 cial No.1 cia! No.1 cial 

------1·------------------------
Ounces Ounces Ounces Ounets Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 

June 17...•••.••.•••• 0.50 1.35 2. 40 2. 85 ••.••.•••••••_•.••••.••••...••••....•••_ 
June 24••.••••.••••... .85 1.95 5.30 4.80 .•,,_••_.••_••..••••. , ••, ... , •••..••••.. 
July 2•..••..•..••.•.• 3.46 4.50 9.11 7.13 """"" """"" 1. 6 31.3 
July 8••••.••••••..••• 4.53 6.78 9.03 8.59 '.,•.•.•.••..•••_... 5.0 3.,.3 
July 15.•••••••••..... 5.60 6.18 10.66 7.751•••••.•.•• """"" 5.0 32. 0 
July 22••••••••••••••• 9.80 9.15 13.90 9.00 •._....... .•••.•..•• 11.6 36.6 
July 30.•••••••.••.••• 10 91 1.1.45 13.65 11. 10 12. i3 13.93 20.0 58.3 
Aug. 6 •••••••.••••••• 13.10 13.16 14. 55 9.43 13.33 14. 73 18.0 70. 0 
Aug. 12••..•..••••••• 14. 96 14.91 14. 85 9.98 15.07 15. 07 23. 3 85.0 
Aug. 19•..•..•.•••••• 19.38 ]9.51 15.68 13. 38 13. 53 1-1. 60 36.5 80. 5 
Aug. 27..•••...•••... 2205 2255 19.88 13.86 14.26 15.00 36.6 100.0 
Sept. 2.•••••••••.•••. 25.50 21.4.1 23.03 14.28 13.86 15.26 21. 7 95.0 
Sept. 10•••..•••••.••• 20.30 2220 17.00 17. 55 14. 33 15. 20 31. 6 98. 0 
Sept. 16•••..••••..••. 25.30 18.20 20.30 10. 51 15. 13 15. 20 36. 6 98.0 
Sept. 24•..•.••....••• 29.26 24.20 20.68 13.03 15.60 16.36 26.0 91. 7 
Sept. 30•••••.••.•••.. 26. 41 19.88 2286 11.35 16.03 ]7.10 1 ]5.0 95.0
Oct. 7 •.._._.__•••_.•• 25.00 18.86 19.58 13.06 16.56 17.06 16. 6 95.0 

.Although these results can not be assumed to have general applica
bility, since they inyolve only a single season and particular field 
conditions, the final readings are nevertheless consistent with the 
general trend of the results obtained in the other tests l'eported in 
this bulletin. 
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INTENSIVE AGRONOl\UC TESTS IN UTAH 

In 1930 critical studies were begun in Utah on the U. S. No.1 
yariety in order to test its l'esistance to curly top as compared with 
that of various commercial brands. 

The first of these e~.-periments were carried on in two }f-acre ex
perimental plots on representative farms near :Magna. This locality 
was chosen because cmly-top epidemics had regularly occurred there 
for a number of years. The two experimental plots (Taylor field 
and Ooon field) were about 4 miles apart. These fields were' planted 
on April 8 and 9, respectivelYJ somewhat later than the earliest com
merCIal plantings in this district, in Ol'der that tbe plants might be 
comparatively smull at the time of the early leaf-hopperinvfision and 
therefore exposed to relatiyely severe injury from cudy top, 

II Contributed hy F. V. Owen, F. A. Abegg, and WesleyXeller. The work in Utah wns carried on with 
the cooperation 01 the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. The writ~rs ackn9wlcdge man~' helplul 
~u~gestions Irom Eubanks Cnrsner, . 
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TESTS AT TAYLOR FIELD 

At the Taylor field, the U. S. No. 1 variety was replicated seven 
times in single-row plots 50 feet long. There were also two rows 350 
feet long used for an additional test. A commercial brand (Schreiber 
S. \K. W.) 20 was used as a check. 

1f~e injury from CUl'ly top in this field was only moderate, although 
() 	 cOli'slderable numbers of beet-leaf hoppers were observed. There 

was no artificial inoculation of any kind, so that the disease produced 
was entirely dependent upon the natili'al leaf-hopper infestation. 
Evidently the virus carried by these insects was attenuated or low. 
in virulence, for until the first part of September no marked contrast 
was observed between the plots planted with the resistant variety 
and those planted with the commercial brand. At this time the 
U. S. No.1 variety was darker green in color and appeared to be more 
vigorous. At harvest time (October 16) the commercial plots had 
changed to a very pale yellow, while the U. S. No.1 plots still appeared 
~Teen. The results from the harvest of the replicated plots are given 
m Table 11. 

TABLE H.-Comparison of the U. S. No. 1 variety wilh a commercial brand. 
planted April 8,1930, in Taylor field, near Magna, Utah 

[Data represent ayernges from seven single-rol" plots, eaeh 50 feet long] 

Yield Oross 
Variety per Sucrose J sugar 

acre per acre I 

------------------------------------------1-------------
7'on8 Per cent PoundsU. S. No. L _________________________•___________________________________ _ 

19.5 	 17.7 6,903Commercial (Schreiber S. K. W.) ________________________________________ _ 14.6 18.3 5,344 
Difference______________________•___________ •_____ ._. _____ •________ _ 

4.9 	 -.6 1,559<. 

J Determined on a la-beet sample from each plot. 

2 Gross sugar per acre WIlS computed by multiplying the !wcrage yield in pounds by the average sucrose 


percen lage. 

The difference in yield of practically 5 tons per acre in favor of 
the U. S. No. 1 val'lety (neady foUl' times as great as its standard 
deviation) was undoubtedly significant. There was a significant 
diffel'enee (0.6 per cent) in sucrose percentage in favor of the com
mercial brand. However, larger beets were used for analysis from 
the U. S. No.1 variety than from the commercial brand, and there 
is a well-lmown tendency for small sugar beets to be slightly higher 
than large ones in sucrose percentage. In total yield of sugar per 
acre the U. S. No.1 variety showed a very decided increase over the 
commercial brand. 

The results from the additional test of two long rows were of the 
same order. The yiold for the U. S. No.1 variety was 23.7 tons per 
acre, as compared with 20.3 tons for the commercial bi'and, and the 
sucrose percentage for the U. S. No.1 variety was 17.5 per cent, as 
compared with 18.2 per cent for the commercial brand. 

20 Produced by Schreiber &: Son, Nordhlluscn, derlUany. 

" ,../~ , 
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TESTS AT COON FIELD 

At the Coon field, the U. S. No.1 variety was replicated four times. 
Each plot consisted of one row 50 feet lon~. Artificial measures were 
employed to induce a severe curly-top epIdemic in this experimental 
field. A row of diseased mother beets infected with curly top the 
previous season was planted along one side of the field in order to 
supply a source of virulent virus for the beet leaf hoppers coming in 
from the desert breeding areas. The migrating insects. in this area 
are usually nonviruliferous or else carry only an attenuated virus. H a 
source of virulent virus is in a field some of the incoming leaf hoppers 
will take up the virus by feeding on the diseased plants and transmit 
it to other plants, thus initht.ing an epidemic of the disease. The vir
ulent mus was also introduced into this field by means of beet leaf 
hoppers that had been produced on diseased plants. These insects 
were obtained from the laboratory of the Bureau of Entomology at 
Twin Falls, Idaho. On June 3 the viruliferous leaf hoppers were 
caged two to a plant on one-half of each plot (25 feet) in order to 
give the plants in certain belts across the field a nearly uniform and 
very severe exposure to the disease. 

Previous to this date a general migration of beet leaf hoppers into 
the Magna district had occurred, resulting in an infestation of both 
the Coon and the Taylor fields. Two counts in each field on June 3 
indicated about 22 leaf hoppers per 100 feet of row in the Coon field 
and 32 per 100 feet in the Taylor field. More counts probably would 
have indicated about equal infestations in the two fields. 

The success of the artificial inoculation measures used in the Coon 
field was noted by general observations and also by careful counts of 
the amount of curly top at intervals during the season. It was ap
parent that there was much more injury from the disease at the Coon 
field than at the Taylor field. The disease in the latter field was so 
mild that, as previously noted, no marked difference between the 
resistant variety and commercial brand appeared until the first part of 
September. In the Coon field the belts inoculated by caging were 
significantly more affected than the belts ;not so inoculated. This 
fact was better demonstrated by the extent of the yield reductions 
than by percentage of diseased plants on any particular date. 'rhat 
the rate of development of the epidemics differed in the two fields, 
doubtless because the virulent virus had been artificially introduced 
into the Coon field, is shown by comparing the amount of curly top 
in the commercial brand used as a check in the naturally infested 
portion of the Coon field with the amount in thd commercial brand in 
the Taylor field during the same periods. On June 24, the Taylor 
field showed 3 per cent of the plants diseased, whereas the Coon field 
showed 63 per cent diseased. On July 17, the Taylor field showed 20 
per cent diseased, whereas the Coon field showed 95 per cent diseased. 

The harvest results at the Coon field are summarized in Table 12. 
The chemical analyses reported are based on a composite sample of 
five beets per plot. 
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TAitE l2.-Compari80n of the U. S. No.1 variety with a commercial brand, planted 

April 9, 1930, in Coon field, near Magna, Utah 


[Data represent averages from four single-row plots, each 25 feet long] 

PLANTS INOCULATED BY NATURAL INFESTATION 

Number per 100 

Variety 
feet Stand 

loss 
Yield 

per acre Sucrose 
Gross 

~~r~~r 
June 20 Oct. 25 

-------------1------------------
Per cent Tons' Per cent PoundsU. S. No. L ______________________________ _ 104 98 5.8 17. I 16.20 5, .'>40 

Commerciai (Schreiber S. K. W.) ________ _ 81 69 14.8 7.1 16.34 2,320 
Difference__________________________ _ 29 ________ __

23 10.0 -.14 3,220 

PLANTS INOCULATED BY NATURAL INFES'l'ATION AND BY CAGING LEAF 
HOPPERS 

.. '-' --------t-._---U.Commercial (Schreiber S. ,. No. L._._______________________K. W.) _________ " 75 51 32,., 2.5 ___________________ _ 

Difference___________________________ 16 35 __________ 5.1 ____________________ 

I Gross sugar, per acre was determined by multiplying the average yield in pounds by the average sucrose 
percentage. 

These results show that in the belts exposed only to natural infesta
tion, the U. S. No.1 variety exceeded the commercial brand in yield 
by 10 tons per acre. The percentage of sucrose was practically the 
same in the resistant variety as in the commercial brand. The calcu
lated yield of sugar per acre was 139 per cent greater for the U. S. 
No.1 variety than for the commercial brand. In the belts where, 
in addition to the natural infestation, viruliferous beet leaf hoppers 
were caged on the plants, the yield from the U. S. No.1 variety, 
although it had been greatly reduced by the drastic exposure, was three 
times the yield from the commercial brand. ' 

GROWER·TEST PLANTINGS 

In 1931 an extensive program was outlined whereby U. S. No.1 
seed could be given actual field trials 21 in the beet-growing areas of 
Utah and on the western slope of Colorado. Generally districts were 
selected where there had previously been severe outbreaks of curly top. 
Some districts reporting little damage were included, however, be
cause it was thought desirable to know the merits of U. S. No.1 seed 
under conditions of relative freedom from curly top as well as under 
conditions of severe disease. 

In order to evaluate the resistant variety under normal farm condi
tions, localities were chosen where the beets would have good cultural 
care in productive soil and where the grower would take a personal 
interest in the problem. . 

21 Special acknowledgment should be made to the growers who made the tests possible and also to the 
sugar companies for their active and sympathetic ccoperation. The Utah-Idallo Sugar Co., the Amalga
mated Sugar Co., and the Gunnison Sugar Co. cooperated in securing the Utah plantings. The plantings 
in Colorado were made in cooperation with the Holly Sugar Co. 
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The plantings were made as early as the .season permitted. In 
practically every case the seed was planted as soon as the farmer 

·was ready;22 Care was taken to plant sufficient seed to insure 
,goodstands, .and in most of the plots the stands proved satisfactory. 
- In each field as many replications were made as seemed feasible. 

Generally blocks of 16 rows were planted alternately to commercial 
seed and to the U. S. No. 1 variety. The number of blocks of the 
resistant variety ranged from 2 to 4. Some plantings were larger 
than others, but an attempt was made to plant about 1 acre to 
U. S. No.1 seed at each place. . 

Each planting was inspected .about once a month throughout the 
season. During the early period of growth careful observations were 
made to detect the presence of beet leaf hoppers and the first signs 
of curly top. Numerous curly-top counts were made, especially 
while the plants were young, to determine the progress of the disease. 
As the plants advanced in age a simple count of those diseased seemed 
entirely inadequate. The only satisfactory method of comparing 
them was to classify each plan j according to the degree of curly top. 
This method, however, was found to be very time-consuming and 
impracticable for large-scale operations. In order not to confuse the 
reader with a large amount of data of a more or less indefinite nature, 
a discussion of curly-top counts has been omitted from this report. 
Of the 12 tests reported, 5 showed damage by curly top .to an inter
mediate extent, 2 r;;howed very severe injury, and in the remaining 
5 the plants were so ~lightly diseas('ld as to be practically uninjured. 

METHODS OF REOORDING DATA 

As the most economical method of obtaining reliable results it was 
decided to limit the harvest records from the test fields chiefly to 
sam.ples t&.ken at random.23 Each beet in the 20-beet samples was 
selected by counting a definite number, dependipg on the size of the 
field and the number of samples desired, and then taking the first 
normally competitive beet. The interval between beets chosen for 
a particular field was 25, 30, 50, or some other number that afforded 
a thorough sampling of the blocks. Normally competitive beets 
were selected in order to avoid beets that might have been favored 
by lack of competition. The normally competitive heet was only 
approximated, however, in some fields where there was not a O"ood 
stand. If a consistent standard for competitive conditions had been 
maintained, many parts of some of the fields would have been skipped 
entirely. To avoid this difficulty, the standard held for competitive 
conditions came to depend entirely on the nature of the stand .in 
each particular field. 

As an example of the method of securing the harvest record, detailed 
data of the A~ N. Wight planting, at Tremonton, Utah, are given in 
Table 13.•Student's method (10) has been used in analyzing the 
results. 

"At the Frank Boyd farm, Fruita, Colo •• where the first planting was lost from root .rot;and at the 
Louis Spauldlng.r~rm, Hooper, Utah, where the first planting was blown out by a bad windstorm, second 
plantings were made at rather late dates • 

.. Tbis method was reco=ended by A.W. Skuderna. 

http:random.23
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TABLE IS.-Comparison of the U. S. No. 1 variety with a commercial brand(Frederiksen) ,plantedin 1931 on the Wight farm at Tremonton, Utah 

Weight oC2().beet samples (POunds) Difference be
tween sucrose
percentage oC

U. S. No.1 andu.S.N"o.1 Commercial DiJIerence I commercial I 

35.0 15.5 19.5 -0.931.0 18.0 13:0 -1.623.0 13.0 10.0 -1.231.0 17.5 13.5 - .735.5 19.0 16.5 -2.225.5 18.5 7.0 - .931.0 I 16.5 14.5 .126.0 27.0 -1.0 - .4 

'29.750 '18.125 , 11. 025±1. 510 '.975±.169 

I When the co=ercial exceeds U. S. No.1 a minus sign is used. 


'Average. 

Only eight samples were taken from each strain, but the dataobtained were so consistent as to make possible certain general conclusions. With one excE''"'tion there was a consistent difference inthe weight of the 20-beet samples in fa.vor of the U. S. No.1 variety,the average difference being 11.625 ± 1.516 pounds. A.ccording tothe odds given in Student's tables (2), this difference might occur bychance alone once in 832 times. The average sucrose percentagewas 19.10 for the commercial brand and 18.13 for the U. S. No. 1variety, a difference of 0.97 ± 0.17 per cent. With only one exceptionthe difference in sucrose percentage was consistently in favor of thecommercial brand.
By taking into consideration the stand counts and assuming theweight per beet obtained from the 20-beet samples to be truly representative, a theoretical yield per acre may be readily calculated.On the Wight farm this gives 16.1 tons per acre for the U. S. No.1variety and 9.2 tons per acre for the commercial brand.24 The valuesactually obtained from the record of the total weight of beets harvested were 16.4 tons per acre for the U. S. No.1 variety and 8.6tons peracre,for the commercial brand.26

The closeness of agreement in yield estimates is very remarkableand helps to establish confidence in the method of estimating yieldsfrom the 20-beet samples. Eight was considered a very small numberof samples from which to draw conclusions. If tim.'} had permitted,at least twice as many samples would have been taken. Althoughthe 20-beet samples were intended to give only the·approximate yield,yet their accuracy was such that there can be little doubt about theresults on the WIght farm. The yield per acre was nearly doubledby the use of the resistant seed. A.lthough the difference in sucrosepercentage was nearly 1 per cent, in favor of the commercial brand, thesucrose percentage of the U. S. No.1 variety (18.13) was acceptable. 
JI Actual stand·as determined by counts in the Jj]ocks was used as a Cactor in arriving at these values.
~, This record was taken by A. N. Wight with the cooperation of the Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. The figures
were obtained through the courtesy of J. P •. Uolmgreen, field superintendent. Utab-IdahoSugar Co•
. (1arland, Utah. The total yield ·Cor the U. S. No.1 variety was 34,323 pounds and [or the commerciall,>rand 18,112 pounds, and according to measuremonts taken by the writers .1.05 ncres were devoted to each. 
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COMPARATIVE .DATA ON YIELDS 

The £nal determinations of yields of beets and sugar are shown in 
Table 14. The actual data afford a measure of only the average 
weight per beet; but in order to compare the performance of the 
resistant variety and commercial brands, two columns of additional 
data have been calculated, namely, the yield in tons per acre and 
the yield of gross sugar in pounds per acre. As a basis for these 
calculations it seemed best to assume that a perfect sta}!d (26,136 
beets per acre) occurred in all cases. Tills basis is somewhat unfa
vorable to the resistant variety in most of the cases where curly top 
appreciably affected the yield, bec.ause the disease often reduces the 
stand and to a ~eatere:\.-tent in the commercial brands than in 
the resistant vanety. A striking example of this is sh0wn in Table 
12. A comparison of yields on the basis of actual stands is, however, 
apt to be confusing where differences in stands are due to factors other 
than the disease. 

TABLE H.-Results from grower-test plantings of the U. S. No.1 variety and com
mercial brands in Utah and Colorado in 1981 

[Data represent averages based upon 2()'beet samples (rom replicated blocks o( each variety] 

(A) IRRIGATION WATER .-\DEQUATE; MEDIUM TO SEVERE CURLY TOP 

GrossDate of Weight Yield Suo sugarLocality plant- Grower Variety per per 
ing beet I acre • crose' per 

acre' 
'----

POUlId& Tom Percent PoUlId& 
1.89 24. i 17.5 8,f14.fr' S. No. L ..........
r"·_·- Dlppe••••••.__••••_••• 1.41 18.4 18.3 6,744 

r--
Difference•••••••••_ '.48 '-.8 1,900 

Corinne, Utah•••• Apr. 2 ~r' S. No. L ......_... 1.47 19.2 17.8 6,839
Dippe..••.•••••••••••• 1.12 14.6 18.4 5,387O. Christensen.• '---- '---

Difference ••• _ •••••• '.35 4.6 '-.6 1,452 
==fl'. S. No. 1.......... . 1.49 19.5 18.1 7,~8 


Fr.'l!leriksen•••.•••.••• ~ H.9 19.1 .,543('"N. WI"''--.. -
Dlfference ••••••••• _. '.58 i.6 '-1.0 2,505 

Tremonton, Utah Apr. 7 
{U. s. No. L_......... I. OR 14.1 1~.6 4,968 

Frederiksen........... ~ 5.9 17.8 2,093
C. W. Summers. 

Difference........... '.63 8.2 2, 875 
~= [U. B. No. 1..•••.•••••• 2.08 27.2 15.1 8,209 

Lewiston, Utah••. Apr. 25 D. Butters•••••• t. & G. Pioneer •••.•• ~ 22. i 15.8 7,185 
~ 

Difference........... '.34 4.5 '-.7 1,024

1 

I Detennlned (rom 2()'beet samples harycsted as explained in the talt. 
'Calculated on tbe basis o( a 100 per cent stand (26,136 beets per acre) by mult.lpl);ng average weight 

per beet in pounds by 26,136 and reducing to tons. 
aTbe writers lire indebted to the Utah·Idaho Sugar Co. and to the Gunnison Sugar Co. for analyses 

made In connection with tbls work. 
j Determined hy multiplying yield per acre In pounds by Ryerage sucrose percentage, hence It may

differ slightly (rom a weighted average. 
S Shows statistical odds o( 30 to 1 by Student's method of analy&s (J, 10) that a dltIerence as great as this 

was not due to chance alone. 
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TABLE 14.-Results from grower-test planting8 of the U. S. No.1 variety <,ina commercial brands in Utah and Colorado in 1981-Continued 

B) IRRIGATION WATER EXTREMELY INADEqUATE; VERY JJITTLE CURLY TOP1futStRs1~frt~1i&J,fD S. TAYLOR'S; SEVERE CURLY TOP AT N.P. ANDERSON'S 

Date of Weight Yield GrossLocality plant· Grower Variety per per Suo sugar
ing beet acre crose per

acre
-----~I---·I------I--------·I-----------

Pounrh Tona Per cent Pound,U. S. No. L........... 1.36 17.8 15.2 5,403
Mar.24 Asarco farm.. ..Ellte Braune.••_•••••• --.:.::. ~~ 6.048
{ 

Difference_•••• ,." .03 0.4 '-2.2 -645Magna, utah..... 
U. s. No. L ••__ ....... 1.61 21. 0 11'1.4 6,901


l'.far. 23 S.Taylor__ .•••• 
{
Elite Brnune.......... ~~~
 6,8()8 

DlfTerence........... .13 1. 7 '-1.2 93 

U.S<NO.L••__.•••••• 
====

!
Elsinore, Utah.... Apr. iii .67 8.8 I.5.5 2,714N. P. Anderson. Strube................ _~~~ 2,299

{ 
DlfTercnce...__•__••• '.14 1.8 !-1.1 415 

U. s. No. L ____....... .83 10.8 ______••.•••••__
Hooper, Utah.__• Apr. Zl L. Spaulding.__ • 
{
R. &: G. Old Type••__ ~~I::=:'::'::::'=:'

Difference........... '.37 .1. 8 ..........___ ••_ 

(C) IRRIGATION WATER ADEQUATE; VERY LITTJJE CURLY TOl' 

!
U.S.NO.L......_.... 1.89 24.7 17.6 8,694APr. 14 J.H.Talhert..•. Ellt~Brnune.__ ••__ ... ~-=-:.~ 8,878

{ 
Di1Terent-e__..._. ___ . -.04Fruita, Colo...... -.5 0 -184 

=---,:=-~=U. S. NO.I.._____..... 1.47 JO.2 J8.1 6,954
May 26 F. Boyd........

{
Elite Braune.......... ~~:.~ 6, 2~


Difference......__._.

I 
• J5 L 9 • J 744 

U.S.NO.L•.•_...... ==I~=1.44. 18.8 17.5 6,.'i86:M.l'ark......__ Elite Braune.__ ....... ~~~
 6,606
{I Uilferent-e........... 
 .O'l .2 -.3 -20 

• Shows statistical odds of 30 to 1 by Student's method of analysis (1,10) that a difference as great asthis was not due to chunce alone. 

Table 14, A, shows the results from 2 farms at CQrinne, 2 at Tremonton, and 1 atLewiston.26 The districts at Corinne and Tremontonhave come in recent years to have the reputation of being bad curlytop areas. Presumably the beet leaf hoppers reach these areas firstin the course of the migration into the Bear River Valley. Lewiston,in Cache Valley, has not experienced heavy injury so often, but moreor less damage has frequently been reported there. On all five farmsthe yield from the U. S. No.1 variety was significantly greater thanthat from the commercial brands. Most of the yield comparisonsare very clear cut. The 20-beet samples must have been very representative because of the remarkable uniformity.
Student's method (10) was used in analyzing the results. Thiswas chiefly a matter of convenience, however, because the correlationbetween pairs was very small. The odds against the difference being 

Id The harvest at Butters' farm was completed hy 1. O. Culbertson, assistant agronomIst, Division ofSugar Plant lnvestlll8t1ons, and the anulyses were made hy the Amalgamuted Sugar Go. The yield recordsecured on the Spaulding ralm was llkewL'Ie taken by J. O. Culbertson. 
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due to chance were very great at Reeder'S, Ohristensen's, and Sum
mers' (over 2,000 to 1); at Wight's, 832 to 1; and at Butters', 103 
to L In estimating the odds, the difference is referred to as either 
plus or minus. Probably the most striking field demonstration was 

",. on the Wight farm, where the actual yield was nearly doubled by the 
use of the resistant seed. ' 

The percentage of sucrose for the beets from the farms listed in 
Table 14, A, except the Summers' farm, was significantly lower in the 
U. S. No.1 variety than in the commercial brand. Larger beets, 
however, were used in the samples taken for analyses of the U. S. 
No.1 variety. In each case the gross sugar per acre was very mate
rially increased by the use of the resistant seed. 

Table 14, B, shows three cases where the sucrose percentage of the 
U. S. No.1 variety was very much lower than that of the commercial 
brand. At Asarco farm there was a difference of 2.2 per cent in 

"FIGURE 6.-Grower-wst planting on the "~nder50n farm at Elsinore, Utah, showing the U. S. No.1 variety 
at the right and a ~ommercial brand (Strube) at the left. Planted April 15, 1931; photographed AUb'1lst' 
14,1931 

favor of the commercial brand. This exceptionally low sugar con
tent may be partly e:l)J.)lained by the nature of environmental condi
tions during the SUIr.dIler. At Asarco farm there was an excellent 
stand of beets in most of the field. Oonditions were optimum for 
a thrifty growth until the middle of July, and only a very small 
percentage of beets showed symptoms of curly top. Very suddenly the 
water supply for irrigation was shut off completely. The field became 
drier and drier until the leaves wilted down almost completely every 
day. At this time, a fairly marked contrast was apparent between 
the U. S. No. 1 variety and the commercial brand. Especially in the 
driest portions of Lhefield, the U. S. No. 1 variety seemed more 
resistant to the drought. It maintained a darker green color and in 
general a somewhat better appearance. TIns difference in reactiQn 
to an inadequate supply of moisture presumably accounts in so~he 
way for the marked difference in the sucrose percentage. : 
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'I'he S. Taylor farm, at Magna, was within a short distance of Asarco 
farm and was affected by similar conditions as regards water. Here 
also the percentage of sucrose was exceptionally low in the U. S. 
No.1 variety. At the N. P. Anderson farm, at Elsinore, the drought 
was very severe during most of the summer, but more especially 
during the first part of the growing season. Although the U. S. No.1 
variety was less injured by curly top than the commercial brand 
(Strube), as shown in the photograph taken August 14 (fig. 6), the 
yields obtained were so strongly influenced by the water shortage as 
to nullify largely the advantage arising from the resistance of the 
U. S. No.1 variety. Table 14, B, shows very low yields at the 
Anderson farm, and again the sucrose percentage of the U. S. No.1 
variety was. exceptionally low. 

Through the courtesy of W. A. Shands, assistant entomologist, 
Bureau of Entomology, United States Department of Agriculture, at 
Grand Junction, Colo., two plantings were made possible in the 
Grand Valley of Colorado. Mr. Shands was well informed regarding 
invasions of the beet leaf hopper in the Grand Valley, and the plant
ings were located where considerable damage occurred in 1930. In 
1931 migrations ofleaf hoppers were known to have occurred, and the 
insects were observed in considerable numbers in both fields where 
the plantings were made. Nevertheless, the percentage of curly-top 
infection was light and seemed to be of a very mild type. At the 
end of the season, the observation of one of the writers (Owen) was 
that there was no appreciable damage from curly top in either the 
commercial brand or the U. S. No.1 variety. Table 14, C, shows 
the results of both of the Colorado plantings. There was no sig
nificant difference in yield between the commercial brand and the 
U. S. No.1 variety, and the percentage of sucrose was practically 
identical. 

The grower-test plantings in Utah and Colorado have tended to 
confirm the results of the preliminary tests. Generally the sugar 
content was within close range of the commercial brands, but in three 
instances" because of severe drought, the difference in sucrose per
centage\vas 1.1 to 2.2 per cent, in favor of the commercial brands 
used as checks. It is believed, however, that this condition was 
excepti.onal. Furthermore, it would be entirely impracticable to 
attempt to grow sugar beets without a better supply of moisture than 
was available in. the three instances referred to. 

COMPARATIVE DATA ON QUALITY 

A question of vital interest to the manufacturers of beet sugar is 
the pUIity of the juice. An effort was made, therefore, to secure 
extensive data on the apparent-purity coefficients of the U. S. No.1 
beets in the various plantings. Table 15 shows that in some cases the 
apparent purity for the U. S. No .. 1 variety is somewhat higher than 
that for the commercial brand and that in other cases it is slightly 
lower. As none of these differences is statistically significant, it 
seems safe to conclude that the apparent purity for the U. S. No.1 
variety is fully equal to that of the commercial brands used for 
comparison. 

161133°-33-3 
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TABLE 15.-Apparenl purity of the U. S. No. 1 variety compared with thal of 
commercial brand:! 

Apparent purity Number 
of com· 

parisons
betweenLocality Grower commer· 

t·, s. Ko. 1 Commercial DIlTerencc 1 cial and 
11. S. 
No.1 

"\. l\L Reeder._____ ... 110.2 90.0 0.2 8C in Utahor ne. ----------------- {O. Chri<tensen________ 110.1 110.2 -.1 12 
... ton Utah tA' N. Wight._________ &"1.7 80.9 -.2 4 
'.lremon.. -------------- C. 'V. Summers_____ 89.7 89.0 .7 4 
l."fi~ Utah Asarco fn:.=___________ 87.3 86.1 1.2 3 

.......3. -------------------- ,S. Taylor.. ___________ 88.7 
 87.6 1.1 7
Elsinore. Utah.._______________ N. p, Anderson.._____ 87.6 57.4 .2 20 
Fruita Colo {J.:n. TalberL.________ 110.4 91.2 -,8 12 

, --------------------- F Boyd 88... 88.r. .1 6
Salt Lake City. Utah___•_______• l\i. Park:::::::::::::: 89.2 88.5 .7 9 

I-----~-----~·------·I-----
"'eighted n\'ern~e...._________________________ ._.--- 89.)2 88.94 .176:1:.14 ___ ...__ __ 

1 "'ben the commercial eSt'Ceds U. S. No.1 a minus sign Is used, 

SPECIAL DATA ON U. S. NO.1 

BOJ,TERS 

Wherever the plantings were made early and cold weather occurred 
during germination, a few plants of the U. S. No.1 variety were 
observed to form seed stalks. Occasionally a bolter was observed 
also in commercial brands, but not nearly so frequently. 

On the station plot at Salt Lake City, Utah, the frrst plantings were 
made on March 23 and 24, 1931. This was a very early planting for 
this locality, and the weather became very cold during germination 
and early growth. The result was a fairly high percentage of bolters 
among strains that had a tendency in that direction. The bolters 
were undoubtedly in higher proportion here than in any of the grower
test plantings in Utah or Colorado. Out of 1,857 plants in the Salt 
Lake City plot, where conditions favoring bolting were most pro
nounced, 24, or 1.3 per cent, of the U. S. No.1 variety produced 
seed stalks in this abnormal manner. Under the same conditions, 
among approximately the same number of plants, there were only two 
bolters in a commercial brand (Pioneer). In later plantings there 
was a very decided decrease in the percentage of bolters. Even 
special strains, selected for genetic investigations, that bolted over 
50 per cent in the March 23 planting, did not bolt at all when planted 
May 19. In plots on the same field at Salt Lake City planted April 
20 there was only 1 bolter among 646 plants of the U. S. No.1 variety. 
In a planting made May 19 there was no bolting whatever. From this 
expArience it would seem that the small amount of bolting which 
occUrs in the U. S. No.1 variety, while noticeable, is of almost negli

. gible economic importance and is not likely, under Utah conditions, 
to be a factor in any but extremely early plantings. 

VARIABlLITY 

As previously stated, the U. S. No.1 variety was produced by com
bining various strains selected on the basis of curly-top resistance and 
commercial quality. Under conditions of severe curly-top infection, 
some plants of the U. S. No.1 variety are rather susceptible; the 
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majority, however, show a tolerance that is in decided contrast with 
that of commercial brands; and a few individuals seem. to have a very 
high resistance. 

The presence of these apparently extremely resistant individuals 
in the U. S. No.1 variety was:first observed in experimental plantings 
in 1930 near Castleford, IdahoY Of these, the writers selected the 
most outstanding individuals, seed from which has now been pro
duced and was subjected to criticnl tests during the summer of 1932 . 

.Although the resistant plants selected at Castleford. in 1930 ap
I)eared to be absolutely free from curly top while exposed to an 
c:.."t,rcmely bad epidemic, yet soon after the roots were set out as 
mother beets the following spring severe cases of curly top developed. 
Some of these especially resistant individuals also showed conspicuous 
vascular discoloration in the root. It seems possible, therefore, that 
part of the apparent resistance may have been due to some environ
mental influence. A great many more selections were made in 1931, 
however, and the breeding work will soon indicate whether or not some 
of this apparently high resistance is truly heritable. 

In these extJ:emely resistant individuals there was a tendency for 
the root to be somewhat sprangled and for the crown to be large and 
of poor proportions. However, there were some very: well-shaped 
roots among them, especially in the smaller indiVIduals. Some 
individuals I'eached a large size;8-pound to 10-pound beets being not 
nt all lllconunon. 

Tht sugar content of these especially resistant large beets is also 
of considerable interest. Douglas Scalley, district manager of the 
Utah-Idaho Sugar Co., became interested in this point, and from the 
A. N. Wight farm at ']l'remonton, Utah, he secured three of the largest 
beets he could find. After removal of the crown, the average net 
weight per beet of thes~ three beets was 4.5 pounds. The analyses 
as compared \ ....ith analyses of 20-beet samples of the U. S. No.1 variety 
and the commercial brand Frederiksen, made at the Garland fac
tory, are shown in Table 16.28 

During the harvest at the Wight farm, 30 of the especially resistant 
beets were taken by the writers for mother beets. The analyses of 
these beets in comparison with the agronomic samples are gIven in 
Table 17.29 

TABLE 16.-COInparison of three large, highly re.nstant sugar beels (U. S. No. 1 
variety) wilh four random 20-beet samples of the U. S. No.1 variety and a com
lIIercial bra1td (Frederiksen)! taken from the Wight farm, Tremonton, Utah, in 
1981 

[Anulyses were made at tho fat10ry at Garlanli'. ·Utuhj 

Coem.,Average 
Data weight Su~TOSe c1ent or 

apparentper beet purlty 

Pound.· ,.J'er cent 
1.01 I 

.. .AII ligures 'were obtained through the courtesy of J. P. Holmilref!n of lhe UlD.h·ldllbo Sugar Co. 

liandom 2O-beet snmple of commerclal (FrecJerlksfln) _______________ •.• --
Il.ondom20-beet snmple ot U. S. No. 1________...____________•___________ • 
3 especially large bo)ets ot U. S. No. 1°___________________________• __ ._.._. 

1.48 
4. 50 

18.6
18.0 
16.5 

89.8
89.;
88.5 

• Selected by Douglas Scallay, district manager, Utah·Idaho Sugar Co. 
• 2T Experimental plantings made by C. E. Cormany • 

It These analyses were .marle at lhe Government. laboratory at Salt Lake City. Comparisons can not be 
made directly wllh Table 14 because An that table analyses made by the Utal1·ldaho Sugar Co. at Garle.nd 
and those made at Salt Lake City arc aVeraged together. 

http:Garle.nd
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TABLE 17.-Comparison of 80 highly resistant sugar beets CU. S. No.1) with 
jour random fO-beet samples of the U. S. No.1 variety and a commercial brand 
(Frederiksen), taken from the Wight farm, Tremonton, Utah, in 1981 

A,·e'rage 
Data weight Sucrose 

per beet 

Pound3 Per centRandom 2O-beet sample of commercial (Frederiksen). _____________________________ ._ O.S 19.4Random 2O-beet sample of U. S. No. 1 ______ •_______••_,__ •••••__• _________________ • 1.5 18.3llOespecinlly resistwt beets of U. S. No. L __•••___• _____ ••••. __•____ •• ____ •_____••• _ 13.9 15.5 

I The average weight per beet of the 30 especially resistant beels, including the crown, was 4.89 pounds. 
Assuming that 20 per cent oCthe beet would be topped olf in commercial practice, theapproximate U"frago
weight per beet, t"Ompnrable to the olher weights gh'en, would be 3.9 pounds. - . 

It will be noted that the results secured from the 30 especially large 
. beets are not so favorable as those from the 3 taken by Scalley. The 

former averaged only 15.5 per cent sucrose, whereas the latter aver
aged 16.5 per cent. Nevertheless, when one considers the large 
size of some of these outstanding individuals (average weight, 3.9 
pounds per beet) 15.5 per cent sucrose seems acceptable. :Mention 
might also be made of the vaIiability of the sucrose percentage 
among the 30 large beets. The individual having the lowest sucrose 
percentage weighed (with crown) 6.2 pounds and contained 11.4 
per cent sucrose. The individual showing the highest sucrose per
centage weighed 4.1 pounds (with crown) and contained 18.4 per cent 
sucrose. One exceptionally fine beet weighed 5.2 pounds (with crown) 
and had 17 per cent sucrose. The largest beet in the group weighed 
9.3 pounds (with crown) and had 14.4 per cent sucrose. 

By selecting the most resistant individuals and those having the best 
shape and sugar content, it is hoped to develop a much better strain 
of beets than the present U. S. No.1 variety. 

COMPARISON OF FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS 

Of considerable importance is the performance to be expected from 
successive increases of the U. S. No.1 variety reproduced without 
continued selection. In the present study the investigators have 
utilized the overwinteIing-in-the-field method of seed grO\"ing in which 
the seed is planted in September, the plants overwintered in the field, 
and the seed crop obtained in the early summer of the follo'''ing year. 
This appears to be a practical method for growing seed in those por
tions of the United States where the wInter conditions are mild (11), 
but it does not permit of any selection of mother beets. 

All investigators who have experimented with the U. S. No.1 
vaIiety recognize the desirability of further selection and breeding 
work with this and with other promising selections. Continued 
.effort is being made by Government workers and sugar companies in 
t.... is direction. Nevertheless, a very vital question must be decided 
in connection with the immediate utilizatIOn of thp new va.riety. 
Only a few hundred pounds of the first increase of the original U. S. 
No. 1 seed are available. Will the succeeding generations maintain 
the standard sufficiently to make it worth while to reproduce second, 
third, and even fourth direct multiplica.tions? 
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From a theoretical standpoint, provided no unrecognized selections 
&re taking place, it is difficult to see how a few generations of repro
duction with full random mating could change the general constitu
tion of the population of plants that make up a variety such as the 
U. S. No. 1. .A careful observation of a field of sugar beets grown for 
seed, p.owever, reveals the fact that full random mating may not be 
entirb.:·f possible. Even from transplanted mother beets there is a 
I~trong~ tendency for a certain percentage of the plants to flower 
eurlier than the ayerage and set seed in abundance; while other plants 
begin flowering later than the average, and many of these contdbute 
very little or nothing to the following generation or "increase" of 
seed. With seed produced by overwintering plants in the field, this 
point is of particular interest because among closely spaced plants 
there is a very wide variation in time of flowering. What efl'ect this 
uneven distribution in seed production has on the quality of the ofl'
spring can be determined only by experimental evidence. The great
est danger would appear to be in an increased percentage of plants 
that have a tendency to bolt, which is ulready an undesirable char
acteristic of the U. S. No.1 variety. It is hoped, however, that un
desirable tendencies will not be multiplied to an appreciable degree 
while the variety is being propagated to meet an emergency.

In 1931 an effort was mude to secure preliminary data on the be
havior of the first generation from the U. S. No.1 seed as compared 
with a ~econd generation (otherwise referred to in this paper as 
"first increase ") reproduced at St. George, Utah, by the overwinter.. 
ing-in-the-field method. An effort WitS made to arrange plantings 
of the first and second generations of the U. S. No.1 variety in such a 
way that a very critical comparison could be made. In order to have 
as many replications as possible, small plots were used. Each plot 
was made up of four rows 25 feet long and 20 inches apart. The 
plots were replicated up and down the field in 11 full random arrange
ment (10). A third strain, the commercial brand Pioneer, was used 
as a check. Only the two center rows were used for the harvest 
record. Ten replications were made at Salt Lake Oity, 10 at Granger, 
and 6 at Logan. At Granger a very severe epidemic of curly top 
was brought about by planting diseased mother beets in the vicinity 
of the e~:periment. At Salt Lake Oity curly top became severe during 
the latter part of the summer, but a very vigorous growth had already 
been made, so the disease did not have a marked efl'ect upon the 
yield. The Logan planting was situated on the Greenville farm of 
the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, where there was prac
tically no damage from cmly top. Table 18 gives a very brief sum
mary of nil the results. 

~) 161133°-33--4 
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TABLE IS.-Comparison of the first and 8econd generation8 of the U. S. No.1 variety 
with a commercial brand (Pioneer) in Utah in 1981 

[Results represent averages from the replicated plots) 

Yield per acre Sucrose 

U. S.No.1 U. S.No.l 
Repli· Diller· 

Locality ca- ence 
lions 1 Com- re

Sec- mer- qulred Stand· Com
Sec- mer·First First Vari- ard deand cial for and clalgener- gener- DltTerence , ance of viationgener- slgnifi- alion gener- dltTer·alion ofdlfation cance: ation enca ference 

Pe:' Per Per Ptr Ptr 
Tan! Ton! Tan! Ton& ctnt ctnt Ptr ctnt cent cent ctntSalt Lake City_____Logan_____________ 10 25.5 25.1 19.6 3.4 13.31 13.92 -0. 61::1:0. 54 0.642 0.802 14. 01 

Oranger___________ 6 22.0 21.1 19.9 3.5 17. ii 17.72 .05::1: .40 .353 .594 18.54 
10 8.0 1.8 2.4 1.1 11.42 16. 82 .60::1:.24 .124 .352 '16.15 

--I-------I- ----
Weighted avoerage__________________________________ 

.13::1: .45 .436 ------- --- .. --------1------- ------- 

1 A sample of 20 normally competitive beets was taken from the 2 center rows of each plot for analysis, 
with the exception of the Oranger plots, where 2 plots were requlred for a 2O-beet sample of normally com
petitive beets. 

, The odds necessary for significance are considered to be approximately 30 to 1. In estimating these 
odds, average standard deviations were calculated according to the method outlined by Student (3) and 
Student's tables published in Metron (!) were used in deriving the odds. 

, The probable errors were derived by considering the results in pairs, I. e., the third vnriable (the com
mercial variety) was not considered lu this comparison. By working out an average variance including 
the third strain a slightly smaller probable error was secured tor the Salt Lake City piot (0.423 instead of 
0.540).

, Approximation derived from the sucrose in the Julce. The commercial beets (pioneer) on the Oranger
plot were too small to rasp and run with the cold-water-dlgestion method. For the other sucrose deter
minations the Sachs-Le Doote cold·water-digestion method was used. 

Table 18 shows that the acre yields of the first and second genera
tions of the U. S. No. 1 variety were ahnost identical. With the 
exception of the Logan results, there was, however, a very decided 
increase over the commercial brand Pioneer. At Salt Lake City the 
difference in sucrose percentage Was 0.61,30 in favor of the second gen
eration; at Granger the difference was 0.60, in favor of the first 
generation. At Logan the sucrose percentages for the two different 
generations were practically equal. 

No differences in bolting tendency were ascertained. In the entire 
test there were 8 bolters in the first generation of U. S. No.1 variety, 
7 bolters in the second generation, and 1 bolter in the commercial 
brand. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that a still more extensive experiment was 
not carried out, but from the results available the second generation 
of the U. S. No.1 variety does not appear to be significantly different 
from the first generation. 

More ex-perimental evidence is highly desirable, especially from the 
third, fourth, and fifth generations of this seed, reproduced in the 
same manner as the second generation, that is, by overwintering the 
plants in the field and without any selection. This method, moreover, 

.. On the plots at Salt Lake City a great deal of difficulty was experienced In securing irrigation wat~r 
during the summer, 8S the supply of wnter was always exhausted before it reached the end of the rows. 
This Irregular Irrigation seemed to atTect the percentage of sucrose even more than the yield. The sucrose 
percentages for the Salt Lake City plots were so extremely variable that the difference between the two 
generations of the U. S. No.1 variety (0.61::1:0.54) was less than twice Its probable error and was wholly 
Insignificant. The difference In sucrose percentage at Oranger (0.60::1:0.24), however, Indicated much less 
variability. 

http:0.60::1:0.24
http:0.61::1:0.54
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if the results proved satisfactory, would be especially suitable to 
American condltions. 

At -v-arious times the sugar-beet companies in this country have 
grown their own seed from commercial brands imported from Europe. 
Frequently these increnses have been made without any effort at 
select.ion. Generally good results have been reported, but it is un
iortlmate that more experimental evidence is not available to show 
whether the seed of the second ~eneration was genetically inferior or 
superior to the parental materia1. 

Dean A. Pack became interested in this problem, and initiated two 
experiments. In 1929 commercial Braune seed was secured, and a 
random sample was taken for increasing at St. George, Utah, by 
planting in September and harvesting the next spring. The prog
enies from the St. George increase were compared with the parental 
seed on the eJ\.-perimental plots of the Gunnison Sugar Co. ill 1930. 
Stands were not sufficiently comparable to enable one to judgeJield
ing ability, but eight 5-beet samples from each failed to reve any 
significant difference in percentage of sucrose. A sample from a lot 
of Pioneer was grown in a similar manner at St. George in 1930. 
This seed was compared with the parental Pioneer in 1931. The 
plan of the experiment was very similar to that described for the two 
generations of the U. S. No.1 variety. There were 10 replications 
at Salt Lake City, 10 at Granger, and 6 at Logan. There were no 
s?gnificant differences in yield. At Salt Lake City there was a dif
ference of 0.66 ± 0.20 in sucrose percentage, in favor of the ori~inal 
German seed, but a high probable error is associated with the differ
ence for reasons l..;'ven in footnote 30, page 38. At Logan there was a 
difference of 0.20 in sucrose percentage in favor of the parental seed. 
At Granger the two generations tested exactly the same in sucrose 
percentage. 

The results of these tests indicate that, contrary to common belief, 
the second generation of sugar-beet seed from commercial brands does 
not immediately show great deterioration in the quality of the sugar 
beets produced. This conclusion seems justified also by the genetic 
considerations involved. 

TESTS IN CALIFORNIA 31 

Agronomic-evaluation studies on the curly-top-resistant variety 
U. S. No.1 have been conducted in California for two years. In 
1930, the trial plantings were located at Shafter and Bakersfield, an 
area where the beet leaf hopper breeds abundantly and where any 
plantings of beets are almost mvariably subject to heavy infestation. 
Beet culture was started a number of years ago on a large scale in this 
portion of the San Joaquin Valley, but after the disastrous outbreak 
of 1919 was abandoned. 

The tests conducted in 1931 were on a more extensive scale. In 
conference with A. W. Skuderna, it was decided to distribute the 
agronomic tests and the grower-test plantings in such a manner that 
the U. S. No.1 variety might be studied when exposed to different 

:1 ContrIbuted by Charles Price and. Eubanks C81sner. The experimental work at Bakersfield, Button
willow, Chino, Dos Palos Firebaugh, Oxnard, and Shafter was conducted by Price. The grower-test
plant.ings In the central Callromla area were handled by Carsner. Acknowledgment Is due Glenn E. 
Gillespie, scIentific aide, tor assistance In the work conducted by PrIce. 
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degrees of curly top and when not exposed to the disease. The 
localities chosen and the curly-top hazard to be expected in each were 
as follows: 

Oxnard.-In this locality losses from curly top are usually so slight as to be 
negligible. 

Chino.-The curly-top disease in this area is more severe than at Oxnard; 
the most severe outbreaks have caused serious losses. The crop damage ordi
narily caused by the disease may be classed as slight to moderate. 

Shafter, Buttonwillow, Bakersfield, Firebaugh, and Dos Palos.-These places 
in the San Joaquin Valley were selected because of their location within the 
breeding area of the beet leaf hopper. Sugar-beet growing had been carried on 
from time to time, and factorics had been established in the southern portion of 
the San Joaquin Valley. These had been abandoned for a number of causes, 
among which the curly-top disease was undoubtedly of major importance, and 
it was commonly conceded that sugar-beet growing in the entire southern ,area 
of the valley was extremely ll3.zardous. 

Manteca.-This district, at the northern end of, the San Joaquin Valley, is 
practically on the edge of a vast leaf-hopper breeding area and has regularly 
suffered heavy losses from curly top. 

Union Island,McDonald Islund, and Clarksburg.-These districts are in the 
same general area. (llarksburg is in the lower Sacraml:'nto Valley; Union Island 
and McDonald Island are in the delta of the Sail Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers. 
These areas regularly experience some cUrly-top damage, and sometimes the 
damage is very grcl.>t. 

King City.-Thin area, in the southern Salinas Valley, has suffered severely and 
rather regularly for maIlY years. 

The tests undertaken have been of two sorts: (1) Intensive agronom
ic tests in which close evuluation was attempted by means of small 
plots frequently replicated, and (2) test plantings, usually in coopera
tion with a local grower, in which direct comparison of the U. S. No.1 
variety with a commercial brand was obtained by planting a series of 
alternating strips of the two sorts lmdel· consideration in fairly large 
field plantings. In two of these tests, several planting dates were 
used in order to provide various conditions of exposure. 

INTENSIVE AGRONOMIC TESTS 

TESTS AT SHAFTER 

The tests at Shafter were conducted from Febl'uf1l'y 6, 1930, to 
July 9, 1931, on land secured from the United States Cotton Field 
Station. In the first test the seed, which was planted Feburary 6, 
1930, was of the following types: Seed of the U. S. No.1 variety 
produced from the moth~r beets selected in 1929 at Twin Falls, Idaho, 
(p. 9); seed of a commercial brand (Old Type); and seed of another 
strain. Since only the comparison of the U. S. No.1 variety with the 
commercial brand is of interest in this investigation, the data given 
herein refer only to these two lots. 

In the 1930 test each plot consisted of four rows 60 feet long and 24 
inches apart. The plots were arranged in four randomized blocks, 
thus furnishing four replicntions of the three seea lots. A stand of 
approximately 100 per cent wus obtained in this planting. The yields 
were determined by weighing all the beets in a plot. Sucrose per
centage and coefficient of apparent purity were determined on five 
10-beet snmples of normally competitive beets (p. 12) taken from the 
center two rows of each plot. The results as given are averages of the 
individual determinations. (Table 19, A.) 

'-.( 
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TABLE 19.-00rnpar:ison of t~eU. S. No.1 variety with a commercial brand (Old 
Type) at Shafter, Calif., in 1930 ant/, 1931 

,"[Dnhi rejireSent averages from replicated plots each consisting III 4 rows!I!60 feet long and 24 inches apart] 

Coelli- Sugar per acre 
Yield S cientof 1--.....---Year and variety riots per ucrose apparent
acre 

purity Gross ~~~if:-61~ 
------"---------1----------------

--.7-01--=:-2"---;:osI---siiii 

(lI.) 193Q: Number 
U. S. No. L_____________________________ <I 
Commercial (Old Type)________________ 4 

Tons 
23.073 
20.568 

Per cent 
16.77 
16.60 

86.25 
85. 82 

P01inds 
7, 739 
0, 828 

Pounds 
6,675 
5, 860 

Difference______..___________.._________.._____ 2.505 .17 911 815 

CD) .1931: .U. S. No . .1..._____________________,, ___ _ 
Commcrcinl (Old ~~l'Pe) _______________ _ 

]5 
!j 

7.398 
.j, 029 

l.i.20 
14.50 

80.0 
80.8 

2,249 
1,108 

1,813 
941 

Difference..........-.....-..-..-.--... ==~ 


Th.e yields obtained were high, doubtless because of the compara-' 
tiYCly mild curly top of the 1930 growing season. On April 2, 3 per 
cent of the U. S. No. 1 variety and 27 per cent of the commercial 
brand showed mild curly top. On tTune 7, 5 per cent of the U. S. 
No.1 variety and 40 per cent of the commercial brand showed mild 
curly top. It was noted at the close of the season that the U. S. No.1 
variety remained green, whereas the commercial brand was beginning 
to turn yellow. 

The average yield of the U. S. No.1 variety was greater than the 
yield of the commercial brand, the difference being 2.505 tons pel' 
acre. Because of the range of values obtained in the individual 
plots, it is doubtful whether this difference is significant. The sucrose 
percentages and the apparent-purity coefficients were net signifi
cantly different. The ~reater sugar-per-acre yield for the U. S. No.1 
variety was due to the nigher tonnage for that variety. 

In the test at Shafter in 1931, five seed lots were used, each of which 
was replicated five times. The plots were arranged in a Latin square. 
Th.e planting was made from February 3 to 6. 

The five seed lots consisted of the three increases of the original 
seed stock of the U. S. No.1 variety, a commercial brand of seed 
(Old Type), and seedpf another strain. 

A heavy influx of beet leaf hoppers occurred just after thinning 
when the beets were in the 8-leaf stage. On April 4, counts of leaf 
hoppers showed about one leaf hopper per plant. At this time no 
disease was evident in any of the plots. Later examinations showed 
the following average percentages of infected plants: For the U. S. 
No.1 variety, 1,34, and 95 per cent; and for the commercial brand, 
1&. 88, and 100 per cent, on April 17, May 3, and June 8, respectively. 
After June 8 the curly-top percentages remained fairly constant. 
At this time distinct yellowing was shown by the commercial brand, 
in contrast to the green color of theU. S. No.1 variety. 

Unfortunately, the garden nematode was generally present through
out these plots and greatly affected the yields obtained. At the 
time of harvest f'..ll attempt was made to secure comparable samples 
for determining yield and sucrose percentages from the normally 
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.competitive beets .showing the least n~matode injury in :the various 
;plOts. 

No significant differences were found among the three .seed lots of 
-theD. S. No.1 variety produced in Utah,California, and New 
Mexico, respectively:32 The data given represent averages of the 
15 plots oftheU. S.No. 1 variety as compared with the average of 
the commercial brand used as aeheck. (Table 19, B.) 

Conclusions from thistestara presented tentatively because of the 
nematode complication, which prevented accurate evaluation of the 
extent ·of 'ClU'ly-top injury. Assuming.a fairly uniform effect of the 
nematodes,as seems justified from the field ob~ervations,and taking 
into consideration the attempt made to ch'Vose the plants least 
(affected, the yields may_ be considered fairly indicative of the per
formanceof the U. S. No. 1 variety .ascompared with that of the 
commercial brand. The yield of the resistant variety wassignif
icantlygreater than the yield ·of the commercial brand. Only the 
three plots highe~tin ;v:i;eldof thecommercial brand.equaled orexceeded 
the plot lowest m YIeld of the U. S. No.1 vanety. The average 
.sucrose percentages showed a difference of 0.7, in favor of the U. S. 
No.1 variety,a difference found not to be significant. Similarly, 
.the coefficients of apparent purity were practically equaL The yield 
of sugar per acre, in which weight,sucrosepercentage, and the 
coefficient of .apparent purity enter as factors, was almost twice as 
great for the U. S. No.1 variety as for the commercial brand. 

TESTS AT BAKERSFIELD 

In or.der to compare the performance of the U. S. No. 1 variety 
with that of a commercial brand, plantings were made in 1930 and 
1931.near Bakersfield, Calif. 

The 1930 tests were made with seed from the original selection of 
the resistant variety. The commercial brand used as a check was 
Old Type. Because of the limited amount of landavaila.ble, only 
one plot was planted to each variety. Each of these two e.djacent 
plots consisted of eight rows 160 feet long and 24 inches apart. 
The experiment was conducted under optimum conditions of soil, 
moisture, and fertility. Because of the early date of planting 
(January 6) the plants did not suffer maximum damage from curly 
top. On June 4, when the plants were 5 months old, 27 per cent of 
the commercial brand and 5 per cent of the U. R No. 1 variety 
showed curly top. The type of curly top was considered mild. 
Th6yield data were obtained by harvesting the entire plot. Deter
minations of sugar percentage an_d of coefficient of apparent purity 
were made on five lO..,beetsamples of. normally competitive beets. 

The results of this test are given in T,e,ble 20. It will -be noted that 
under the conditions of this experimeni the commercial brand exceeded 
the U. S. No.1 variety by 1.9 tons per acre in yield and by 0.8 in 
sucrose percentage. The small number of plots did not permit 
detennination of significance in .this experiment. 

32 These dllta were computed bythe lIIllilysis-or·vllrillIlC6 method but are Dot reported Indetail OD lICCOunt 
or the Dematode compllClition. 

i' 
' . .J! 
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TABLE 20.-Compamcll of the U. S. No. 1 variety with a commercial brand (Old 
Type), planted in January, 1930, at Bakersfield, Calif . 

.[Data obtained from one,plot for each variety, consisting ofeight rows 160 feet long and 241ncbes apart] 

Sugar per acreCoeffi· 
Yield ciento{Variety Sucroseper sere apparent Indicatedpurity Gross avsilsble 

Tom Percent Pound8 POUWUU.S. No. 1._________________________________________ 
18.88 16.1 83.6 6,079 5,082Commercial (Old Type) _____________________________ 20.80 83.5 7,030 5,8701~91Dlfferenoo____________________________________ 

-1.92 -.8 .1 -951 -788 

The 1931 tests at Bakersfield were made with the first Beaumont 
multiplication of the original seed of the resistant variety. The 
same general planting filTangement was followed as in 1930, except 
that beets were planted on three dates (January 6, February 10, 
and March 3), two plots being put out for each type under test. 
Beet leaf hoppers were noticed on the plants as early as April 7. 
The first disease counts were made onApril 17. The detailed readings 
of curly-top incidence in these plots are shown in Table 21. The 
January plantings showed very little curly top throughout the season 
in comparison with the later plantings. The February plantings 
were more severely diseased than the January plantings but did not 
show at .the close of the season so high a percentage of curly top as the 
March plantings. In the March plantings the commercial brand 
used as a check was very severely affected, the disease incidence 
reaching 100 per cent on June 8. In- the U. S. No.1 variety 92 per 
cent curly top was found at the time of this count. 

TABLE 21.-Percentage of plants showing curly top in the U. S. No.1 variety and 
ina commercial brand (Old Type), at Bakersfield, Calif., in 1981 

[Data repre.lent averages from two plots, each consL.tJng oC eight rows 160 feet long and 24 inches apart] 

Percentage DC plants showing 
V 1 t Date oC curly top onar e y planting 1__----.,,--_-,.___ 

U.' No. " •••••_._•••_ ••.m ......_ ......m.m..m.m'~ ". .". '; ..:~'..I-...,
B~w.n~~~\(~l~_~~___:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=: -F~~-lO- ~ :::::::::: 1: 
B~~~f,5~1~_~~}_::::::::::=::=::=::=:::::=:::::::::::: -Ma;:~-3- 1~ --------8- ,~ Commercial (Old Type) ________________________________________do____ Z5 30 '100 

1 FIrst Beaumont multiplication oC original seed. 
2 These counts were made June 8, 1\l31. 

The yield data were based on .:normally competitive beets irollJ. the 
center four rows of each plot. The yields per acre were computed 
on the hasis of a lOOper cent stand. Determinations of sucrose 
percentage and coefficient of apparent purity were made from three 
20-beet samples from each plot. 

Table 22 shows that the U. S. No.1 variety outyielded the com
mercial brand, especially in the plantings of February 10 and March 
3, where curly top was an important factor. In the March planting 
the commercial brand yielded only 3.92 tons p(;jr acre, a yield far 
below the cost of production, whereas the U. S. No.1 variety yielded 
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11.87 tons per acre. In sucrose percentage and coefficient of appar
ent purity, the U. S. No.1 variety,contrary to e)..-pectation, exceeded 
the commercial brand in the February and March plantings. These 
results seem to indicate that under the conditions of the test the 
resistant types did not definitely tend to be Ibwer than the com
mercial brand in sucrose percentage or apparent purity. In yield 
of sugar per .acre, .the U. S. No.1 variety.exceeded ~he comme!ci~l 
brand, eSp'eClally ill the February and }.iarch plantrngs. In rndl
cated-available sugar, the U. S. No.1 variety greatly exceeded the 
commercial brand, except in the January planting. 

TABLE 22.- Comparison of the U. S. No. 1 vari~ty u;ith a commercial brand a' 
Bakersfield, CaliJ., in 1981 

[Data repre..<ent averages from two plots, each consisting of eight tows 160 feet long and 24 ioclJes apart] 

Sugar per acre 1coem·1Date of Yield uient of ----;----Variety Sucroseplanting per acre apparent
purity 

------------------------~---~-----I----~---------------
Tans Percent Paund3 Paund3

U. S. No. 1___._.__._._______•__•..__._•. Jan. 6 27.87 13.4 i1.sa i,4il 5.300 
Commercial (Old Type) _____•_______•_______do___ 26.89 13.7 78.52 7.370 5,787I--"-=-'-----I----~--..;..,.::_:_I_......:...= 

DifIerenoo _____________________________ _ .98 -.3 -0.69 101 -421 
F====F=====F====~===F====u. s. No. 1__________••_••____._••_•• __• Feb. 10 24.61 15.20 70.30 7,481 .5708 

15.02 14.15 70.89 4,250 ;$:013Commercial (Old Type) ---••-.-.•••------ -.-do---.-I-..c....:...--l--::-__
Difference________• _____• _______• __________ 9.59 1.05 5A1 3,231 2,095 

u. s. No. 1 _____________________________ • Mar. 3 F====F=====F===='F====F=====
11. 87 14. 0 71.53 3,323 2,377

Commercial (Old Type)___________ .--do----I----=-=-l---_=_ m 
Difference__•_______••• ___ ••••.•••. _ . _.• _.._•. 

•_______ 3.92 13.3 69.92 1,042 
7.95 .7 ~ 2,281 ~ 

1 Obtained by averaging computed sugar yields for the indh-idual plots; hence differing slightly from 
the ploduct of the means given 10 this table. 

Because of the limited number of plots, it was not possible to 
estimate statistically the significance of the differences found in this 
test. It is very clear, however, that where curly top entered as an 
important factor the trend was strongly in favor of the U. S. No.1 
variety. As curly-top e~-posure in this e)..-periment was much more 
severe than is usualJy encountered by early-planted beets in Cali
fornia, the performance of the U. S. No.1 variety is noteworthy. 

TESTS AT BUTTONWILLOW 

Agronomic tests of the U. S. No.1 variety in comparison with a 
commercial brand (Old Type) were carried out at Buttonwillow in 
1931. 

Seed was planted on January 13 and February 12. For the 
January planting the seed of the U. S. No.1 variety consisted of three 
increases of the original seed stock produced at Las Cruces, N. lvIex.; 
St. George, Utah; and Beaumont, Calif., respectively. In the test, 
these separate increases of the U. S. No.1 variety were treated as 
individual varieties and data obtained from each. The plots, each 
consisting of 8 rows 174 feet long and 20 inches apart, were planted 
in 5 replications systematically a!"ranged. Each replication consisted 
of a block of four plots planted to the three U. S. No.1 increases and 
to the commercial brilud, respecti\Tely. . 

A heavy infestation of beet leaf hoppers, which occurred early in 
April, resulted in very little injury to the January plants, because 
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of the. preference of the leaf hoppers for the younger plants (Febru-"
l1ry planting) and owing also to the large size of the January plants
at the time of e~.-posure and to the mild type of the disease. At
harvest time (August 7) there was a definite color contrast between
the resistant variety and the commercial brand, the latter being the
yellower.


The results of the .test are given in Table 23. 
 The three increases
of the U. S. No.1 variety show no significant differences in average
weight of individual beets, sucrose percentage, or coefficient of
apparent purity. As compared with the commercial brand used as
a check, two of the U. S. N 0.1 lots were significantly 33 better in weight,
and one was on the border line of being significantly better. No
significant differences in sucrose percentage between the U. S. No.1
lots and the commercial brand (Old Type) were found, one exceeding
the commercial brand slightly, and two being slightly below it. 
 Thecommercial brand had the higher coefficient of apparent purity, but
the difference in only one case approached significance. It may be
concluded that in weight of beets the trend is strongly in favor of the
resistant 'C. S. No.1 variety and that there are no positive indi{lations of significant differences in quality. 
 . 
TABLE 23.- ComparisOll: of three 1:ncreases oj the U. S. No.1 variety with a com
mercial brand (Old TlIpe), planted January 18, 1981, at Buttonwillow, Calif.

[Datn repmscnt averages from five plots, C:tch consisting oC eight rows 174 feet long nnd 20 Inches apart]


-
Sugar per acre 1Weight of ICoefficient

"ariety individual Yield pcr Sucrose oC

beets 
 acre Iapparent 

purity 
IndicatedGross a \'ailable

-~~-··------!----l----I----
L. S. K(l. 1 incren.se: Pound. .Tom j:JeT cent PouncU Pound.(A) Beaumont, CaliL ••• 1.8.';2:1=0.058 24. ;:U"",,0.758 14.88:1=0.23 78. 12:1:ll.571 7.186:1=196 5,606:1=121


(el La~ Cruces, N. ~fe~.1. 574:: .07020.009:: .9\13 14.74:1=.23 78.27:::!:;1. 02 


(B) St. George, Clab .... 1.600:: .06622.111:1= .862 15.22:1= .28 75.85:1=1.13 6,736:1=316 5,134:1=304
(D) Commercial (OldType).1.3\!4:1= .01518.217:1= .196 

6,054::277 4, il6:1=16715.10:: .33 81.00:1=1.36 5,497::208 4,44O±I54
Difference: 

1----1----+---·1-------+----1:----
A-D",_,...•". " •• 458 , 5. 985 -.22~-D",...... ... -2.88 ' 1,689 , 1,166

•• 2!lOl '3.894 .12 -5.15C-D, ............. . • ISO 2.352 -.36 -273 iI,~~ 694

276

--~---- .._-------'-----'-----"----_.......:_---'-'-- 1 Obtained by uyeraglng inillvidunl plot "alues; hence it di1Iers slightly from product of means given Inthis ulble•
• Significant. 

On February 12, plots of each of the U. S. No.1 seed increaseE' werepl,lmted alternately with check plots of the commercial brand (OldType). Each plot consisted of eight rows 174 feet long and 20 inchesapart.
The harvest record was obtained by determining the net weight ofall beets prcduced in one plot of each increase of the resistant varietyand in two plots of the commercial brand. This procedure wasnecessary in order not to interfere with the harvesting operations ofthe cooperu.tor. In view of the fact, however, that there was nosignificant difference among the three increases of the U. S. No .. 1variety, the three plots of the resistant variety harvested may be iii. 

U The probable error \\"IlS computed by Bessel's formula:
J~1'. E.=o.oi4S'Vn(;_I)·


.If thQ di1IcrQnce betw~n two mt;nCS was thrC\! tlmes i\S probable error, it was re~nrdeU as si~lIcant, 
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considered as replications. Yield per acre was computed from the 
actual plot yield. The determinations of sucrose percentage and 
coefficient of apparent purity were based on three 20-beet samples. 
The results are given in Table 24. 

TABLE 24.-Comparison of three increa8e8 of the U. S. No.1 variety with a com
mercial brand (Old Type), planted February 12, 1931, at Buttonwillow, Calif. 

Sugar per acre 

Variety 
Coeffi· 

Plots YIeld per Sucrose cient of 
acre apparent IndicatedGrosspurity available 

Num-
U. S. No. 1lncreaae from beT Tom PeT unt Poundl Pound. 

Beaumont, CallL •••••••.••••.•.••.••.•••.•• 
St. George, Utah•.••••••..••..•.••••.•••••.• 
Las Cruces, N. Mex••••••••.••••••...••••.. 

1 
1 
1 

25.262 
21.4:bJ 
17.272 

15.4 
15.8 
15.8 

78.12 
75.85 
77.59 

7,781 
6,7i1 
5,458 

6,079 
5,136 
4,235 

.Average.......___...................... 
Commercial (Old Type) ...................... 

1 
2 

21.320 
13.026 

15.7 
15.5 

77.19 
SO. 99 

6, 670 
4,038 
~ 

3,270 
Difference..........................__... --_ .._ 8.294 .2 -3. SO 2, 632 ~ 

Curly top injured this planting considerably, especially the com
mercial brand. An invaslOn of beet leaf hoppers occurred early in 
April; on April 7 it was estimated that the population was about one 
insect per plant. There was marked color contrast between the 
resistant variety and the commercial brand as early as April 20; the 
commercial plants at that time were beginning to show a yellow color. 
On May 3,17 per cent of the commercial brand and 2 per cent of the 
U. S. No.1 variety were diseased with curly top. The disease 
increased sharply, and on June 8 both the commercial brand and the 
U. S. No. 1 variety showed 100 per cent curly top. 

The yields of the resistant variety in the January tests were very 
closely duplicated in the February planting. The yield of the com
mercial brand in the latter planting was, however, sharply depressed 
because of the more severe curly-top involvement. The quality of 
the sugar beets was practically the same. The average sucrose per
centage of the U. S. No.1 variety slightly exceeded that of the com
mercial brand, and the difference between the coefficients of apparent 
purity was slightly in favor of the commercial 'brand. The computed 
values for su~ar per acre, both gross and indicated available, show 
the marked differences between the resistant and nonresistant sugar 
beets under curly-top conditions. 

TESTS AT OXNARD AND CHINO 

In an intensive agronomic test at Oxnard in 1931 comparison was 
made of the results from the three increases of U. S. No.1 seed, a 
commercial brand of seed, and another strain. 

The plots in this experiment were arranged in a Latin square. Each 
plot consisted of four rows 73 feet long and 20 inches apart. The 
planting was made on April 8, 1931. 

The yield data were obtained from normally competitive beets. 
Yield per acre WIl.S computed on the basis of a 100 per cent stand. 
Sucrose percentage and apparent pmity were determined on three 
20-beet samples of normally competitive beets from each plot. The 
results given in Table 25 were computed from the data by Fisher's 
analysis-of-variance method (9). The significance of the differences 
found has also been determined for certain data. 
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TABLE 25.~Comparison of three U. S. No.1 increases with a commercial brand (mel Type.) at Oxnard and Chino, Calif., in 19S1 

Oxnnrd test I Chino test I AVCl nge oC Oxnnrd and Chino test 

Sugar per ncre , Sugnr per ncre 3Variety 	 Sugar per acre I
coom'l 	 l.Joom- coom- __-,-__ (.)y clent oC ClentoC 	 IYield clentoCperl~~eISucrose Inppnr- IIndi- ~I~~e Sucrose nppnr-, , lndl per Sucrosel appar

ent G mted cnt G ented Bcro ·ontpurity ross Bvnll- purity rnss nmll-	 Gross ~ 
purity

nhln nl'le 	 ~~. 

U. S. No. Ilncrense Crom- Tona Per ctnt Pounds Pounds Tona Ptr (tnt Pound. Pound. Ton. Ptr cent Pound. Pounda ~ 
LIIS Cruces, N. Mex._.___• ___________ .. __ 26. 502 13.48 83.48 7,135 5,954 24.5fl8 14.08 86.30 6,894 5,944 25.535 13.78 84.89 7,014 5,949 

Bonumont, CaIlL._...._...._______________ 28.854 13.02 82.49 7,485 6, 173 24.672 14.48 87.00 7,145 6,208 26. 763 13.75 84.74 7,315 6,19(1

St. George, Utah ____•____________.________ 26.842 12. 84 86.26 6,874 5,500 25.875 14. 38 s.~. 72 7,420 6,360 26.358 13.61 82. 99 7,147 5,934 ~ 

A vemge..__ ..___________________________ 27.399 13.11 82. 08 7,164 fI,878 25.038 14.31 86.34 7, l,~ 6,171 26.219 13. il 84.21 7,159 0, 024 ;1 
Commercial (Old Type)._______.:_______ ....__ 26.0:13 12. 61 78. 16 6,717 5, 2.~ 25.169 13.34 85.72 6,667 5,704 25.001 12. 97 81. 94 6,692 5,478 

DilTerence________.._______________________ .766 • roo 3.92 447 625 -.131 .97 .62 486 467 .318 .74 2.27 467 546 ~ 
2 '--------------------------------:_____..___ .1889 •4057 ~ -. 211:15 .5508 .0400- .3\194 __ •••___ .6100 .6129 __ •____ • ==__ ....__ .....__.______ __ Q 

!~~~:~ ~£~~-~nnie~~~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: ~ iU _..._---,....----,--....--,........,--....-- z
-"--'" .....--- --..---- -------- 161 
DlITerence required Cor slgnlficance..__ • ___ ------.....------- ...--..- .....___...--....1"-------- ...__ .. .. ........ 708 661 	 ----- .. - ...----. -..----- ------__ 228 

-------- -------- -------- -------. 466 

I Data ~epresent averages Crom 5plols, each conslst/ng oC 4 rows 73 Coot long Bnd 20 Inches apart, planted Apr. 8. 

'Data represent a\'ernges Crom 5plols, each consisting or 4 rows o.~ Coot long nnd 20 InchO!! npart plnnted Mllr. 10. 

I Obtained hy averaging indlvldunl plot values; hence It dllTers slightly Crom producls obtained Crom tbe DlOBlIS given In this table. 
 I 
• z-one-haU tho lll1Ierenco betWCOD tho natural logarithms oC tho varlllDCOS Cor Variety Bnd error. Tbe 6 per cont IlOlnt Cor %"'0.5007; 1 per cont IlOlnt ..0.8443. tz:I 

~ 
00 

~ 
"-l 
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Curly top did not enter as a factor into the Oxnard tests, being 
present in less than 1 per cent of the plants. The plots were severely 
injured by a general atta<'k of the leaf-spot disease, and to this the 
low sucrose percentage obtained throughout the test can safely be 

[) DSsigned.. , 
The arrangement of the plots and the statistical analysis enlploye..1. 

have permitted the determination of the standard error of the e..-qJeri
ment. This analysis reveals no significant differences Rnlong the 
varieties under these conditions, where curly top was not a factor. 
In sucrose percentage and in coefficient of apparent purity the data 
tend to corroborate the results TepoTted ITom other 'California locali
ties. 

An intensive agronomic test, duplicating the Oxnard test, was con
ducted at Chino in 1931, planting being made on March 10. In 
this test comparisons were made of the three increases (made at 
Beaumont, Calif.; St. George, Utah; and IJas Cruces, N. Mex.) of the 
oribrinal U. S. No. 1 seed with one anotheT and ,,7.Jh a commercial 
brand (Old Type) commonly used in this area. The plots, each of 
which consisted of four TOWS 65 feet long and 20 inches apart, were 
arranged in a Latin squaTe. 

Curly top was but a slight factor in the experiment. At harvest 
time the percentage of disease was small, and all cases were of the 
mild type. There was considerable injury from the leaf-sp0t disease, 
but this Gamage'is represented by a Teduction in sucrose percentage 
rather than by a reduction in weight. 

DI'~1ia from the plots were obtained from the center two rows, and 
only normally competitive beets were taken. Acre yields were com
putedun the busis of f1 100 per cent stand. The detcnninations of 
sucrose percentage fllld coefficient of apparent purity were obtained 
from three 20-beet samples of normally competitive beets from each 
plot. Results are given as averages of individual readings. 

From the data of the individual plots it has been possible (by 
Fisher's analysis-of-variance method) to determine the significance 
of the differences. 

In agreement \vith the results of the test at Oxnlll'd, the test at 
Chino demonstrated no significant differences in yield per acre, su
crose percentage, or coefficient of apparent purity. The values for 
sugar per acre, both gross and indicated available, show a certain degree 
of significance, cOlTesponding to odds of approxima,tely 20 to 1 that the 
differences obtained were not due to chance. This degree of signifi
cance indicates that a fair degree of reliance may be placed on the 
test and su~gests a cUlllulative effect of the factors previousl)T listed 
as not sigruficantly different. In this test one of the U. S. No.1 
increases was significantly better than the commercial bra,nd in sugar 
pel' acre, but the two other increases were not shown by the t~st to 
be better than the conIDlercial brand. Under the conditions at Chino, 
however, where curly top was not a fac-tor, it could not be sho"m that 
the commercial brand had an advantage over the U. S. No.1 vllriety 
in any attribute measured, and it is fairly reasonable to Ilssume n 
slight superiority of the U. S. No.1 variety. 

The differences among the three increnses of the U. S. No.1 vllriety 
were not significant ill any attribute measll1"ed. 

Since the Oxnard and Chino tests so nCfu'ly duplientc l'lt('h other, 
it is possible to lise the two eA-periments as the basis for an estimate 
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of the behavior of the U. S. No. 1 vlU·iety as compared with that of 
the commercial brand. (Table 25.) It seems fuir to take the aver
ageof the three increases of the U. S. No.1 variety for this comparison, 
attributing to each mean the standard deviation of the mean found for 
the e:ll:perimcnt. 

The standard error of the mean for the tw·o tests was calculated from 
%~V Chino +V Oxnard, which equnls 161 pOlmds. Multiplying by 
.J2, 228 was obtained as the standard error of the difference between 
the mean yields at the two places. The difference in indicated-avail
able sugar, 546, is therefore significantly in favor of the U. S. No.1 
variety, the odds being approximately 72 to 1 that the difference 
between the U. S. No.1 variety and the commercial brand would 
again be in favor of the U. S. No.1 variety if the two kinds were 
grown again under similar conditions. 

In these experiments the curly-top injury wus negligible. It is note
worthy that the U. S. No. 1 variety WIlS applll"ently the equal of the 
commercial brand of sugar beets in all inlportant attributes, and that 
in every case it exceeded the cOIruuercilll brand in sucrose percentage 
and in coefficient of appm'ent purity, though not by significant 
amounts. 

GROWER-TEST PL,\NTINGS 

PLA),TING .-\T FIRE)3AUGH 

A grower-test planting was inade at Firebaugh, January 15, 1931, 
to compaTe the U. S. No.1 yariety of sugar beets with a commercial 
brand (Old Type). The seed of the U. S. No.1 variety used was the 
fiI"St multiplication of the originnl selection and had been increased at 
Beaumont, Calif., in 1930. Plots consisting of 12 rows 171 feet long 
and 20 inches apm·t Were used. Two plots were planted with each 
type of seed, resistant and nomesistn:nt (commercial). The soil con
tained a lm'ge amount of organic mn.tter and Tcquircd irrigation only 
four times during the growing season. The beets in ill the plots made 
a lu:xuriant top growtli. A heavy infestation of the plants by the beet 
leaf hopper occurred em-ly ill April, but because of the comparatively 
mild type of disease that developed llnd also because of the size of 
the plants when in-st exposed, the injill'Y was not very great. Atthe 
time of harvest (July 27) there was 11 marked contrast in color between 
the resistant variety and the conllllcTcial brand. The comrnercial
brand plots showed strikingly more yellow color. On June 8, 39 per 
cent of the U. S. No. 1 vl1liety and 91 per cent of the conllllcrcial 
brand showed curly top. All the normally· competitiv'e beets in the 
four center rows of ench plot were tnken for the weight determinations. 
For determinations of sucrose percentage and coefficient of apparent 
purity, tIll'ee 20-beet samples were takcn from the nOl"maliy compet
itive beets of the four center rows of each plot. . 

The results of tIlls experiment are CTiven in 'rable 26. The yield 
from the U. S. No.1 variety exceeded tllat from the commercial brand 
by 5.4 tons per acre. No mnl'ked di1:l'crence ill sucrose percentage or 
.in coefficient of apparent pnrity \\~as found. 'rhe indicated-available 
sugar of the U. S. No.1 variety exceeded that of the commercial brand 
by 1,440 pounds per acre. Although this experiment did not permit 
the determination of the statistical significance of those figures, the 
results seem to indicate a strong trend in favol" of the U. S. No.1 
variety. 
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TABLE 26.-Comparison of the u. S. No.1 variety with a commercial brand (Old 
Type), planted January 15, 1931, at Firebaugh, Calif. 


[Data represent averages from 2 plots, each consisting of 12 rows 171 feet long and.20 inches apart] 


Percent- Sugar per acre 
nge of doom
~lnnts Yield per cient of Variety Sucrosesowing ncre appnrent Indicatedcurly purity Gross nvnilabletop 1 

U. S. No. 1._.__._•.••••••••___•••_._••_••• 
Commerclnl (Old Type) ..••.•_._••_.__• __ 

5 
27 

Tom 
20.255 
14.831 

Pa Ctnt 
17.75 
17.77 

81.06 
83.26 

Pound. 
7,191 
5,271 

Pound. 
5,829
4,389 

DllIerence__•••_.__••_•••••_••___.•_ --------- 5.424 -.02 -2.20 1,920 1,440 

1 Based on counts mnde May 3, 1931. 

PLANTING AT DOS PALOS 

A grower-test planting was made at Dos Palos, on January 15, 1931. 
Because of unfavorable soil conditions and difficulties in regard to 
supervision resulting in poor cultural care, no attempt was made to 
secure yield records. Certain observations made during the course 
of the season are, nevertheless, of interest. The exact date of the' 
principal influx of beet leaf hoppers is not known, but the plots were 
found to be heavily infested on May 4. On June 9, it was possible 
to distinguish the resistant from the check plots (Old Type) but the 
differences in color and size were not pronounced. On that date 85 
per cent of the Old Type plants and 42 per cent of the U. S. No.1 
plants were diseased. The type of disease was very mild in the resist
ant plots. On July 4, both the resistant variety and the commercial 
brand showed 100 per cent curly top. There was then a very definite 
color contrast, the Old Type plots being much more yellow than the 
U. S. No. 1 plots. 

PLANTINGS IN CENTRAL SUGAR-BEET AREA 34 

Additional grower-test plantings were made in the following 
localities: One near Clarksburg, in the southern end of the Sacra
mento Valley; 1 on McDonald Island and 1 on Union Island, in the 
peat-land delta of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers; 1 near 
,M::1nteca, at the northern end of the San Joaquin Valley; and 1 near 
King City, in the southern part of the Salintls Valley.35 In previous 
seasons sugar beets in the King City and Manteca areas had been 
regularly affected more or less severely by curly top. Clarhburg, 
McDonald Island, and Union Island, while regularly suffering some 
damage, had in general been less severely exposed. 

Because of circumstances beyond the control of the investigators, 
the only data obtained from the Clarksburg planting were those on 
the comparative rate of development of infection in the resistant 
variety and the commercial brand. For the same reason, records 
secured at King City were likewise inadequate. When examined 
shortly before harvest in midseason, the plots in both localities showed 
striking differences in favor of the U. S. No.1 variety both in foliage 
resistance to curly top and in size of root produced. 

If N. J. GIddings, senior pathologist, assisted In these tests. 
II Acknowledgment for helpful coopemtion In the location of the plots and In the analyses of samples Is 

due the Holly Sugar Corp. ond the Spreckels Sugar Co. Tho coopemtion of the OalUomla Packing Corp. 
nnd Arthur Shuuer, as gl'Owers, was also of value in carrying out the tests, 

http:Valley.35
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The results from the other grower-test plantings are given in Table 
27. The stand in the Manteca plot was so severely damaged by 
wireworms that yield records were not attempted, but the average 
weights per beet of the samples taken for the purpose of comparative 
sugar analysE\s afford some basis of comparison. As a means of dis
counting the wireworm complication the calculated yield per acre 
on the basis of\'a 100 per cent stand is likewise given. The data were 
obtained from 5 samples, comprising 53 roots, of the U. S. No.1 
variety, and 5 samples, comprising 57 roots, of the commercial brand. 
At Union Island and McDonald Island as the data were secured from 
ten 20-beet samples taken at random from each plot. The fact that 
the plants were selected at random rather than as normally com
petitive ber-ts is disregarded in the theoretical yields calculated on 
the basis of a 100 per cent stand. 

TABLE 27.-Results from grower-teat plantings at Manteca, Union Island, and 
McDonald Island, Calif., in 1931 

(Data. Tepresent averages from samples] 

Sugar per acre 
Aver- Coem· 
age Yield clent o( -----

Date oCLocality Variety weight per Sucrose appar· Indlplanting per acre I ent entedGrossbeet purity avail· 
able 

Pound. Toll.! Per cent Pound. Pound. 
{U. S. No. L ••__ ••••.• 1.43 IS.1lS7 16.36 00.8 6,114 5,552 

Jan. 15Manteca._•.••••___ Commercial '.__.••••• 1.05 13.721 17.40 92.2 4,775 4,40.1 
Dlfference••_•• _•••• ----:as 4.066 -1.04 -1.4 1.339 1,149 

= U. S. No. L ••__•••.•• ~ 27.834 17.00 78.9 9,464 7,467
Commercial •••••••••• 1.1lS 21.954 16.25 7S.1 7.135 5,572 

Difference•••__••.•• .45 5.880 .75 2,329 I,S95--.8
!Tnion Island 3••• __ Feb. 15. I = 

U. S. No. L •••••••..•. 2. 72 35.544 16.45 78.7 11,694 9,203
Commercial .......... 2.025 26.462 16.75 8,865 7,057~ Difference•••••••.•• -:ti95 9.082 -.30 - ..9 2,829 2,146 

= = = 1===== 
2. 32 30.317 17.89 88.2 10,847 9,567 

McDonald Island •• Mar. 12. 
r' s. No. 1.--........
Commercial .......... 1.97 2-5.743 18.23 88.3 9,386 
~ Difference........... .35 4.574 -.34 -.1 I;Tol 1,279 


1 The acre yields were computed on a lOO-per-cent-stnnd basis for sugar beets oC the overage weight as 
shown by the snmplcs. Actual yields obtained (rom the McDonald Island plot were: U. S. No.1, 19.4 
tons per acTC; commercial, 16 tons per acre. 

, Dieckmann brand. 
• The records Crorn each o( the plots on Union Island are shown separately because or wide differences In 

soil conditions between the 2 sets o( plots. The effects oC this variability are largely avoided by the com
parisons DS given • 

• Sehreiher &: Son brand . 
• Brand not recorded. 

These tests show that in every case the U. S. No.1 variety out
yielded the commercial brand with which it was compared. In three 
cases the difference in the sucrose percentage was .in favor of the com
mercial brand and in one case in favor of the U. S. No.1 variety. 
Because of the limited number of samples the significance of these 
differences in sucrose percentage was not determined, but it should be 
noted that the small range is well within the sampling error. Simi
larly, the coefficients of apparent purity are not widely different. The 

10 It is interesting to note In the case at the McDonald Island test that Cor the Increase in vleld from the 
resistant plot, tbe grower, A. Sbauer, reported receiving 136.04 more return tban Cram tbe average oC tbe 2 
adjacent commercial brand plota, or an Increue of $2.5 per acre, 
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indicated-available sugar of each of the U. S. No.1 lots was substan
tially larger than that of the commercial brand with which it was 
compared. 

The results of the grower-test plantings in the central California 
area indicate that the U. S. No.1 variety is distinctly superior in 
curly-top resistance to the commercial brands now being used and 
approximately equal to them in quality. Its apparently satisfactory 
performance under various conditions indicates that the U. S. No.1 
variety has a wide adaptability. 

TESTS IN NEW MEXICO 37 

A series of tests was undertaken in 1930 and 1931 at State College 
and in 1931 at Las Vegas, in order to obserye the performance of the 
U. S. No.1 va,riety in comparison with commer.cial brands of sugar 
beets. 

Observations from 1923 to the present time have shown that the 
curly-top disease OCClU'S as practically a 100 per cent infestation in 
the sugar beets grown in the area near Las Cruces. It has always 
been so severe ns to make the yield from commercial sugar beets 
entirely unprofitable. At Lns Vegas, which is in a commercial 
sugar-beet-growing area, the outbreaks of the disease have been of a 
sporadic natlU'e. Very little damage has been noticed in some years, 
whereas in other years, for example, in 1930 and 1931, the disease 
has been prevalent and has reduced yields sharply. 

TESTS AT STATE COLLEGE 

For the 1930 tests at State College, the seed used was from (1) the 
original U. S. No.1 seed produced in 1929 at Twin Falls, Idaho j (2) an 
inbred line (90116-0) produced ,at Rocky Ford, Colo.; and (3) It com
mercial brand (Pioneer). In order to have at least one planting in 
the young-seedling stage at the period of the greatest, influx: of beet 
leaf hoppers, thus affording ma..ximum e:l..llOSlU'e, plantings were made 
on three dates, namely, lviarch 20, April 15, and :May 15. 

Each of the three kinds of seed wns planted in systematically ar
ranged plots replicated five tinles. Each plot was a single row 195 
feet long and ,22 inches from the adjacent plot. Table 28 shows the 
results for the three plantings of the U. S. No. 1 variety and the 
commercial brand used as n check. 

The test demODstmted very clearly thnt in ctITly-top resistance the 
U. S. No.1 varietyis decidedly superior to the commercial bmnd used 
as a check. (Fig. 7.) Shortly before harvest each plant in this test 
was graded (0 to 6) according to the degree of ctITly-top injtITy it 
showed. The average of these grades represents the mean curly-top 
injury to the sugnr-beet strain tmder cOllsidemtion. A compnrison 
of the averages shows decisivel:y that in every case the commercial 
brand was more seriously diseased with clU'ly top than was the U. S. 
No.1 vaIiety. 

A compmison of the final stand with the original stand shows that 
there was n bigber mortfllity in the commercinl bmnd thnn in the 
U. S. No.1 vndety. For the plnntings of March 20, April 15, and 
May 15, the l'csista,nt beet showed a lllortnlity 38 of 20, 28, and 29.5 

'17 Contrihutcd hy Dnrry A. ml'ock. Acknowledgmcnt Is mnlle to the New Mexico Agriculturul Exper!
ment Stillion for coopemtlon in these Lcsts. 

II Ohscn'ntlon throughout tho ~CtlSOn Indfcuted [huL tho curly-lop dlseusc wns the chlcf factor decllllntinl? 
tho stand. . 
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per cent, respectively; whereas the corresponding plantings of the 
commercial brand showed a mortality of 42.7, 67, and 44.6 per cent, 
respectively. 

FIGURE i.-Sugar·heet tests under curlY·Lop epidemic conditions nL State College, N. i\Iex. Hews 19a and 
2"..3, U. S. 1\0. 1 variety; rows !lOa and 2.1a, commercial (Pioneer) brnnd; rows 18a, 21n, nnd !!~a, inbred 
line. Planted ,l\lurch 20, 1930; photographed September 12, Ifl30 

TABLE 2S.-Com7JariSon of Ihe U. S. No.1 variety with a commercial bra1~d (Pioneer) 
of sugar beets in tests at State College, N. Mcx., in 1980 

[Datn represent a\'crnges, Crom five single-row plots. each 195 (eet long 'l 

Stand count 
Orlgi·DC heets per Sugar per ncre 

plot nal CoeC· 
stnnd ficient 

Date oC planting and Curly·top ra- Yield per oCnp·Sucrosc 3vnriety grade 2 mllln- acre parent Indi·Sept. ing at pur-June cBted2(hnr· hur· lty' Gross17 Byail·\'est) vest able 

jVlt1R~ J..Vum- Pu 
Mar. 20: her bn cent Tons Per cent Pounds Pounds 

U. S. No. 1_.______ 3.·j:i:;0.1O 95 iO 80.0 8.095:i:;0.289 13.5:1:0.21 8·1.0 2,~8, 1,986
Commercilli (Plo· neer)___________ • 4.6:i:; .07 129 74 57.3 2.993:i:; .246 13.5:i:; .2(1 86.0 808 695 

r---DltIerencc_____ ~34 2-1.2:1: ,12 22.7 1i.702:1: .379 0 -1.4 I,MO 1,291 

A~: ~::NO. 1.._.____ 4.0:i:; ,07 12.~ 1lO 72.0 0.499;!:: .41i 13.4± .20 80.6 1,742 1,41.4
Commercial (Pio· neer)___• ______._ 

.~.5:i:; .03 121 40 33.0 1.119:1: .Hi 14.8:1: .29 85.S 331 2M 

DitIerclicc. ___ • -1.5:i:; .08 4 50 39.0 5.3aO;!:: .442 -1.4:1: .35 -5.2 1,411 1,120-
lIIayU. S.15:No. 1 3.8:i:; .)1 88 62 70.5 2.728± .231 13.4:i:; .25 80.1 73t 586 

Commcrcllli (Plo
necr)_~ 4.8:1: .09 7·j 4I 55.4 .946± .Oi3 13.9.:1:;.29 83.() 263 21R 

DltTerence••__ • -1.0:i:; •. .14 14 21 15.1 1. 782:i:; .242 -.5:1: .38 -2.11 408 308 

I Probable error was computed by ,Bessel's (ormula: 
'd'l'E=.06745 ---.• 11 (n-n~ 

2 Bnscd on II scalc graded (rom 0 to 6, In which 0 Indicates no curly top, ancl 6 dellth of plant Crom curlytop. The Intervening grades Indicate, progressively, slight, D1od~rnte, severe, and very severe etIects. 
Determined on3 snmplcs Crom each plot. 

tDetermlned by use of the refractometer, marc assumed to be 5 per cent. 
161133°-33-5 

J 

http:13.9.:1:;.29
http:13.5:1:0.21
http:3.�j:i:;0.1O
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Increased resistance wa~ shoWn by the U. S. No.1 variety also in 
the yield of beets. In every case the yield from the resistant variety 
was greater than that from the commercial brand used as a check, 
though none was commercially profitable. These yields were based 
upon harvest records from measured areas, computedto an acre basis. 
The planting of May 15, however, produced a poor initial stand of 
beets, and, because of the extremely hot weather, the Y011.llg seed
lings were very slow in growth; the low yield of beets fromt-IDs plant
ing, therefore, was not wholly due to curly..,top injury. The condi
tions of this test probably represent an extreme degree of curly
top exposure; under less severe conditions the yield from the U. S. 
No.1 variety doubtless would be much greater. 

The SUCrose percentages for the 1930 e:x-periments were determfued, 
by the Sachs-Le Docte cold-water-digestion method, on three 5-beet 
samples per plot, taken at random. The average sucrose percentages 
for the commercial (Pioneer) brand and the U. S. No.1 variety were 
the same for the March 20 planting, but for the April 15 planting the 
sucrose percentage was significantly in favor of the commercial brand. 
In the third planting (May 15), the commercial brand again showed 
the higher sucrose percentage, but the difference was not significant. 
It should be remenibered that the size of beets in the two sets of 
samples differed markedly, since the sugar beets from the commer
cial brand were in nearly all cases smaller than those from the U. S. 
No.1 plots. 

The indicated-available sugar, determined from the three factors 
actual yield:per acre, sucrose percentage, and coefficient of apparent 
purity, was ill every case significantly greater in the U. S. No. 1 
variety than in the commercial brand. 

Two experimental tests were conducted at State College in 1931. 
The plots were arranged as randomized blocks. In each experiment 
three seed increases of the original stock of seed of the U. S. No.1 
variety, which had. been tested in 1930, were used for comparison 
with two commercial brands. The seed of the U. S. No.1 variety 
was produced in three different localities, namely, at Beaumont, 
Calif. (A), St. George, Utah (B), and Las Cruces, N. Mex. (C); the 
seed of the commercial brands used, namely, Old Type (D) and 
Pioneer (E), was ordinary commercial seed from Germany. 

The pJantings at State College were made on two different dates, 
namely, March 16 and April 1, in an attempt to secure high e:Xllosure 
to curly top by having the plants in a susceptible stage at the time 
of the greatest influx of the beet leaf hoppers. Because of conditions 
in the breeding grounds, the leaf-hopper infiu.'{ was later than normal, 
and the curly-top infection was less severe than that of the preceding 
season. 

Each plot consisted of four rows 185 feet long and 22 inches apart. 
The mndomized~block arrangement for the five seed lots provided 
five replications of each. The plots were arranged as 4-row strips 
across the field in the following order (each letter representing one 
plot): DEC B A, CAE D B, CAB D E, DCA B E, A C DEB. 
The two center rows of each plot were harvested and the yield deter
mined from the weights of all the beets in the plot. These plot 
yields were computed to a ton per acre basis. Determinations of 
sucrose percent'age and. the coefficient of apparent purity were made 
from three 20-beet samples taken at random from the center rows. 
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15UlCr4[)Se .was determined by the Sachs..:Le Docte' cold-water-digestion. 
, ' 'The coefficient of apparent purity was determined by the 

refractometer, .a 5 per cent marc being assumed in calclilating sucrose 
in the juice from sucrose in the pulp. 

'The data from the individual plots of the 1931 test have been 
analyzed acc?rdin~ to, accepted stati~tical metho.ds (9) and the 
results are gIven m Table 29. In, this presentatIOn of the data, 
computations have been made to determine the statistic z as a 
convenient measure of the significance of the test for the attribute 
considered. Standard errors of the means were computed 39 in all 
cases where the value of z as found equaled or exceeded the value of z 
at the 5 per cent or the 1 per cent point as given in Fisher's tables (9), 
corresponding approximately to odds of 20 to 1 or 100 to 1, respec
tively. From this computation a value has been found for the 
difference between two means necessary for significance. 

TABLE 29.-Comparison of three increases of the U. S. No.1 variety with two com
mercial brands, planted March 16 and April 1, 1931, at State College, N. Mex. 

[Data represent averages from 5 plots, each consisting of 4 rows 185 feet long aud 22 inches apart] 

PLANTING OF MARCH 16 

Sngar per acre"
Coefficient 

Ourly-top Yield per ofVariety Sucrosegrade acre apparent Indicatedpurity Gross available 

U. S. No.1 increase from- Tons Per cent Pounds Pounds
'(Ai Beaumont, CaIiL______________ 2.00 13.354 14.2 75.96 3,788 2;881 
~B St. George, Utah________________ 2.10 13,238 14.6 76.30 3,986 2; 953
C Las Cruces, N.1.fex____________ 2.10 13.632 14.8 78.26 4,040 3,149 
A verage ___________________________ ------r-

2.07 13.408 14. 5 76.84 3,938 2;994 

ComIiierclal: 


~D) Old Type_______________________ 

E) Pioneer_________________________ 
 3.29 9.275 14. U 79.26 2, 759 2; 186 

3.49 8.574 15.4 77.58 2,629 2,034 

Difference:Av. U. S. No. I-D___________ -1.22 4.133 -.4 -2.42 1,179 808Av. U. S. No. I-E___________ -1.42 4.834 -, P8 1,312 960 
z b____ _________________________________ 

2.9995 .6367 .5958 .5552Standard error_______________- __"___ .0813 2.925 :!~~ ----~~~~- 823 638Standard error of mean______________ •2915 __________.0364 1.308 368 285
Standard error of difference _________ .2849 __________.0515 1. 849 529 403.5698 __________Difference required for significance_ .1030 3.699 1,040 806 

PLANTING OF APRIL 1 

U. S. No.1 increase fromtl Beaumont, CaIiL______________ 2. 80 12. 845 14.4 73. 02 3,709 2;699B St. George, Utah________________ 2.79 13.780 14. 5 75.02 4,022 3;034C ,Las Cruces, N. Max____________ 2. 70 13.064 15.0 75.78 3,930 2, 979 . 
Averago_______________________"___ 2. 76 13.230 14:6 74. 61 3,887 2;904 

" Obtained by averaging individual plot values; hence differing slightly from the product of meanS given 
iIi this table. 

b z=one-haIf the di1Ierence between the natural logarithms of the variances for variety and error. The 
5 per cent point for z=0.5505; 1 per cent polnt=0.7814. 

s. Standard error ora single determination was found by extracting the square root of the variance due 
to error (mean square). The standard error of a mean was found by dividing this standard error by";n;
tn this case, the number of replicaU9ns was 5. The standard error of' the-difference was found by multi 
plying the standard error of the mean hy ";2. The last-named number multiplied by 2 was taken as the 
,di1Ierence required (or significance between tw,\ means. 

http:metho.ds
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TABLE 29.-'-Comparison' of three increases (>jthe U. S. No. 1 variety with two 
commercial branets, planted March 16 and April 1, 1931, at State College, 

, N. ¥ex.-Continued.; 
PLANTING OF APRIL I-Continued 

Sugar per acre
Coefficient 

Curly-top YieldP<ll" Sucrose of �----;----Variety grade acre apparent lndk-ated,purity Gross avalla!lle 

------~----I--- ---------1----1----
Commercial: Tons Per cent Pounds Pounds(D) Old Type______________________ 3.60 8. 839 14. 2 73. 59 2,498 1,837

73_.00 2,136 1,572(E) Pioiieer______,___________________3._80__7_.24_5___14._8__ ___ _______ 
1 11 

Difference: 
Average U.S. No. I-D_______ -.84 4.391 .4 1.02 1,389 1,067
Average U. S. No.1-E______ , -1.04 5.9S5 -.2 1.Ol 1,751 1,332 

Z1_____________________________________ "=====1===1====/===2. 8088 1.2725 .1957 .3995 L 3092 1.29S1StBndard"error_____________________ '. \)700 1.827 ________________ _ 529 413StBndarderror of m6BU________,____ .0313 .817 _________________ _ 237 ISS
Standard error of difference________ .0443 1.156 ____________________ 335 262

DifierencerequiredIorsignificance_ .0886 2. 312 ___________________ 670 524 

1 z=one half of the difference 'between the natural logarithms of the variances for variety and error. 
Tho 5 per cent 'PoInt for %+0.5505; 1 per cent point=0.2S14. 

The injury from curly top in 1931, though very marked, was'some
what less than in 1930 because the invasion of the beet leaf hoppers 
occurred much later in the season. Nevertheless, ,a 100 'Per cent in
fection was present by A:u,gust 15. As compared with the severity of 
curly top in later e.:\.-periment.aJ. plantings in the same field, however, 
neither the 1930 nor the 1931 test showed maximum injury from the 
disease. No significant differences in susceptibility to curly top were 
found among the three seed lots of the U. S. No.1 variety. There 
was, however,a significant difference between the average grade of 
the U. S. No.1 variety and that of each of the commercial checks in 
both the March 16 and the April 1 planting. ' (Table 29.) Of the 
three types, the U. S. No.1 variety showed....the least injury from 
curly top,and the commercial brand Pioneer showed the most injury. 

In yield per acre the average of the three seed lots of the U. S. No.1 
variety was decidedly greater than that of either of,~"he two com

{,.' mercial checks. (Table 29.) The superiority of thea-esistant variety 
was especially marked in the planting of April 1, where the injury 
from curly top was the greater. In both tests, however, the difference 
in favor of the U. S. No.1 variety was significant. 

In sucrose percentage the statistical analysis of the results for the 
planting of March 16 showed that the value of z exceeded the 5 per 
cent point.40 The cOIPJ)'l.ercial brand Pioneer showed a sucrose per
centage significantly higher than the average for the three U. S. No.1 
lots. (1'able 29.) The differences between the sucrose percentages 
of Old Type and Pioneer and between those of the two U. S. NO.1 
inereases (Band C) were not significant. There was, however, a 
slight significant difference between increases A and C of the U. S. 
~T'). 1 variety. Thnse results indicate a slight superiority of the 
commercial,brand Pioneer in sucrose percentage. When analyzed 
statistically, the aver'ls) sucrose percentages in the April 1 planting 
showed no significant differences among the :five seed lots; the ValU0 
of z was found not to exceed the 5 per cent point. 

.. The fact that the value of % exceeds the 5 per cent point Indicates odds of approximately 20 .to 1 that 
the dl1ferences.shown are.not due to chance alone. 

http:point.40
http:e.:\.-periment.aJ
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Forindicated-aviUlable sugar"calculs.ted from the three factors 
yield per acreJ sucrose percentage, and coefficient of apparent purity, 
the average of the three seed lots of the U. S. No.1 variety in the 
.planting of March 16 exceeMJ. by a significant amount that of each 
of the commercial brands. (Table ,29.) In the planting of April 1 
the average for indicated-availab1e sugar of the three seed lots of the 
U. S. No.1 variety was also significantly greater than that for each 
of the two commercial br~ds. In neither planting were the dif
ferences among the three seed lots of the U. S. No.1 variety or 
between the two commercial brands significant. The dillerence in 
indicated-available sugar per acre in favor of the U. S. No.1 variety 
over the commercial brands was greater for the April 1 planting than 
for the March 16"planting, doubtless because of the severity of the 
disease in the April pll11lting and the marked resistance of the U. S. 
No.1 variety.. 

The 1931 test at State College showed that under conditions of 
fairly severe curly top the U. S. No.1 variety produced a crop greatly 
superior to commercial brands in yield and equaling or closely ap
proaching them in quality. The results do not indicate, however, 

,:.-	 that the U. S. No.1 variety would be commercially satisfactory in 
this area. 

TEST ATLAS VEGAS 

A test was conducted at Las Vegas, in 1931, on the farm of the 
New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station;41 which is loca,ted in 
the sugar-beet-growing area of that locality. In this eJ..-periment the 
three seed lots (A, B, and C) of the U. S. No.1 variety used in the 
State College tests, an inbred line 90116-0 CD), and the commercial 
brand Pioneer (E) wer~ planted in the following randomized-block 
arrangement: DEC LA, B D E A C, CAB D E, E B A 0 D. 
Each plot consisted of four rows 80 feet long and 22 inches apart. 
The yield was dete:rmir:.~d by harvesting all the beets in the two 
center rows. The sugar and purity determinations were made from 
one lO-beet sample taken at random from each plot. These samples 
were sent to the United States Sugar Plant Field Laboratory at Rocky 
Ford, Colo., for analysis.42 

For nearly aU attributes measured (Table 30), the results of this 
test were in close conformity with those obtained in the State College 
tests. The U. S. No.1 variety was superior in curly-top resistance, 
as shown by comparing its average curly-top grade (2.36) with~hat 
of the inbred line 90116-0 (3.59) and that of the Pioneer commercial 
brand (4.00). Statistical analysis shows that the value of z for this 
portion of the experiment exceeded the 1 per cenl; point.43 The three 
U. S. No.1 seed lots were significantly more re~istant to curly top 
than either the commercial bund or the inbred Line, but showed 
no significant differences among themselv3s. If the Pioneer com
mercial brand be regarded as the criterion, the curly-top injury at 
Las Vegas was apparently slightly greater than that at State College. 

11 Acknowledgment is mnde to Shelby Utz, manager of the experimental farm at Las Vegas, for planting
and caring .lor the beets during the course of the· experiment. • 

.. The sucrose percentage was determined by the cold,water-<iigestion method, and the coefficient of 
apparent purity was determined from the BrL>: reading as compared with the sucrose reading of thll ilS
pressed'j!llce. 

13 Corresponding ,approxlma,tely. to odds oC 100 to 1 that the dl1Ierences shown were not due to chance. 

http:point.43
http:analysis.42
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Each of the three seed lots of the U. S. No.1 variety gave significantly 
better tonnage than either the commercial brand or the inbred seed. 
The differences between the three seed lots of the U. S. No.1 variety 
do not indicate significant differences in yield among themselves. 
In percentage of sucrose no significant differences were found. 

TABLE 3O.-Comparison of the U. S. No.1 variety (three increases) with an inbred 

line and a commercial brand at Las Vegas, N_ Ma., in 1981 


[Data represent averages from Jour plots, each consisting of lour rows 80 feet long and 22 inches apart] 


Sugar per acre'
Coe1Ii

Curly- cient ofVariety Yield per Sucrose Itop grade acre apparent Indicatedpurity Oross 8\-aiJable 

U. S. No. 1 increa.'~ from- Ton& Por cnIt Pounds Poundt(A) Beaumont, CaliL____________ 2.40 ]3.250 ]4. 6 82.35 3,857 3,li6(B) St. George, Utab______________ 2.29 14.328 13.7 83.85 3,93; 3,311(C) Las Cruces, N. _MeL___________ 2.39 12. 593 14.5 85.0i 3,660 3,117 

2.36 13.390 14.3 83•.i6 3,818 3,201 
(D) ootJ~lired)===:====:== 3.59 8.003 14.3 85.50 2,291 1,953
(E) Commercial (Pioneer) _____________ 4.00 6. 706 15. 0 85.16 ],966 1,712 

Difference: 
Average U. 6. No. I-D ____ -1.23 5.387 0 -1.i4 1,527 1,248
Average U. S. Nt'. I-E______ -1.64 6.684 -.i -1.;0 1,852 1,489 

Z • ________________________ 
1.2240 .8921 .1577 .7093 .8555 • i800 Standard error__________________ _4213 2.488 1_2785 i13 616

Standard error of-mean _________ .1884 1.112 .5ili _~19 275 
Standard error of difference______ .2664 1.572 .80S4 451 389 

D itIerencerequiroo for signillcanoo______________________ 
_5328 3.144 1.6168 902 liS 

I Determined on one 1G-beet sample per plot. 
, Obtained by averaging individual plot values; hence it ditIers s1igbtly !rom product oC means given 

in this table. 
, z=one-balf the difference between the natural logarithms oC the variances for variety and error_ The 

5 per cent point for :=0.5907; 1 per cent point=O.S443. 

The sugar-per-acrevruues (gross and indicated available) were 
uniformly in favor of the various U. S. No.1 seed lots. (Table 30.) 
The value of z was found to exceed the 5 per cent point. No sig
nificant differences were found among the three seed lots of the U_ S. 
No.1 variety, but each was significantly better than the commercial 
brand in the yield of sugar per acre. ' 

Close watch was kept in 1931 for any tendency of the plants to bolt. 
Of approximately 32,000 individual beets subjected to close observa
tion only three beets were found that produced seed stalks in the 
first year of growth. This number is so insignificant as to be entirely 
;negligible.

In the U. S. No. i variety, produced originally by mass selection 
of resistant plants, the resistant individuals appear to be in the 
majority. Because of the superior performance of these resistant 
individuals the U. S. No.1 variety shows better results under curly
top conditions than do standard commercial brands. Readings of 
the degree of curly top present in hundreds of individual plants were 
made at State College in 1930 and 1931 and at Las Vegas in 1931. 
Evidence of curly top was found in every plant examined. The 
results obtained, therefore, are not due to immunity of certain 
individuals or to escape of infection. The effect of curly top in the 
majority of the individual plants seemed less severe than in the 
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ordina~~~mmercial beet, and t~ g~n~ralresistance, together ~th . the stri performance of many mdiVldurus that were outstanding 
in resistance, is responsible for the very encouraging results obtained. 
It was clear from the examination of the plots that, although a con
siderable portion of the beets had been killed by curly top and some 
that were attacked early did not reach commercial size, the majority 
grew well in spite of curly top. 

The results seem to indicate that under New Mexico conditions 
there is no large or consistent difference in quality between the U. S. 
No.1 variety and commercial brands. 

The U. S. No.1 variety, as judged by the 1931 tests and the gen
eral course of curly top in that area, seems to be especially well 
adapted to the Las Vegas district, where in some years sugar beets 
are produced at a profit, whereas in other years the crop, under a 
moderate curly-top outbreak, drops to 7 or 8 tons per acre,a yield 
that is probably below the cost of production. The performance of 
the U. S. No.1 variety clearly indicates that under a curly-top out
break of this type such ~ains in yield and sugar per acre would result 
from the use of this vanety as to make the crop profitable instead of 
unprofi table. . 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 44 

The degree of curly-top resistance in the variety U. S. No.1 and 
hence the measure of curly-top control, which use of this variety will 
assure, are clearly indicated by the studies reported in this bulletin. 
The results presented also afford some evidence as to the performance 
of this variety under conditions where curly top is absent or only a 
minor factor. 

YIELD 

TESTS IN 1930 

Intensive agronomic tests on a limited scale were conducted with 
the U. S. No.1 variety in 1930 in Idaho, Utah, Oalifornia, and New 
Mexico. 

In the Idaho tests, because of adverse soil conditions as well as 
severe curly-top injury, the U. S. No.1 variety gave an average yield 
of only 5.5 tons per acre; but the commercial brand (Pioneer) used 
as a check averaged slightly less than 1 ton per acre. 

In the Utah tests, three degreea of curly-top exposure were secured. 
In one field, where the eJ>"}Josure was due solely to the natural leaf
hopper infestation and where only a mild type of the disease resulted, 
the average yield from the U. S. No.1 variety was 19.5 tons per acre 
and from the commercial brand (Schreiber S. K. W.) 14.6 tons per 
acre. In another field, where the plants were artificially inoculated 
by caging viruliferous leaf hoppers on each plant and severe curly-top 
injury resulted, the U. S. No.1 variety yielded 7.6 tons per acre as 
compared with a yield of 2.5 tons per acre from the commercial brand 
(Schreiber S. K. W.). Ohiefly because of the disease, a noteworthy 
reductionin stand took place between the time of thinning and harvest; 
5.5 per cent of. the original stand was lost in the U. S. No.1 variety 
and 32 per cent in the commercial brand. Such drastic injury as 

.. Contributed by Eubllllks ClIl"SIler III1d .-\.. W. SkuderIlll. 
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resulted in this case is rarely if ever encountered naturallv under gooi 
soil and cultural conditions when the planting is made as early as 
advisable. A third test was made in the field where the foregoing 
one was conducted. In this case the plants were exposed only to the 
natural infestation of leaf hoppers, but distinctly more curly-top 
injury resulted than in the first test because of the fact that the viru
lent virus was introduced into this field both through the plants 
artificially inoculated and by the planting of a few severely diseased 
mother beets from the year before. From the severely diseased plants 
the leaf hoppers in moving about could acquire the virulent virus and 
carry it throughout the field. The U. S. No.1 variety in this third 
testL,yielded 17.1 tons per acre, whereas the commercial brand 
(Schreiber S. K .. W.) yielded 7.1 tons per acre. 

The tests in California in 1930 were conducted under conditions of 
very light curly-top e:o..-posure. In one case the U. S. No.1 variety 
gave an average yield of 23 tons per acre and the commercial brand 
(Old Type) yielded 20.5 tons per acre. There were only four replica
tions in this test, and in view of the range in plot yields it is uncertain 
how much of the difference between the commercial brand and the 
resistant variety should be attributed to curly-top injury. In the 
other test there was only one plot of each variety and, although the 
commercial brand (Old Type) showed a greater percentage of cases 
of curly top, there was obviously no significant disease injury. The 
U. S. No.1 variety yielded 18.8 tons per acre and the commercial 
brand yielded 20.8 tons per acre. 

In New Mexico three degrees of curly-top injury were obtained by 
planting on three dates. A planting on March 20 gave for the U. S. 
NO.1 variety an average yield of 8.7 tons per acre and for the com
mercial brand (pioneer) appro)'."imately 3 tons per acre. The second 
planting, April 15, gave a )ield for the U. S. No.1 variety of 6.5 tons 
per acre and for the commercial brand (pioneer) 1.1 tons per acre. 
In the last planting, May 15, the U. S. No.1 variety ~yielded 2.7 tons 
per acre, and the commercial brand (Pioneer) averaged 0.9 ton per acre. 

These tests in 1930 indicate that the U. S. No. 1 va.riety will out
yield susceptible commercial brands under all conditions when curly 
top is a controlling factor. TIns advantage of the resistant variety 
is often increased as the disease exposure becomes greater, but it 
should be noted that the U. S. No.1 variety is strongly injured by 
severe exposure. The results also suggest that where curly top is 
not an important factor the yield of commercial brands mRY equul or 
exceed that of the U. S. No.1 variety. 

TESTS IN 1931 

Further comparisons between the U. S. No.1 variety and various 
commercial brands were made in 1931. Fourteen intensive ag""o
nonnc tests were conducted in the four States previously mentioned. 
In addition to these there were 33 large-scale tests in commercial 
fields from which data were obtained. In each of the latter tests, 
known as tr:0wer-test plantings, a total of approximately 1 acre of 
the U. S. No.1 variety was compared with a sinlllar arel1 of a com
mercial brand, and in most instances the planting arrangement was 
such as to give two or more replications. 

The harvest records were secured from the grower-test plantings 
in essentially the s~Ple manner that the records of the more intensive 
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tests were taken. For this reason and in view of the similarity intrend of the results, it will be advantageous in this discussion to ,consider the results of the two series of e:.\.-periments together.Most of the tests were carried out under conditions where curly topwas an important factor, and tho~~,~.uich muy be so grouped will beconsidered first. Forty-one of t4e tests fnIl in tIlls category, andthese included a wide range in degrees of curly-top e:.\."])osure. Thisfact is brought out by the yield records. The yield-per-acre valueswere calculated.in ali but a few instances by multiplying the averageweight of the individual normally competitive beets by the appropriate fv_ctorfor a 100 per cent stand for the conditions or the planting.The comparative records for 19 tests (2 intensive agronomic and17 grower-test plantings) conducted in Idaho show yields ranging from8.1 to 24.4 tons per acre for the U. S. No.1 variety and from 4.3 to19.5 tons per acre for the commercial brands. These Idaho tests asa whole showed average yields of 14.8 tons per acre for the U. S. No.1 variety and 10.1 tons per aerefor the commercial brands.The evaluation studies carried on in Utah included four CflSes inwhich the results were vitiated by failure of the irrigation-water,supply. The results of these. four tests are not included in the presentdiscussion, but it is of interest to note that the trend of yield resultsis in the same direction as in all the other tests. The U. S. No.1valiety exceeded the commercial brand in yield in each case, but in oneinstance the difl'erence was probably not significant. In five otherUtah tests where curly top was an important factor, the )ield of theU. S. No.1 variety ranged from 14.1 to 27.2 tons per acre with anaverage of 20.9 tons. The commercial brands in the same testsyielded 5.9 to 22.7 tons'per ncre, an average of 13.2 tons.The California e:.\.-perimentsin 1931 included nine tests in whichcurly top was an important factor influencing yields. The resultsat Shafter are omitted becnuse of the fact that the yields obtainedwere influenced by the garden-nematode infestation of the field.Only one experiment from Bakersfield (February 10) is included, sinceso far flS possible the results used in this general summary have beenconfined to those from plantings made on dates conforming to whatwould be a. normal planting date for the locality. Repeated experience at Bakersfield hilS shown that Murch 3 is too late for commercialplantings there; hence] the results from the planting of that date areomitted. It :may be noted that the March 3 planting showed anaverage yield of 11.9 tons per nere for the U. S. No.1 variety and 3.9tons per acre for the commercial bmnd (Old Type) used as a check.At Buttonwillow, similarly, only the results from one of the two trialshave been used, since it is believed. that the results from the February12 plantin$ are the more representative for the purposes of this discussion. It should be noted that the JanuaIY 13 planting at Buttonwillow, which is omitted, gave an average yield of 22.2 tons per acrefor the U. S. No.1 variety and un average of 18.2 tons per acre for thecommercial brand. .Six tests in California (three intensive agronomic and three growertest Il]antings) 45 are considered as representative of the U. S. No.1variety growing lmder conditions where curly top is a .factor. Theyields of the resistant variety ranged from 18.7 to 30.3 tons per acre, 

IS The results from only tho first set of plots from tbo growor·test plonting on Union Island were used Inth!l; summary. 
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with an aver~e of 23.8 tons, in contrast with the commercial brands, 
which ranged m yield .from 13 to 25.7 tons per acre, with an average 

, of 17.3 tons. 
The New Mexico plantings in 1931 included two at State Collegec' and one at Las Vegas. The planting of March 16 at State College 

yielded an average of 13.4 tons per acre for the U. S. No.1 variety 
and 8.9 tons per acre for the commercial brands (Old Type and Pio
neer). In the April 1 planting the average yield of the U. S. No.1 
variety was 13.2 tons per acre, and that of the commercial brands was 
8 tons per acre. Only the results of the March 16 planting are in
ct"::ded in the averages shown in Table 31. The Las Vegas test 
showed an average yield of 13.4 tons per acre for the U. S. No.1 
variety and 6.7 tons per acre for the commercial brand (Pioneer). 

Six of the 1931 tests were conducted under conditions where curly
top injury was absent or else an unimportant factor. These tests 
were: One near Salt Lake City, Utah; 2 near Fruita, Colo.; and leach 
at Bakersfield (the January ,?lanting), Chino, and Oxnard, in Cali
fornia. The results of these, comparisons with commercial brands 
afford some indication of the jlerformance to be e:A-pected of the U. S. 
No.1 variety if it should be planted in seasons when curly top does 
not caUi';e serious damage. The same may be said for areas only 
slightly affected. The range in yields for the U. S. No.1 variety in 
these tests was from 18.8 to 27.9 tons per acre and for the commercial 
brands from 17.3 to 26.9 tons per acre. The difference between the 
averages (0.5 ton per acre), as shown in Table 31, if significant at all, 
is probably to be attributed to the curly-top factor. 

QUALITY 

Because of the large number of determinations of sucrose yercentage 
and purity made in connection with the many field tests, It has been 
possible to compare the quality of the U. S. No.1 variety with that of 
the commonly used commercial brands. 

The test in Idaho in 1930, as mentioned earlier in this discussion, 
was made under unfavorable soil conditions. This fact probably 
explains the exceptionally low sucrose percentages found. Tests of 
the U. S. No.1 variety showed a higher sucrose percentage than tests 
of the commercial brand (Pioneer) used as a check. In 1931, sucrose 
percentages were determined in connection with each of the 19 field 
tests carried on in Idaho. In 5 cases the average sucrose percentage 
of the U. S. No.1 variety was numerically lower by between 0.2 and 
0.9.per cent than that of the commercial brand compared with it, and 
in 5 other cases it was higher by the same amounts. The geneml 
aver~ge of the 19 tests shows a sucrose percentage of 18.09 for the 
U. S. No.1 variety and 18.01 for the commercial brands. The U.S. 
No.1 variety showed a slightly higher coefficient of apparent purity in 
most cases, but the average difference was too small to be significant. 

Sucrose determinations were made in connection with two of the 
field tests in Utah in 1930. They showed numerical differences of 
0.14 and 0.6 per cent sucrose in favor of the commercial brand 
(Schreiber) used for comparison. . 

The sbc Utah field tests, in 1931, where irrigation water was 
adequate, showed in every case a higher sucrose percentage for the 
commercial brands used. The numerical differences ranged from 0.2 
to 1 percent, with an average of 0,6 per cent. The coefficients of 
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apparent purity were not significantly different. The two tests inColorado· showed practically the same sucrose-percentage readingslor the U. S. No.1 variety as for the commercial brand (Braune Elite).In the two California field tests in 1930, the sucrose percentage ofthe U. S. No.1 variety was higher by 0.14 than that of the commercialbrand (Old Type) in one case and lower by 0.8 in the other. Twelvesets of comparative determinations in 1931 showed the U. S. No.1 variety higher in sucrose percentage in sh: cases and lower in six cases.The average of the differences was Goo small to be significant. Therewas no significant difference in purity.

The New Mexico tests in 1930 showed the U. S. No.1 variety equalin sucrose percentage to the commercial brand (Pioneer) in one caseand lower by 1.4 and 0.5 in the other two cases, respectively. Thethree tests in 1931 showed a slight but significant superiority for thecommercial brand Pioneer over the U. S. No.1 variety.'fhe results of the investigation seem to justify the conclusion thatthe average sucrose percentage of the U. S. No.1 variety was lower bya fraction of a per cent than that of the commercial brands with whichit was compared. The evidence indicates no significant difference inpurity.
Since the U. S. No.1 variety closely approaches the commercialbrands in quality, it will probably show under curly-top conditions asuperiority in yield of sugar per acre almost directly proportional toits superiority in yield of beets.
Table :H summarizes the results of 6 tests under conditions wherecurly-top injury was not an important factor and of 32 tests where thedisease was a factor of varying degrees of importance. The resultsunder n.early normal conditions are too few to be conclusive, but theysuggest that when curly top is not a factor little difference is probablyto be e}.:pected between the U. S. No.1 variety and the commercialbrands used. The tabulated results also show clearly that undercurly-top conditions the U. S. No.1 variety is markedly superior tothe commercial brands. 

TABLE 31.-Summary of comparisons of the U. S. No. 1 variety with commercialbrands, based on tests made in Idaho, Utah, Colorado, California, and NewMexico in 1931 

Yield per acre I Average sucrooo aross sugar per acre 1 

Conditions Tests 

U,S. Com- Dit- U. s. Com- Dit
No.1 mer- fer· No.1 mer.. fer- u. S. Com· Dlffer

cial cnce clnl ence No.1 mercial ence

----I--- --
Num· Per Per PcrCurly top 8 minor factor or ab- bersent__________________•• __..._ Ton. To". Ton. ctnt Ctnt f+~tnt Pound. Po'l7Id. Pound. 0 23.8 23.3 +0.5 15.7 15.5 0.2Curly-top Injury ranging from iJ4i3 i,223 +250

moderate to severe.____•_____ 32 17.3 11.8 +5.5 17.45 17.53 -.08 6,038 4,137 +1,901 

I Yields were computed to the ton·per·acre basis for easy comparison, In ncarly all cnscs. the yieldswere computed from the average weight of beet by multiplying by a fact<lr suitable for the row width employed In the test. They nre expressed in terms 01 100 per cent stands. Actual stand would need to betaken into COnsideration to make the yield data strictly applicable to actual yields. For curly-top con·dltions, it seems probable that the actual yields would be closely approached by dIrect application 01 theactual'stand lactor. (Bee p. 22 and 29.)
J Obtained from general averages lor yield and sugar given In this table, 
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The tests reported in this bulletin have demonstrated that through 
disease resistance curly top as it affects sugar beets can be fairly well 
controlled. This fact is of more importance than is t.he development 
of a particular variety such as the curly-top-resistant variety U. S. 
No. 1. The utilization of this variety to secure curly-top control by 
disease resistance indicates the possibility of an entirE.:.· satisfactory 
solution of this problem. 

IMPERFECTIONS IN U. S. NO. 1 

The U. S. No.1 variety is not immune to curly top. The extent to 
which it is injured by the disease depends on the severity of. the 
exposure. Data have been presented which indicate this fact. 
Under curly-top e:-"]Josure, many individual plants in the variety show 
conspicuous symptoms of the disease. The variety as a whole shows a 
degree of resistance intermediate between the susceptibility of the 
commercial brands and the vmy high resistance of certain low-sugar 
strains. 

A more serious imperfection in the U. S. No.1 variety is a tendency 
to bolt.46 There is evidence that this characteristic is attributable 
to the inclusion in the U. S. No. 1 variety of the strain 905a2, which 
has this tendency, and possibly because of the inclusion of other 
strains that show the bolting tendency to a lesser degree. This tend
ency in the U. S. No.1 variety will probably continue to manifest 
itself in practically the same degree provided full random mating 
occurs in subsequent generations. It seems probable, however, that 
through additional selection the U. S. No.1 variety may be greatly 
improved with respect to bolting. 

It is ]'ecognized that the resistant variety U. S. No.1, as now con
stituted, is not a finished product and that it offers considerable 
opportunity for improvement. Under many conditions, however, its 
shortcomings do not preclude its usc. The general consensus of 
opinion of all who have closely followed the tests is that utilization of 
this resistant variety will constitute a distinct step in curly-top con
trol, since under all conditions but that of extreme e:-"]Josure to the 
disease the variety gives promise of satisfactory results. On the 
basis of the e:-"l)erience reported in this bulletin, the use of this variety 
is rec.ommended until a better variety can be developed from the 
resistant strains now in process of selection and improvement. 

PLAN .FOR MAKING U. S. NO.1 COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE 

The Bureau of Plant Industry is planning to release, under proper 
restrictions, the U. S. No.1 variety for use by growers in the area 
affected by curly top. It is estimated that there are at least 50,000 
to '75,000 acres which have been used within the past few years for 
sugar-beet culture and which have been made marginal for sugar-beet 

1& In 1932, becaU5e o[a seasonal difference, bolting In the U. S. No.1 \"arlet)' was genernlly moree\"ldent in 
tho area west of the Rocky Mountains. Tho lJ, S. No.1 varletysbowed 1 to G./pcr cent bolters In locations 
in Idaho where In 10311& had had less than 1 per cent bolters. A planting at KlDg City, CaliC., on Jan. 10, 
1932, d~veloped 52 per cent bolters in contrast to 5 per cent bolters in the check (Old Type). The 1931 
plantings of the lJ. S. NO.1 variety made at (our places in CallCornlu (rom Jan. 13 to IG developed so small 
a number of bolters as not to attmct special notice. Replicated tests o( the original soJection und the first 
and second generatioll mulUplications were conducted at Castleford, Idaho, In 1932. 'I'he percentlll!e of 
bolters was small, ranging Jrom l to 3.14. 
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production by the frequent outbreaks of curly top. There is in 
addition the large acreage of good land under il'ri~ation from which 
the sugar-beet industry has withdrawn and to whIch, by use of the 
curly:-top-resistant varIety, the industry may, as econOffilC conditions 
justify, return. To supply the present active area of 50,000 to 75,000 
acres in the affected districts where beets are noW' being grown requires, 
at the customary rate of plan ting, approximately 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 
pounds of seed annually. To produce such a quantity of seed, at 
the conservative estimate of 1,000 pounds of seed per acre, would 
require about 1,000 to 1,500 acres. 

The first difficulty to be overcome is that of securing an adequate 
supply of seed to plant the 1,500 or more acres for seed production, 
because the original quantity of seed of the selected variety was small 
and to make the needed increase under conditions where selection for 
curly-top resistance could be continued would l'equire too much time 
and e~"Pense. 

Under these circumstances, in order to secure a. massive increase of 
the seed supply, it is proposed to continue the multiplication of the 
present seed stock without further selection. Special care will be 
taken, however, that full random matings shall occur within the 
plantings, in order to maintain the variety at its present level, if 
possible, without serious l'etrogression. 

As has been stated, theoretically tlns seems a safe procedure and 
has proved practicable with other crops. The tests in 1930 were 
conducted with t.he original seed stock of the U. S. No. 1 variety 
and for the tests in 1931 the first multiplication of the original seed 
was used.. The detailed data presented herein indicate that no drop 
in CUl'ly-top resistance, in quality, or in yield capacity occlli'red in 
the first multiplication of the original seed. There is some evidence 
that the second increase is essentially like the original seed and like 
the first multiplication of the original seed. At the Rocky Ford field 
station 4; an intensive field study was made of the behavior of suc
cessive increases 'of the U. S. No.1 variety that had been produced 
,\'ithout selection. A quantity of the first multiplication of U. S. No. 
1 seed produced at Las Cruces, N. Mex., in 1930, was planted in the 
o-reenhouse in early October in 1930, and a crop of beet seed was pro
duced from several hundred unthinned plants late in the winter and 
early in the spring. TIns second multiplication of the U. S. No.1 
variety, produced without selection, was compared in a replicated 
field test with the original seed, the fU'st multiplication, and a com
mercial brand. Unfortunately, the plots suffered from a nematode 
attack, so that reliable yield data were not obtainable, but mspection 
of the plots indicated no retrogression in yields in the areas unaffected 
by nematodes. Comparable samples taken for sucrose analysis gave 
closely comparable values for the beets grown from these thl'ee seed 
lots (15.5, 15.6, and 15.8 per cent sucrose, respectively). No data 
in regard to curly-top resistance were obtainable, because of the 
absence of the disease at Rocky Ford, Colo. No indication of bolt,ing 
was seen. 

17 These tests were conducted by O. W. Deming, nssistlll1t agronomist. 
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In order to meet the present need for rapid increase of seed, on the 
basis of the plant-breeding experience and the preliminary tests 
reported, the unmediately available seed stock of the U. S. No.1 
variety (about 300 pounds), which is the first multiplication of the 
original seed, has been devoted to increasing the seed supply by 
growing, without selection, a second increase. By extensive plantin~ 
this in turn is to be directly increased to many thousand pounds ill 
the third multiplication. Thus the first seed. to be used for sugar
beet production will be two generations removed from the seed stock 
which has now been extensively tested, and reliance for its behavior 
will have to be placed on the present rather limited information in 
r~ard to the results of such direct multiplications without selection. 

The experimentalwork of the Division of Sugar Plant Investigations 
with this variety, however, is carried on each season ·with a stock of 
seed of the variety one year in advance of the commercial production 
of such seed, so that opportunity will be afforded to determine 
definitely the performance of the sugar beets from such seed before it 
is utilized on any comprehensive scale by growers. ' 

Investigational work already reported (11) and in progress has sho,""O. 
that sugar-beet seed can be produced economically by the overwinter
ing-in-the-field m~thod in at least three southwestern areas in the 
United States, namely, Mesilla VaHey in New Mexico, the "Dixie" 
section of Washington County and tbe Virgin River Valley in Utah, 
and the Hemet Valley and the Beaumont sections of California. 
The possibilities of beet-seed production by the overwintering-in-the
field method have not been investigated in other sections where the 
climate is adapted to it, and it is probable that other areas will be 
found suitable for the growing of the crop. The growing of beet 
seed requires some special knowledge of crop handling, fertilization, 
fitting of land, and care of the crop. Moreover, the market for sugar
beet seed is restricted to the sugar-beet factories concerned, which are 
the sole purc1}~sers of the seed to be allotted to the growers in their 
respective districts. 

In order to maintain and saferruard the resistant qualities from 
deterioration by accidental hybridization with nonresistant beets, to 
prevMt mislabeling, and to coordinate the seed supply with a con
tinuing breeding program, the Bureau of Plant Industry has supplied 
an association of interested sugar-beet companies with seed, for 
multiplication purposes only, of the first increase of the U. S. No.1 
variety. This provisionalarrnngement has been made subject to the 
requirement that the seed resulting be multiplied in the United States 
and that the designation "U. S. No.1 variety" be restricted to lots 
of seed conforming to such standards and requirements as the bureau 
may need to impose in order to safe~uard the public interest. During 
the introductor:r period the multIplications of the seed are being 
made under the direct supervision of the bureau. The performance 
'Jf the variety under field conditions will be closely followed. 

Because of (1) the limited t1Vuiillble supply of seed of the U. S. No.1 
variety, (2) the obvious absence of a madmt for sugur-beet seed notpro
duced by previous definite tlJ"rangement with the sugm· companies, 
who constitute the sole market for it, and (3) the obligation enforced 
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by aU companies that beets must be grown from the seed furnishedby the contracting companies, no seed of this variety is being madeavailable for general distribution.

Under the plan of operation outlined the second multiplication ofthe original stock of seed of the U. S. No.1 variety waslroducedin the summer of 1932. This amounted to several thousan pounds;enough of this was planted in the fall of 1932 to produce a large amountof seed in 1933 for general use in the curly-top areas for the plantingseason in 1934. As has been stated, the Federal eJo.-perimental workin 1933 will be carlied on with the type of material available for general use in 1934. If the l"esistant qualities and other attributes maintainthemselves as eJo.'"Pected, the U. S. No.1 variety, when substitutedfor, the present susceptible brands in the most severely affected beetgrowing nreas, should be v~ry beneficial in relieving curly-top damage,and in those m'eas continually menaced and sometimes seriouslydamaged it should. give a highly desirable assurance against excessivelosses to the beet crop. Utilization of the variety in its present formis recommended with full recognition of the fnet that it is far from afinished product and is being released in order to meet an emergency. 

SUMMARY 

The curly-top disease of sugar beets has been a limiting factor inmany of the areas west of the Roch.-y Mountains from the time thebeet-sugar industry was stm·ted in those areas. The beet leaf hopperis the only known transmitting agent of the curly-top virus, but theefforts to combat this insect have not yet l'esulted in adequate measures for-its control.
Progress in the study of disease resistance in sugar beets as a control measure for curly top has previously been reported by severalworkers. This bulletin reports an important advance in the production of a resistant variety. By the combination of a number ofstrains selected for l'esistance, a variety has been produced which hasa fair degree of resistance to curly top and is reasonably satisfactoryin other respects. This variety has been designated U. S. No. 1.The curly-top-resistant variety U. S. No.1 was tested in agronomictrials, in 1930, in Idaho, Utah, California, and New Mexico and muchmore extensively, in 1931, in these States and in Colorado. Theseextensive tests demonstrnted that it is markedly superior in resistance to any of the standard commercial brands with which it wascompm·ed. In sucrose and in pm'ity it compares satisfactorily withstandard commercial brands of sugar beets now in general use.The resistant variety U. S. No. 1 has some imperfections whichmake further improvement desirable, but until a better variety isproduced from the strainR now being worked upon, it seems advisablethat widespread use be made of this variety. Its use should afforda commendable degree of curly-top control. 
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